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A B S ~ C T
This pupose of this thesis is to examine and explain in detail the recent and
developing military relationship between Israel and Turkey. To do so effectively, the
thesis focuses on four aspects of this relationship, al1 of which are intercomected and
equally important; without each of them, the thesis cannot be adequately understood. The
first refers to the theoretical incentives that have driven Turkey and Israel to redise

(relative) security in cosperation with each other. The second factor relates to the

historical and geographic context in which both countries find themselves. To that end, a
close look at the history of their regional relations will reveal that moa of these relations
have contributed to their physical insecurity and a need to overcome this deficiency by

bringing their militaries closer together.

Third, the current state of these multiple relationships indicate that Turkey and
Israel's situation has not improved, and in fact has even worsened in a number of ways.
The reasons and motivations behind Jenisalem and Ankara's decision to collaborate
militady cm be found in their relations with their regional neighbours-in particular with
Syria., Iraq, and Iran-since both Turkey and Israel have substantial disagreements and

disputes with each of these states, and in the case of Turkey, Greece as well. Finally, no
relationship is without its problems, and the Turkish-Israeli one also faces difficulties.

The thesis concludes, however, that the reasons and motives listed previously throughout
this study are more than enough to overwme these potential sturnbling blocks, and in fact
provide for a strong basis for a continuation and strengthening of this relationship that has

such an important effect on Middle Eastern politics in the last years of the twentieth
century.
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CHAPTER ONE:
ENTRODUCTION
Introduction

The Middle East is arguably the moa volatile region in the world today, although
there is no doubt that there are other areas prone to violence as well. Tensions run high in
this realm, and most States are involved in one dispute or another with some, or

sometimes several, of theû regional neighbours. But the aspect of Middle Eastern politics
that unially highlights its volatility is its inclination toward sudden, even unexpected,
shifts and changes in the previously prevdent political, diplomatic, and rnilitary currents.

The emergence of ties between Turkey and Israel since the 1990s cm be cited as a very
good example of this trend.

The fact that this relationship has grown stronger each year,

based on ewnomic, diplomatic, political, and military facets, has forced many states
within the region to reconsider their strategies. Both countries are regional military
powers, both are pro-Westem, especially pro-Amencan, both are democracies, and both
are viewed by the predominantly Arab and Muslim Middle ~ a s t as
' foreigners, outsiders,

and even intruders.
This thesis focuses on the military relationship between these two states,

beginning on February 23 1996, when the Turkish Deputy Chief of the General Staff,

' The terms "Arab" and "Muslim" are not used interchangeably in this thesis. The
former includes al1 states whose inhabitants are predominantly Arab, while the latter
encompasses those states whose official religion is Islam (the Arab states and Iran) or
whose population is predominantly Muslim (Turkey). This comprises the entire Middle
East except for Israel but including Irao and Turkey, both of which are nonoArab
(Persians and Turks,respectively).

General Cevik Bir, and the Director-General of the Israeli Ministry of Defense, David
Ivry, signed the Military Training Cooperation Agreement (MTCA). This accord became

the f o r e m e r of a number of military agreements, ranging fkom naval training exercises
to joint missile production. There are other aspects to the Turkish-Israeli relationship,
especially economic interactions, but these hcets, as seen in the light of Middle Eastern
politics,2 do not have the sarne glaring effect on other states as the martial elements.
Importantly, this thesis argues that this particular development affects the course of
Middle Eastern politics at the end of the twentieth century to a greater degree than
perhaps any other event in the Middle East in recent years; in short, this sudden shifi in
political and rnilitary currents has affected the balance of interests within the region, as
well as the context of strategic relations in the Middle East.
The purpose of this thesis is to explain what is perhaps the most dynamic and
consequential development in Middle Eastern politics within the last few years. The
Turkish-Israeli rnilitq relationship has already had wide-ranging consequences within
the Middle East and other nearby regions. It has shown its effects in the harsh
condemnation of it by Muslim States, and some of their policies of re-evaluating former
enmities within the area. The relationship's non-regional after-effects include the fact that
the United States, while not having aaively encourageci a Jerusalem-ARkara axis, can

now appreciate the extent to which such a development contributes to fiirthering either its
direct influence in the Middle East or a realisation of its own policies. This is done

primarily through a strengthening of its two closest regional fnends, who are both proThis phrase encompasses an entire range of relationships between states within
the Middle East, including the Arab-Israeli confiict, Persian Gulf politics inter-Arab
relations, and inter-Muslim disputes. The Jerusalem-Ankara axis has the potential to

Western in an area hown for its anti-Western, or more specifically anti-American,
tendencies. The core examination is on the theoretical incentives behind the TurkishIsraeli decision, the historical context in which they are situateci, the reasons and
motivations, both within and without the region, and the potential shimbling blocks to at

Ieast military collaboration.
To better elucidate the main points to be drawn fkom the thesis, the following can
be taken by the reader as the most important elements of discussion on both the Turkish-

Israeli relationship and the thesis itself
The Military Training Cooperation Agreement and al1 subsequent accords dealing
with defence-industrial and defence co-operation ties;
The other supporting aspects of the Turkish-Israeli relationship, including cultural,
financial, tourism, environmental, crime-fighting, and perhaps most importantly,
econornic afEairs;
The potential these combinai facets have for a mature snategic alliance;
The very nature of Turkey and Israel's relationships with other Middle Eastem
countnes, narnely their shared distinct "otherness" (that is, Jews and Turks as settlerconquerors in an area ovenvhelmingly Muslim Arab) and their shared strategic
relationship with the United States;
The integrai necessity of exarnining Israel and Turkey's regional relationships
(parricularly with Syria, Iraq, and Iran) in order to understand why the two have
initiated closer military links;
The effect the Military Training Cooperation Agreement, and broader militas.
relations between the two,has had on Middle Eastern politics;
The focus of Structural Realism on the system-level analysis of International
Relations and the ability of this theory to adequately explain the developments in
Turkish-Israeli relations;
The fact that although potential stumbling blocks exist to any relationship within the
complex web of Middle Eastern politics, the Turkish-Israeli link seems strong enough
for the foreseeable future to withstand most changes within regional politics.
As mentioned, the increasing closeness of Israeli-Turkish ties is shown in this

thesis to be theoretically coherent; indeed, for international relations, its result should
have been expected with the change in the bipolar structure of the intemational syaem.
affect d l of these currents, and therefore "Middle Eastern politics" is used to describe the
extent to which it has influenceci other states and other relationships.

As Kenneth Waltz argued, a change in the international structure will produce a change

in state behaviour. Under the bipolar m a d e of the Cold War, neither Turkey nor Israel
had much incentive, although the reasons certainly did exist, to expand their ties. At the

end of Soviet-American nvalry, and the subsequent lessenhg of nearly unconditional
American support for its fiends and allies in the face of a Communia threat, Jerusalem
and Ankara correctly perceived theû extemal security situations to have been altered. A
relationship between the two makes much sense in the post-bipolar era, and as is argued
later, these aiment developments in Turkish-Israeli relations point to the continued
relevance and applicability of Stmctural Realism.
Whether or not this development represents a new power alliance in the Middle

East is open to debate. As Chapter Five will discuss, it is nill too early to predict with any
certainty what will become of the relationship in the new decade. The potential does exist
for an ernerging power bloc, but the complexities of Middle Eastern politics prohibit any
quick or easy solutions to a country's problems.

Details o f Individual Chapters
An analysis of the m e n t and expanding military relationship between Israel and

Turkey requires some kiistorical background, as well as a description of the motives
behind, and potentiai stumbling blocks to, this development. This thesis is divided into
five chapters, including an introductory section. Chapter Two relates the more intangible,
theoreticai incentives behind Turkish-Israeli co-operation, narnely the nature of Structural
Realism as designed by Kenneth Waltz and its effects on the international system. This
chapter argues that the theoretical forces pushing for Israel and Turkey to draw closer

militarily are just as important as, if not more than, the more concrete reasons explained
in Chapten Three and Four, while these latter d o n s reflect the physicd, visible
motivations. Chapter Two thus lays the groundwork for understanding the Jerusalem-

Ankara axis. However, since Structural Realism is only a theoretical tool to explain
actual events, the proceeding chapters deal in more concrete issues.

Chapter Three sumarises the historical relations between Turkey and Israel, as
weli as their relations with regionai neighbours and the United States. Doing so will draw

a picture of the circumstances both countries face within the Middle East. Since the
purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader only with a contextuai background to the
thesis, it does not go into greater detail into the motivations behind Turkish-Israeli
military collaboration. That is reserved for Chapter Four, which details the motives that
spring f?om relations with Middle Eastern and regional States, as well as concems arising

fiom both countries' current state of relations with the West. In the process of this
examination, it will be made clear what benefits Turkey and Israel denve from their
military relationship. Finally, Chapter Five begins with a discussion on those aspects of
the relationship that have the capability to disrupt and possibly even negate TurkishIsraeli collaboration, while at the same time refûting these arguments by maintaining that
although there may be significant reasons for such a relationship to fail, current
ciraimstances provide ample opportunity for the Jerusalem-Ankara axis to grow stronger

and even flourish. This section will conclude with a discussion on the fùture of this
developing fnendship and its importance to both Middle East and security studies, and

International Relations in general.

It should be noted that this thesis is indeed lengthy. However, since the topic is so
important for both Middle Eastern politics and International Relations theory, much
material needs to be wvered and explained. Although each chapter examines a different

aspect of this subject, they are al1 interdependent and equally important, and to leave
anything out wouid be to remove a substantial explanatory section without which the
Turkish-Israeii military relationship c a ~ obe
t fblly explained or understood. The overall
argument would then be lacking, and the thesis itself unfulfilled.

Turkish-Israeli Miiitary Co-operation

It must be mentioned here that of the original accord, the Military Training
Cooperation Agreement, much has remained classified and it can be safely assumed that
many aspects of subsequent arrangements also are unobtainable for public consumption.
What follows is a sumrnary of information that is available, based on what linle has been
gleaned from official sources and what

ûui

be assumed and deduced nom a study of

Turkey and Israel's relations with Middle Eastern, regional, and other powers.
As stated previously, February 23 1996 began an era of overt military

CO-

operation between Israel and ~ u r k e This
~ . ~agreement itself would have remained secret,
but it was reveaied &er leaks to the Turkish press announced its existence and certain of
its clauses. The Military Training Cooperation Agreement signed in Tel Aviv was agreed
to last for five years, and without Nnety-days notification of termination before the
expiry date, will remain in force for an additional year. These same rules apply toward
each subsequent yearly renewal.

Although the doaiment itself is not available to the general public, certain aspects
of this accord are known. The signatories agred to allow for members of each state's air
force to fly training exercises within the other country's borders, four times each year. A

Turkish Foreign Ministry press release discussing the agreement r a d : "The fact that the
Israeli and Turkish armed forces use the same type of aircdt, with the sarne
specifications, makes technological cooperation both necessary and ~ s e f u l . "The
~ press
release added that the aircraft, whether in Turkish or Israeli temtory, would not be using
either ammunition or electronic listening devices, intending to ailay Iranian and Syrian

fean that Israel would use Turkey's borders with their countries to establish intelligence
p a s and eavesdrop on govemment conversations. Naval exercises were also stipulated,

as well as allowing the Israeli navy to train at Turkish diving facilities for lesser costs.
Much more has been declared by non-government sources, though, on what these
agreements might contain. In fact, the Israeli daily, Ha'aretz, reported in June 1996 that
Turkey would indeed allow Israel to wnduct electronic surveillance flights along its
borders with Syria, Iraq, and han.' In April 1996, eight Israeli F-16s made the first visit
to the Turkish air base of Akinci, near Ankara, for a week of training. This exercise was
of great benefit to Israel, since Turkey's much larger area and mountainous terrain
provide for more oppomuiity than is available in a small country such as 1sraek6 The
International Institute for Strategic Studies believes that these flights "almoa certainly"
-

-

-

--

-

Chapter Three relates aspects of the covert nature of Turkish-Israeli relations.
The purpose of this chapter is to detail the (relatively) open militas, relationship between
the two States.
Statement from Turkey's Foreign Ministry, 10 April 1996.
' John Pomâet, "Turkey Strengthens Ties to Israel," The Washinmon Post, 2
June, 1996.

included reconnaissance missions aimed at Syria and iraq.' in June that same year,

Turkish piiots made their debut flights over Israel.
AIthough both Jenisalem and Ankara have denied that uieir agreement is directed
against any third country, as if to give substance to Muslim fears that Israel can in fact
utilise Turkish airspace in any attack on Muslim territory, Turkish ambassador to the

US,Nuzhet Kandemir, admitted that during the February 1997 Iraqi crisis, Ankara gave
some thought to allowing Israeli war planes to fiy through Turkish airspace to penetrate
Iraqi temtory were Baghdad to send SCUD missiles against ~srael.*It has also k e n
reported that Iran is concerned that its nuclear program might d e r the same fate as

Iraq's did in 1981': the ability of Israeli planes to fly through Turkey certainly enhances
the chances of success for such an operation were it ever to be contemplated.
Another aspect of air force w-operation lies in the establishment of a radar
network to be used to pinpoint and identify migration routes of predatory birds in fa11 and
spring. Seven radar stations are to cover Turkish and Israeli airspace, which allows each
state to provide the other with advance waniing of when the migrations begin. So far,
ninety Turkish pilots have received Israeli training with regard to bird-plane collisions
and safety regulations.'O

The February agreement

was also alleged to have provided for protocols for

officer exchanges visits by militas, delegations, joint air and naval training, intel1igence
Michael Eisenstadt, "Turks h-Israeli Military Cooperation: An Assessment,"
Policyvatch No.262 (Washington, D.C.:
The Washington lnstitute for Near East Policy,
24 July, 1997).
' Stephen Kinzer, "The Mideast's New Friendship." The New York Times, 14
April, 1997.
'Turkish Daily News, 2 1 February 1997.
Middle East Secunty Reuort No.52,21 January 1998.

co-operation,

'

l

strategic dialogue meetings, and other points more related to defence

industrial joint action.12 With mch a wide-ranging agreement, it is reasonable to argue
that subsequem accords and agreements would not be long in the making. And indeed,
they were not. A flurry of visits by military personnel followed.
About one month &er the first agreement, the two militaries announced they had
agreed to hold joint manoeuvres and training exercises, and that a renirity forum for
strategic dialogue was set as an ongoing process. Near the end of May, Turkey's naval
commander, Admiral Guven Arkiya, arrived in Israel as a guest of the Israeli naval chief,
Major-General Alex Tal, for a four-day visit. At the begiming of June, the Israeli
Defense Forces' (IDF) Deputy Chief of Staff, Major-General Matan Vilnai, flew to
Turkey.
In June 1996 Israeli President Ezer Weizman visited Turkey for a United Nations

Conference, but he did meet with Turkish President Süleyman Demirel. Their discussion
focused on ways to fùrther cernent the rnilitary cooperation between their armed forces.

This meeting seems to have borne h i t . Ankara and Jerusalem had been quietly working
on an arms deai for Israel to upgrade fifty-four Turkish F-4 Phantom fighter planes for
$650 million, but the agreement had been delayed because of financing problems. The

Israeli Knesset agreed to grant loans to Israel Aircraft industries, the Company overseeing
the overhauling of the Phantoms, but, due to the Turkish goveniment's inability to pay
the money up fiont, Israeli banks which would be funding the work were hesitant.
Amikarn Nachmani, "Bridge Across the Middle East: Turkey and Israel in the
1WOs," forthcuming, 25.
As Amikarn Nachmani states, "[tlhis is a domain in which speculation is rife,
but Turkey's location between three states of especial interest to Israel (Syria, Iraq, Iran)
leaves little scope for assuming anything but the existence of close Israeli-Turkish
intelligence ties." Source: Tbid., 22.
'O

On Augusî 28 1996, this hesitation was relieved. Director-General Ivry and
irkish Undersecretq of Defense Tuncer Kilinc signed a second defence agreement,
which dealt primarily with the exchange of technicd expertise and knowledge. This

accord was iargely expected to pave the way for implementing the deal to upgrade
Turkey's F-4s, although the details of the deal were considered secret."
The February and August defence pacts were considered by most to be the
defining landmarks in Turkish-Israeli military collaboration. Most of the clauses in both
were deemed classifieci, both involved unprecedented exchanges, and both caused
consternation and even fear in the surrounding Arab and Muslim States. The August
agreement was later enhanced, in December: the modernisation of the Turkish Phantoms
would coa $650 million ($800 million with interest) and include the installation of
advanced avionics syaems, such as radar, electronic warfare capabilities, and navigation
systems.l4 Twenty-six of the planes would be upgraded in Israel, twenty-eight in Turkey,
within six to eight years. Further, that same month a pact was signed in which an Israeli
Company agreed to supply Turkey with Airborne Rescue Systems for helicopters, in a

deal worth about % I 5 million.
In May 1997, then-Turkish Defense Minister Turhan Tayan visited Israel and
toured the Lebanese and Syrian borders, and the Golan Heights. That same month, a
report was d e n in a Turkish newspaper that claimed that Israel had given secret

Kinzer, "The Mideast's New Friendship."
Arieh O'SulIivan, "Turkey, Israel Sign Delayed Defense Industry Pact," The
Jerusalem Post, 29 August, 19%.
'' Steve Rodan and news agencies, "Turkey Signs $650 m. Phantom Upgrade Deal
with LU," The Jerusalem Poa htemet Edition, 8 December, 1996.
l2

l3

information about MG-29 warplanes, the type flown by the Syrian air force, to ~ u r k e ~ . ' '
About two weeks later, Israel and Turkey announced they had agreed to jointly produce
the Popeye LI air-to-ground missile in a $100 million deal (Turkey had aiready purchased
fifty Popeye 1 missiles). l6

Although these arms deals in themselves are large enough, Turkey announced in

January 1997 that it has sweeping plans to completely overhaui its armed forces and
modernise them effectively to meet al1 potentid threats to its security. Retired General
Sitki Orun, technical advisor to the state-nui Turkish Armed Forces Foundation, declared
that Turkey will spend $ 150 billion over the next twenty-five years to modernise its
military." General Omn fùrther stated that Turkey prefers these plans to be made in
wnjunction with Israel and Israeli defence firms.I8 At the end of 1997, the Turkish
Deputy Defense Minister, Tuncer Kilinc, met with Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai, while visiting Israel for two days.
Israel's Merkava tank is being touted as a possible replacement for Turkey 's tank
force, which has a program to produce eight hundred new battle tanks in a three billion
dollar deal.19 In addition, at the end of December 1997, Israel Aircrafi Industries won a
tender to upgrade Turkey's F-5 fighter planes, for $75 million. Ankara has also show
interest in co-producing the Phalcon airborne warning aircraft, the Arrow anti-missile
IS Turkey denied the report. Source: News Agencies, "Report: Israel Gave Turkey
Data on the MiG-29," The Jemsalem Poa Intemet Edition, 4 May, 1997.
l6 Arieh O'Sullivan, "Israel, Turkey to Make Popeye Missiles," The Jemsalem
Post Internet Edition, 18 May, 1997.
" Turkish Press Review, "New $150 Billion Military Agreement with IsraeI," 28
January, 1997. $65 billion is to be spent on the air force, $60 billion on land forces, and
$25 billion on the navy.
'' Ibid.
l9 Steve Rodan, "Turkey Wants More Arms Deals &om Israel" The Jemsalem
Post Internet Edition, 27 January, 1997.

system (which is fûnded largely by the United States), and missile and attack b o a t ~ . ~The
'
two countries have already agreed to jointly produce the 400-kilometer range Delilah

cniise missile, and engaged in discussions on satellite communications joint production.
It has also been reported that Turkey wodd purchase fiom Israel the Python-4 air-to-air
missile, and would manufacture the Israeli Galil idantry rifle." The two govemments
have even expressed interest in co-operating in the area of space r e ~ e a r c h . ~ ~
As though to underscore these expanding links, Turkey and Israel held for the first

time a joint naval exercise, dubbed ""ReliantMennaid," on January 7 1998.~
The United
States dso participateci, and Jordan sent an observer, in a five-hour search and rescue
operation that drew a storrn of protest from the Arab states and Iran, seeming to confirm
fean that the Turkish-Israeli relationship had reached strategic proportions. The exercise
involved approximately 1000 sailors, an Amencan destroyer, two Israeli Saar missile
boats, two Turkish fiigates, and a number of Israeli helicopters and maritime patrol
aircraft."
As is explained in Chapter Four, part of Turkey's desire to collaborate with Israel

is the disregard Turkey has received fiom European states and the United States. Norway
has imposed an arms embargo against Turkey and in January 1997 Belgium cancelled a
weapons sale due to human rights violations in Turkey. In the United States, Congress

"Eisenstadt, "Turkish-Israeli Military Cooperation."
*' Nachmani, "Bridge Across the Middle East: Turkey and Israel in the

1990s."

22.
11 Amnon Bardai, "Israel and Turkey Look to the Stars as Strategic Ties
Deepen," Ha'aretz Enalish Edition, 10 December 1997, 1.
These exercises were onginaily scheduled to take place in the surnmer of 1997,
but were postponed until November of that year, and then were postponed again until
January 1998.
''Middle East Securie R e ~ o rNo.50,8
t
January 1998.

has been extremely reluctant to supply Turkey with armaments for the same reason, and a
long-awaited deal for Super Cobra attack helicopters was evenhially dismissed.
However, there are other determinants behind the co-operation agreements, as
well. Both Israel and Turkey are surrounded by countries either intemlly unstable (as in
the case of the Caucasus), ruled by dictatorial regimes (such as Syria, Iraq, Iran, even
Saudi Arabia), or with a history of antagonism and enmity toward them (namely, Syria,
Iraq, Iran, and Greece). The proceeding chapters will examine and explain in greater
detail the motivations pushing Israel and Turkey closer together, beginning with the
chapter on theory and why Stnictural Realism is so important for this case study in
helping to validate its viability.

CHAPTER TWO:
THEORETICAL IMPERATIVES

Introduction

The field of International Relations theory has always been rife with various new
models and paradigms to explain the workings of inter- and non-state relations within the
international system. Some focus on the stataas-actor, some on inter- and supranational
organisations; there are tho se that deal specifically wit h individuals, and those that seem
to neglect completely these individuals. However, in studying the empirical evidence of
the recent and growing military relationship between Israel and Turkey, one is drawn to
behind this new facet of
the conclusion that the theory that best descnbes the "whyhy"
Middle Eastern politics is Stniaural Realism. This theory, at its moa basic and briefest
level, relates moa international political interaction to the influence of the structure of the
international system. It is this particular theory, with its roots in the centuries-old theory
of Realism, that this chapter argues is the best method for understanding this new
regional development. In fact, the case study provides empirical confirmation that
Structural Realism is a usefil theoretical mode1 for the study of International Relations.
Because no theory has ever been created on its own, without relying at least to
some extent on previous modes of thought, it is necessary first to take a brief look at the
theoretical wntext surrounding Structural Redism. In doing so, this chapter will explain

'

the use of the term "Structural" instead of "Neo" as a prefix for Realism7 since many
It is generally asserted that the term 4'Neorealism'7was coined by Robert Cox.
Source: Robert Keohane, "Realism, Neorealism and the Study of World Politics," in
l

scholars are content with the latter. It is the contention of this thesis, however, that the

term "Stniaural" serves as a more accurate description of the theory itself
This chapter begins with a brief summary of the debate between these two
prefixes, followed by a detailed inquisition into Stnicturd Realism itself The main
proponent of this theory, it is argued here, is Kenneth Waltz as he expounded it in his
book Theory of International Politics, in 1979.~Although there are other Structural
Realists within the field, it was Waltz who raised the banner and who has been most
closely associated with the theory, and therefore he will be shidied in the greatest detail.
The chapter will conclude with a reference to Turkish-Israeli military ties, and how

Stnictural Realisrn helps one to understand this growing relationship.

Structural Realism
International Relations is a discipline of long standing, and it has inspired
passionate and lengthy debates about its main theories. It is generally accepted among
International ~elations'theoreticians that the discipline itself as a separate field within

-

--

-

-

Neorealism and Its Critics, ed. Robert Keohane (New York: Columbia University Press,
1986), 16. As far as this author can discep the t e m "Stmctural Realism" was first
coined by Robert Keohane in 1982. Source: Robert Keohane, "Theory of World Politics:
Structural Realism and Beyond," in Political Science: The State of the Discipline, ed.
: The Amencan Political Science Association, l983), 535,
Ana Finifier (Washington, D.C.
endnote # 17.
'It is important to note, however, that in his 1959 (Man.the State. and War),1971
CCConfiictin World Politics,") and 1975 ("Theory of International Relations") works
Waltz had already begun to knit together the slender strands that wodd, in 1979, become
his blanket theory.
When discussing al1 relations between al1 actors in the global system, the term
"international relations" shall be used. When the latter is written with capital letters, it
refers to the body of theory itself, as opposed to the actual fact of these relationships.
Finally, the terni "international politics" will be used to refer to the interactions and
relations between states only.

Political Science came into its own in the period &er the First Worid ~ a r : when the
three theoretical waves that gave the new discipline its first legs to stand on evolved-

namely, Idealism, (Classical) Realism, and ~ehaviouralism.~
As is explained below,
Structural Realism took as its basis the older fonn of Reaiism and emphasised difierent
aspects of the theory.
In writing Theow of International Politics, Waltz was primarily wncemed with

explaining the consistently repeating pattern of behaviours of states throughout the
As he asserted in a later
centuries, in the face of states' different domestic ~r~anisations.~

article, "[tlhe behaviors of states, the patterns of their interactions, and the outcornes their
interactions produced had b e n repeated again and again through the centuries despite
profound changes in the interna1 composition of states."' As George Quester points out,
in unwitting defence of Waltz's theory, "[sltates may have varied in their temtoriality,
their ethnic nationalism, and their penetrability over the last several centuries. but may
have varied less in their fiindamental Hobbesian need for caution and wncern about each
other's intentions."' In other words, it matters liale whether the units making up the
system are tribes, city-states, kingdoms, empires, nation-states, or states: what matters is

that they must always act in the same way to preserve thernselves ( s e below) in order to
-

- - -

-

'Nurnerous scholars remark on this. For a limited example, see Hedley Bull, "The
Theory of International Politics: 1919-1969," in The Abe~stwythPapers: International
Politics. 1919-1969, ed. Brian Porter (Mord: M o r d University Press, 1W2), 30-55;
and Martin Hollis and Steve Smith, Emlainina and Understanding International
Relations (Oxford: M o r d University Press, IWO).
"ull "The Theory of International Politics," 33.
Kenneth W a l y Theoq of International Politics (Reading: Addison-W esley
Publishing Company, 1979). 65.
' Kemeth Waltz, "The Emerging Structure of International Politics," International
Securit~18 (Fall 1993): 45.

endure within their system, and that does not require an explanation of their individual
make-up, but rather of the international system they inhabit.
Any structural theory focuses on ~ontinuities,~
and as related below Waltz is no
difTerent. These types of theoiies, as Waltz said, focused "our attention on those
components and forces that usually continue for long penods."'O He asked "[ilf changes
in international outcomes are linked diredy to changes in actors, how can one account

'

for sirnilarities of outcomes that penia or reatr even as actors vary?"' The oniy answer,
he felt, lay in a structural account of the international political system, and Structural

Realism was his response.
Neo Versus Stnictural Realism
It has been asserted that Waltz's T h e q of International Politics has shaped much
of the theoretical debate during the 1980s and into the 1990s, including both positive and
negative responses.'* But what Waltz was propounding has been the subject of some
debate. There are many scholars who refer to Waltz's theory as Neorealist, including
Waltz himself l3 It is the contention of this thesis, however, that Waltz has posed a form

George Quester, "The World Political Syaem," in Handbook of Political
Science: International Politics. Volume 8, eds. Fred Greenstein and Nelson Polsby
(Reading: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1975), 203.
Barry Buzan, Charles Jones, and Richard Linle, The Logic of Anarchv:
Neorealism to Structural Realisrn (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 23.
'O Kenneth Waltz, 'Xeflections on Theory of International Politics: A Response to
My Cntics," in Neorealism and its Critics, ed. Robert Keohane (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1986). 329.
'' Waltz, Theow of International Politics, 65.
l2 Buzan, et. al., The Lostic of Anarchv, 1.
See, for instance, Wah, "The Origins of War in Neorealist Theory"; his
response to his critics in Keohane's Neorealism and Its Critics; and his article "Realist
Thought and Neorealist Theory." h al1 these works, he seems simply to accept the
Neorealist title as a description of his theory. In 1993, howwer, he did imply that the
terms were interchangeable: see Waltz, "The Emerging Structure of International
Politics," 45.

of Classical Realism, focusing on the syaem level instead of the unit level, and thus
deserving of the prefix "Stmchiral."

Barry B

m et al., do not think Walu was a Structural Realist; in their book they

attempt to draw out their own theory of structure nom Waltz's ~eorealism,l4 and many
theoreticians have also stuck with the "Neon title. Not understanding that the
concentration on structure is the key to understanding Waltz and Stnich.mil Realism,
m
and Structural Realism.
many thus fail to account for the differences b e ~ Classical

There are, however, some that have noted the distinctions. Robert Keohane seems
to waffle back and forth, refemng in 1982 to the theory as Structural Realism, but in
1986 discussing it as Neorealism; David Baldwin dso does not think there is a difference

between the two. Scott Burchill, on the other hand, has referred to Waltz's Realism as
structurai.l5
This chapter takes the view that because the very essence of Waltz's theory of
international politics deals with the structure of the international system, and because he
himself asserts that the structure is more important for the study of international politics

than the units themselves, the term "Sûuctural" is much more appropnate. As will be
explained in more detail throughout the following pages, it is the structure of the syaem
that constrains and shapes the actions of States, rather than their individual desires.

Buzan, et. al., The Loge of Anarchy, 2 and mm.
l5 Keohane, "Theory of World Politics: Stnichiraî Realism and Beyond," and as
editor of Neorealism and Its Critics; David Baldwin, "Neoliberaiism, Neoredism, and
World Politics," in Neorealism and Neoliberalism: The Contem~oraryDebate (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 4; Scott Burchill, "Realism and Neo-realism,"

The Need for Structure
Aithough Waltz was not the first to utilise the legacy of Behavioural methods to
mould Realism into an altered forrn, he was the fist create a definitively structural theory

of international relations.l6 As a result, his theory has become a basis for both cnticisms
of Neo and Stnictural Realism, and the foundation for ftrther developments of Realia
theories. He wrote Theory of international Politics at a time when Realist theories had
been deemed by many to be unhelpfûl, especially since they did not seem to offer any
prospects of change, and centred instead on the gloomy repetitions of international
politicai life-generally meaning confiict and war. As Robert Gilpin put it, "[mlany,
especially arnong the younger generation of international scholars, abhor realism because
it is believed to be an immoral doctrine at best and a license to kill, make war, and
commit wanton acts of rapine at worst."" At the sarne time, these theories neglected nonmilitary interactions between aates.
Books such as Keohane and Nye's Power and Interdependence (1977) brought
out the notions that first, economics, and second, other non-state actors were becoming
more important in international relations-implying

that the state was neither

monolithically rational, nor the only entity capable of shaping world events. Military
force and security, the primary pillars of Realist thought, were no longer as important as
they once were, according to the new theories. Ewnomics was displacing military power
as the indicator of state strength, and some pointed out that war, being no longer
in Theories of International Relations, eds. Scott Burchill and Andrew Linklater (London:
Macmillan Press Ltd., 1996), 8.
l6 No-one else, according to Waltz, had in fact done so: Waltz, Theon, of
International Politics, 41-59.

profitable, was on its way out as an instrument of foreign policy, at least among certain
States.'*
But the Realists had faced theoretical criticisms before, and they did not intend to
see their theories fa11 by the wayside. Econornics soon became part of the Realist

dialogue, more particularly for Structural ReaIists. International regimes and
organisations. as developed by Stmctural Realists such as Stephen Krasner, were the

mechanisms t hat allowed states the ability 'to control intemational economic transactions
in a way that restores explanatory power to Reaiist assumptions about the role of the
power-maximizing aate."lg
Waltr felt that theory in International Relations was "moribund," and he intended

to reinvigorate it." His theory was designed as a "a substantial intellectual extension of a
theoretical tradition which was in danger of being outfianked by rapid changes in the
contours of global politics."21For Waltz, the key to responding to these critiques was to
sharpen the theoretical assumptions of Realism, putting away those that were no longer
valid and devising newer ones. Waltz saw the repetitions of the international system as
not necessarily so pessimistic and dismal, but simply the way of international politics:
change was not the only thing that mattered in international political life, but continuity,

Robert Gilpin, "The Richness of the Tradition of Politicai Realism," in
Neorealism and Its Critics, ed. Robert Keohane (New York: Columbia University Press,
l986), 3 19.
I g See, for example, John Mueller, Retreat from Doomsdav: The Obsolescence of
Maior War (USA:BasicBooks, 1989).
l9 Hollis and Smith, Explaining and Understandina International Relations, 37.
K e ~ e t Waltq
h
"Theory of Intemational Relations," in Handbook of Political
Science: International Politics Volume 8, eds. Fred Greenstein and Nelson Polsby
(Reading: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. 1979, 68.
*'Ibid., 1.
"

as seen by a study of history, is important as well?

The way to understand this

constancy, and to buiid up a theory capable of withstanding heavy cnticisms, was to drop
the Realist concentration on the state as the most appropriate unit for study, and instead

turn to the system." Only by doing so can a strong theory of international politics be
constructed. As others have noted, those who support structura1 theories "insist that social
science m u t move beyond self-conceptions and motives because individuals are
wnstrained by structural forces over which they have no control and of which they may
possess no know~ed~e."*~
Although this may be an overly strong description of Waltz's
intentions, it nonetheless illustrates the point that Waltz and al1 Structural Realists
heartily believe in.

Waltz devotes three chapters to an examination of the need to explain continuity
in tenns of structure, including the fact that up until that time, there had been no proper
structural theory constr~cted.'~For him, the distinction is clear, as it was for J. David
Singer: Either one focuses on the unit (state) level of analysis in international politics, or
one focuses on the system level. Waltz classifiai the two as reductionist (national) and
syaemic (international) theories.26
Reductionist theories daim that the whole will be known tbrough the study of its
parts; Waltz recognised that the urge to study in this manner is strong in International

Burchill, "Realism and Neo-realism," 83.
This assertion should not be taken to mean that Wdtz no longer considered the
state to be the rnost important actor on the world stage, as al1 Classical Realists do. On
the wntrary, as will be s h o w later, for Structural Realism the focus remains on the
unitary, rationai state.
''Buzan, et. al., The LoPic of Anarchy, 8.
zs W a h , Theory of International Politics. See Chapters 2-4.
26 Ibid., 18.

~elations.~'
This was primarily because to theoreticians, "it must often seem that national
decisions and actions account for moa of what happens in the ~ o r l d . " ~Aside
* from being
inaccurate, this type of thinking was distmcting: it led the theoretician away fiom
concentrating on the necessary ingredients for a proper theory of international politics. In
a discussion on how wars begin, Waltz made the point quite clearly:
To attempt explanation in unit t e m is to reach conclusions about events
at one level by drawing inferences Eom events, anributes, and interactions
at a different level. Attempted explanations at the unit level leads to the
infinite proliferation of variables because at this level no one variable, or
set of variables, is sufikient to produce the observed r e s ~ l t . ~ ~
He later clarifies this idea even more, taking into account the fact that the failure of
international political theorias to provide adequate models for study has only inflated the
belief that a reductionist methodology is the most suitable:
It must often seem that national decisions and action account for most of
what happens in the world. How can explanations at the internationalpolitical Ievel rival in importance a great power's answers to such
questions as these: Should it spend more or less on defense? Should it
make nuclear weapons or not? Should it stand fast and fight or retreat and
seek peace? National decisions and activities seem to be of ovenvhelming
importance. This practical conclusion, together with the failure of
international relations theory to provide either convincing explanations or
serviceable guidance for research, had provided adequate temptat ion to
pursue reductionist approaches.30

Unfortunately for Classical Realists, this was not an effective way of explaining
and understanding nate behaviour, because it did not establish the autonomy of the
intemationai political realm, something which Hans Morgenthau, who is sometimes
known as the father of Classical Realism, had included as a necessary pnnciple of

19.
Ibid.
Kenneth Waitz, "Conflict in World Politics," in C o d i a in World Poiitics, eds.
Steven Spiegel and Kenneth Waltz (Massachusetts: Winthrop Publishers, Inc., 1971),
21 Ibid.,

456.

Realism. Ody "[bly depicting an international-political syaem as a whole, with
structural and unit levels at once distinct and connecteci, [does] neorealism [establishl the

autonomy of international politics and thus make a theory about it possible."3'

Due to this reasoning, Waitz was convinceci that only a rigorous account of the
structure of the international system could account for international political behaviour.
In the same way economics theory focuses not on the personality of the managers but on
the influences of the market, so must International Relations theory concentrate on the
international system, rather than on the states thernse~ves.~~
Although he was not the first
theorist to write about the system, Waltz did design a theory parsirnonious enough that
those who followed after him could easily use his theory either as a stepping Stone or a
target.

It should be mentioned that for al1 his reliance on structure as the primary
determinant of state behaviour, Waltz did not believe in structural determinism, nor did
he believe that structure explained everything. Throughout his writings he was always

weful to admit that states were not the oniy acton in the international system, and also
that unit-level attributes were also important in considering state behaviour. Structural
Realism is not a panacea in the search for a pe*

understanding of international

relations; rather, it is the best theory currently available for wmprehending the recurrent
conduct of states down throughout history. As he wrote even before Theory of

"Waltz, "Theory of International Relations,"

16-1 7.
Kenneth W a i y 'Tteaiist Thought and Neoreaiist Theory," in The Evolution of
Theop in International Relations, ed. Robert Rothstein (Columbia, South Carolina:
University of South Carolina Press, 1991), 29.
32 Hollis and Smith, Emlaining and Understanding International Relations, 108.

International Politics was published, "[s]tnicture shapes and limits choices; it establishes
behavioral tendencies without determining b e h a ~ i o r . ' ~ ~
A final note mua be added in this same vein. In addition to disaissing only

aspects that repeat themselves, theones rnust ais0 of necessity ignore accidents that
appear to disprove or fiilsi@ thern. As Waitz argueci, theory "obviously cannot explain
the accidental or account for unexpected events; it deals in regularities and repetitions
and is possible only if these cm be identified."" Tt would be impossible to design a
theory that considers al1 potential and possible occurrences and incidents; therefore, it is
logicai to create a theory to explain only what is knowable.
Structure According to Waltz
Since Structural Realism is the thread that binds this thesis together, and since this
theory revolves around the use of structure in the international system to explain
international politics, it is necessary here to include an explanation of the basic tenets of
Structural Realism. Doing so will also provide the reader with a more effective
illustration of how Waltz's stmcturd theory is relevant to the case study of TurkishIsraeli mil itary relations.
Having ascertained what Waltz was seeking to do, and why, when he constructed

his Structurai Realism theory, the discussion can now tum to what the structure of the
international system is, and how it cornes to be the defining influence in the behaviours of
States. A system, he believes, is composed of both a structure and of interacting units
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WaItz, "Conflict in World Politics," 47 1.
Y Ke~eth
Wdtz, "The %gins of War in Neorealist Theory," in The Orinin and
Prevention of Major Wars, eds. Robert Rotberg and Theodore Rabb (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, l989), 39.
33

(which in the international political system are states)." The key to understanding
structuralkm is to understand structure as a system-wide component that ailows the
system to be thought of as a whole? For this Waltz came up with a strict, parsimonious

interpretation, which was fiee of unit attributes. For Waltz, structure is al1 about
arrangement, and arrangement is al1 about relationships. The three elements of structure
are: one, an organising principle; two, a differentiation of units, which includes a

specification of their functions; and three, a distribution of capabilities across the units3'
Each of these components must be looked at in detail in order to understand how the
structure of the international system has shaped the relationship between Israel and
Turkey.

Throughout his description of structure, Waltz is fond of comparing the
international to the national, or domestic, system. The ordering principle is the fust facet
to stnicture, because it defines the order in which actors are engaged.
Within states, the ordering principle is one of hierarchicai arrangement under a
centraliseà authority. The different groups, organisations, and levels of govemment

within a domestic society are bound by this order of hierarchy; as Waltz put it, al1 units
within the state "stand vis-à-vis each other in relations of super- and subordinati~n."~~
For
example, different levels of government must report to a successively higher level, and
up the chah of comrnand, until the executive bresident, prime minister, parliament)
layer is reached. Of course, this is not to say, and as Waltz himself points out, that a
Waltz, Theoq of International Politics, 79.
Ibid.
37 Ibid., 82.
xi Ibid., 81.
35

national order is clear-cut, without a~nbi~uities.'~
But it is to say that d l political actors
are "formaily differentiated according to the degrees of their authority, and their distinct
functions are specified.& They are d l given certain and particular responsibilities and
duties, and these are, generally, different k m those of other actors, whether those actors
are above or below one on the scaie of authority.
Internationally, the structure is anarchical under a decenvalised order4l In a
domestic system an actor must conduct itself acwrding to the hierarchic order which tells
it who is its supenor and who is its subordinate, but in an international system there is no

central authority to delineate these boundaries: 'Wone is entitled to cornmand; none is
required to obey?"'* The anarchy of an international system requires some detailing, since
it also accounts for the behaviour of states.

In International Relations, anarchy is not taken to indicate a scenario of
unmitigated chaos and pandemonium. Rather, it refers to the lack of ovemding authority
in the system to wntrol states' behaviours and maintain order-as the govenunent of a
state an, and does, within its borders. Without a central adjudicator to whom states can

tum for protection &om other states, each aate must fend for itself within the
international order as best as it can.

The notion of self-help mua now be explained. Self-help is of necessity the
"pnnciple of action in an anarchic ~rder.'*~
If, as Waltz has insisted throughout his
writings, confiia and war between units (be they states, empires, kingdoms, or something
else) are recumng events d o m through history, and if no authority can protect states

''Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., 88.
"Ibid.
41

fiom other states intent on war, then survival must be the bare minimum motive behind
al1 states' actions. Before any other consideration, "[s]wival is a prerequisite to

achieving any goals that states may have?

The securiîy dilemma and the inseairity it breeds are a direct product of this
predicament. It matters linle what other goals a state may have, although it is expected
that there are other goais. These aims "rnay be endlessly varie& they may range fiom the
ambition to cunquer the world to the desire merely to be left al~ne."~'But without the
ability to defend itself, a state will not achieve any of its objectives. Because the
possibility exists that "some states may at any time use force, al1 states must be prepared
to do w-or live at the mercy of their rnilitarily more vigorous neighbors.""

The only

way out of this condition is for a state to have either the ability to defend itself by force,
or to seek shelter within some form of alliance. As the following chapters illustrate, both
Israel and Turkey, for various reasons, are trapped within this security dilemma, and their
military agreements are their answers to their problern. And, as Chapter Four explains,
the burgeoning Turkish-Israeli strategic relationship is a form of both alliance and selfreliance.
Differentiation of Units

In a domestic polity, the super- and subordination relationships between various
levels of govemment and bureaucracy, and including other non-governrnental actors such

as interest groups, lobbies, non-profit organisations, and so on, implies their
differentiation. That is, because one level must report to a higher one, and because there
Ibid., 111.
*I Ibid., 91.
''Ibid.
"Ibid., 102.

is a central authority on which to rely for such ultimate ends as protection from violence,
units have the ability and convenience to differentiate themselves by performing different
responsibilities and specified functions."

In the context of the intemational system, states are theoreticaily equd in that they
each seek the same end and have the same rights, and are not functionally differentiated.
As noted above, nwival is the primary end desired by every state, and this does not

change regardless of the i n t e d make-up of the state. As Waltz said, this element of
structure is not needed when defining intemational-political structure, because as long as
anarchy remains the ordering principie, states will remain like units and as such cannot be

differentiated." However, Waltz deems it productive to discuss these like units, because,
as the definition of structure indicates, structures are created by the interactions of these
units.
PrimcrJacie,states seem to be very different from one another. However, a closer

look will show this is not the case. There are two characteristics that allow for a sameness
of al1 states across their domestic spectmm. The first is sovereignty, and the second is
fiinction.
To begin with, "each state is like al1 other states in being an autonomous political
unit.'"

The fact that previously in history, city-states, kingdoms, or other

politicaYtemtona1 units were the main actors in their international syaem has no effect
on this notion. Ail states are sovereign, since al1 states have their own territory, and can
make their own decisions regarding their behaviour. These decisions may be constrained
by other actors or circumstances, but that does not take away from the fact that the ability

'' Ibid., 93.
Ibid.

to decide is there. As Waltz argues, to be sovereign and to be dependent are not mutually

exclu~ive.~
Great Powers may have more fieedorn of choice than lesser powers, but al1
have the inherent endowment to choose their own courses in their interna1 and extemai

conduct."

The second facet of the unifonnity of al1 states across the international system is
.
the ability to perforrn their tasks
the same finaion that they al1 share: s u ~ v a lAlthough

may distinguish one aate f?om another, ail states must mMve as political, sovereign
units-otherwise they would not be states any longer. Most of the ends they aspire to and
tasks they perform are similar, such as sheltenng, feeding, and protecting their citizens.'*
Even if certain units have very different ideas about what duties they have toward their
inhabitants. in the end each one has the desire to

NMV~

in the system. This allows for

Wdtz to cal1 units in the international system like units, despite the fact that they may
Vary in size, economic and military capability, and govemment.

Both Israel and Turkey have strong desires to remain as independent states in
their region, but this is complicated by the presence of hostile and antagonistic countnes
surrounding them, and the negligence of greater powen outside of the Middle East. This
aspect of their foreign policy remains uniform, and this is despite the fact that internally
one is an ovenvhelmingly Muslim state and the other is the only Jewish country in the
world.
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Ibid., 95.
Y> Ibid., 96.
'' Ibid.
52 Ibid.
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Distribution of Capabilities

In national politics, different units can sometimes fulfil the same tasks and
operations But because units in the international syaem are functionally the same, there
must be some other rnethod of accounting for their differences. Accordingly, they are
"distinguished pnmarily by their greater or lesser capabilities for performing similar
This is a key element of stnicture as defined by Waltz, and includes three

tasks.""

subparts to it: the Great Powers, the concept of power, and the balance of power.
The very existence of a need to dernarcate the differences of states allows for the
existence of what have histoncally been called the Great Powers. These are aates with

more overall capabilities (in population, econornic, diplornatic, production, political, and
militas,

than al1 other states in the system. Traditionally, this conception has

b e n associated with the European system, and tended to comprise around five states at a
time, usually including Great Britain, France, Prussia (Germany), Austria-Hungary, and
Russia. ûther states have been Great Powers at different times, but fell fiom that
auspicious caste in due time, although they continued to exist as sovereign states. M e r
1945, the Great Powers were usually r e f e n d to as the superpowers, and consisted of

only the United States and Soviet Union.

The Great Powers are even more notable for the effect they have on the
international system. In fact, it is they who have the most influence on structure, and
therefore, Waltz argues, the international structure must be defined in terms of whatever
Great Powers are in existence at a given time. Structural Realism, he explicitly states, is

based on a system's principle units, and "it would ridicdo~sto constnict a theory of
s3

Ibid., 97.

international politics based on Malaysia and Costa Rica."" The Great Powers are the
ones who determine and constrain much of the behaviour of the majority of states;
consequently, it follows that their interactions and the structure it produces should be
what a theory of international politics is modelled on.
Of course, this is not to say that either nonGreat Powers or even non-state actors

are unimportant Waltz himself admits that "[sltates are not and never have been the only
international actors. But then structures are defined not by al1 of the actors that flourish
A h , "[tlo say that major states maintain their
within them but by the major ~nes."'~
The
central importance is not to say that other actors of some importance do not exi~t."~'

search for a parsimonious definition of structure lads one to the exigency of neglecting

an infinite host of minor factors in favour of using the ability of the Great Powers as
states to set the scene for al1 other actors to define the structure of the international

system.Hiaorical fact is difficult to argue with, and as W d u also argues, "[qor more
than three hundred years, the drama of modem history has turned on the rise and fall of
great powers.'"*
These states have had comparatively more capability to perform their tasks than
al1 other units in the international syaem, which raises them in the anarchic stmcture of
the syaem. This capability is a direct result of the power these states wield. Although the

"concept of power is one of the moa troublesome in the field of international relations
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Y See AJ-P. Taylor, The Stru~defor Mastery in Europe. 1848-1918 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1954), "Introduction."
"Waltz, Theoiv of International Politics 72.
"Ibid., 93.
" Ibid., 95.
Waltz, "The Emerging Structure of Intemational Poiitics," 44.

and, more generally, political l ci en ce,"'^ and one can find several different meaning and
denotations, this thesis accepts Waltz's definition and applies it to the motivations behind

Israel and Turkey's growing relationship. It is power that accounts for the distribution of
capabilities of like units.
According to Waltz, "[plower is estimated by comparing the capabilities of
~nits."~'This seems logical, but it is clearly not enough. To be more specific, Waltz
illustrated his point by arguing shply that "an agent is powerfbl to the extent that he
affects others more than they affect him."' This conception is applicable to any era of
history. It matters little whether units require a combination of economic, military. and

political might, or jua one of these components, or any number of other factors. So long
as a unit can influence another unit to do what it wants more times than vice versa, the

fra unit is more powefil. The distribution of capabilities of states within the

system

represents the arnount of power a state has, and at the same time power is defined in
tenns of this distribution.
A final concept mua be mentioned under the distribution of capabilities, primarily

because this third element of structure strongly conditions the behaviour and foreign
policy of states, and since one aspect of state policy is the balance of power, it seems
prudent to note this idea here. Furthemore, balances of power are created as a result of
different nates' abilities. Balance of power theory is a difficult concept to define arictly,
since many different scholars attribute many different meanings and definitions to it. As

Robert Gilpin, War and Change in World Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1981)' 13.
"Wdtz, Theory of International Politics, 98.
Kbid., 192.
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with al1 tenninology related to Structural Realism, this thesis will again use Waltz's
image of balance of power.
The basic assumptions behind the balance of power are: fir*

that states are

unitary actors that, at a minimum, seek their own suniivai; and second, that these states
try in more or less sensible ways to use whatever means available to them to obtain their
s.~~
desired ends.62 These means can include either extemai or intemal a ~ ~ r o a c h eThe
former relies on alliances, and the attempt to either strengthen one's own, or weaken
another's. The latter means refer to an increase in a state's capabilities (that is, an
increase in power) whether in economic, military, or other terms.
It is important to realise that the condition of balance of power need not be an end
consciously or actively sought d e r by states witbin the system. This result may not
necessarily be the intention of states. Since a "self-help system is one in which those who
do not help themselves, or who do so less effectively than others, will fail to prosper, will

lay themselves open to dangers, will suffer, [then] mear of such unwanted consequences
stimulates states to behave in ways that tend toward the creation of balances of power."64
This means that because of anarchy and the lack of ovemding authority in the
international system, states must, whether they redise it or not, seek a balance of power
to offset whatever disadvantages they may face in their stniggle to survive. In one way or
another, Waltz believes, al1 self-help systems are charactensed by balance of power
politics.6s

%id., 118.
Ibid.
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The emors that, according to Waltz, many international relations scholars make in
their assumptions of balance of power theory, derive from the belief that there is a

"necessary correspondence of motive anâ result" and that mies for m e s can be inferred
fiom the results of their actions.66But this is false. Because of the need to seek methods
of maintaining their own survival as sovereign units, states apply whatever available
means they can to ensure their preservation. Balances of power result tiom the actions of
states, but this does not mean that states need actively seek such balances, nor does it
imply that states mua seek balances in order to survive. Again using an exarnple nom
econornics, Waltz refers to the theory of competition. In a purely cornpetitive economy,
he writes, the fact that al1 firms strive for greater and greater profits drives the profit rate
down; subsequently, if such competition continues, everyone's profit rate will eventually
reach zero!'

To infer fiorn this result that al1 firms seek zero profits would be a total

neglect and oversight of what fïrms really do strive for in a real market. Similarly, to infer
that al1 states seek balances of power simply because balances of power occur, would be
to attempt to account for supposedly necessary conditions for a balance of power to exist,
where in an international system of sovereign states seeking suNival, no other conditions
are required. In other words, because a result is produced does not mean that everyone
wants it or works for it.
The three elements of structure detailed above, and including their
subcomponents, are the keys to understanding Stnictural Realisrn amrding to Waltz.
Concemed as he was with maintaining a rigorous, strict theory of stmcture, Waltz was
forced to ignore any number of other factors and facets of the international syaem, and
a Waltz,
67
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foais instead on the ordering principle of the internationai system, the fiinctional
differentiation, or lack of one, between the main units of the system, and the distribution
of these units' capabilties. Taken together, these provide a solid, parsimonious theory of
Intemational Relations that, contrary to his critics' remarks and beliefs, has been able to
withstand a host of criticisms and critiques.
It is necessary and appropriate now to tum to the contmporary nature of the
international system as it stands today, and what e f f e a this has had on Turkish-lsraeli
military relations. Having aiready related in detail what is necessary to understand
Stnictural Realism, mention can be made of the theoretical ramifications of the end of the
bipolar Cold War and the resultant change in Ankara and Jerusalem's relationship.

Change in the International System

It is clear to al1 scholars that the Cold War has ended, and with it that structure of

the international system. This structure was bipolar, because only two Great, or Super,
Powers had the capacity to affect al1 other dates within the systern more times and with
greater frequency than these other states affecteci them. Prior to the emergence of this
type of structure, the international structure had been multipolar, with a number of Great

Powers able to influence, constrain, and shape the behaviour of al1 other states. What is
not agreed upon, however, is the structure of the m e n t international system.
Waltz himself admits that for pst-Cold War international relations, "the structure

of intemational politics [is] hard to define in the present and dificult to discem in the
f i i t ~ r eAlthough
.~~
he suspects, in a 1993 essay, that the fiitwe systern will be influenced

'W&

The Emerging Structure of International Politics," 50.

by a few Great Powers with arong regional bases in Amena, Europe, and East ~ s i a , ~ '

the main point to be drawn fiom his analysis is the collapse of one type of structure
(bipolarity) in favour of another one.
However, it seems clear that the international system has in fact become one of
unipolarity. Although it is obvious that there are several states b a t have capabilities in

any number of different areas (military, economic, political, technological) that are much
greater than the capabilities of numerous other states, it should also be obvious that oniy
one of them is p o w e h l enough to affect al1 other countries more than they can affect it.
This lone state is, of course, the United States.
International structure changes only when the distribution of units' capabilities
change.70 When, pnor to the Second World War, a number of states had sufficient
capabilities to rank them as Great Powers, the distribution of capabilities allowed for a
multipolar world. When, after 1945, the United States and Soviet Union gained an
enonnous amount of power over their allies, fnends, and neighbours, the distribution of
capabilities in the system thus prevented others fiom wielding the same measure of
power. The system became bipolar.
With the wllapse of the Soviet Union, oniy the United States remains with the
capabilities it retained after World War II, and thus the distribution of capabilities in this
new system has once again shifted. As John King believes, "[tlhe United States today has

no wunterbalance in the world in general and the Middle East in partiailar."7' In facf the
Cold War could only end, as Waltz argues, once the international structure of bipolarity
Ibid., 6 1.
'O Waltz, Theory of International Politics, 97.
" John King, Handshake in Washington: The Beginnina of Middle East Peace?
(United Kingdom: Gamet Publishing Ltd., 1994), 137.
69

had given way to something new? Intemational structures can thus only change when
the numbers of Great Powers are significantly aitered, which implies a shifk in the
distribution of capabilities of these states. Since it is obvious that the U.S.S.R is no
longer the superpower it once was, if one follows the logic of Structural Realism one
reaches the conclusion that the structure of international politics has been modified to a
unipolar system. As Waltz wrote in a 1989 article, ?he Cold War continues. It is firmly
rooted in the structure of post-war international politics, and will last as long as that
structure endures." T )
Waltz asserted that ''[sltmctures shape and shove."" The structure of bipolarity
urged those aates that were not neutral to remain in their respective camps, led either by
Washington or Moscow. Without that constraining influence, and cornbineci with the
changing geopolitical circumstances nirrounding them, Israel and Turkey have a p a t e r
ability to chwse their own independent foreign policies without tailonng them to bipolar
needs, since "[als the global Soviet-American confrontation softened, the Middle East's
strategic value as a fiont of the Cold War correspondingly diminished.""

Since

Washington could pay less attention to this region of the world than it had previously,
those states within the area had more rwm to manoeuvre.
Capabilities have changed, and inter-state relationships have also changed to
accommodate the newer distribution of capabilities. Accordingly, more choices are
available to Israel and Turkey. Reviously, "[alfier the Second World War, Turkey's
Waltz, The Emerging Structure of Intemational Politics," 49.
Waltz, "The Origins of War in Neorealist Theory," 52.
" Waltz, "Reflections on Theory of International Politics," 343.
Eugeniy Bazhanov, "Russia's Middle East Policy Under Gorbachev and
Yeltsin," in From War to Peace: Arab-Issraeli Relations 1973-1993, eds. Barry Rubin,
Joseph Ginai, and Moshe Ma-oz (Sussex: The Sussex Academic Press, 1994), 208.
"

fieedom of choice was severely restricted by the domination of world politics by two
diametrically opposed socio-political ~ ~ s t e r n sCurrently,
."~~
almost al1 scholarly research
dealing with Turkey in the post-Çold War

eni

is concemed with the sudden range of

security issues facing it that were not readily obvious under bipolarity. One quote will

sufice as evidence:
[i]n a bipolar world Turkey had had the luxury of an uncomplicated
security policy in whick broadly speaking, it aligned with the West,
opposed the Soviet Union, and ignored the rest. ... In the new security
environment, Turkey's geographical position and its military strength now
made it a European, Bakin, Middle Eastern, Near Eastern, Caucasian,
Mediterranean, Aegean, and Black Sea power. Sharing borders with
Greece, Bulgaria, Georgia, Armenia, Iran, Iraq, and Syria, Turkey's
control of the Bosphorus Straits and the Dardenelles aiso made it a Black
Sea neighbor of Russia, the Ukraine, Romania and Moldova. Turkey's
ethnic mots lay in Central Asia, the Cauwus, and the Balkans,
influencing its interests, concems, and sympathies. Its Muslim identity
demanded a community of interest in the Middle East, through Pakistan,
and across to South East Asia. None of the imrnediate and dernanding
post-Cold War issues of Bosnia, the Middle East Peace Process, Iraqi
sanctions, Operation Provide Cornfort, Trans-Caucasus separatism,
Russian activities in the 'Near Abroad,' CFE flank issues, NATO
enlargement, Cypms, Central Asia, and energy pipelines could be
discussed without reference to ~ u r k e ~ . ~
As this quote reveals, not d l of the new fieedorns associated with the end of the
Cold War are desirable by those States involved. Turkey's foreign policy must now be
tailored specifically with its own interests in mind: "Turkey is now more likely than ever
before to pursue its interests with lesser regard for American interests, simply because
most issues will be far more important to Turkey and far less important to the United

" Meltem
MüftüIer-Bac, Turkev' s Relations wit h a Changinp. Europe
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1997), 30.
Simon Mayall, McNair Pa~er56 Turkev: Thwarted Ambition (Washington,
D.C.: I n s t i ~ for
e National Strategic Studies, 1997), 1-2.
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States in the broader scheme of things."" As an example of this Turkish policy toward
Iraq can be cited Although Washington would like to maintain economic sanctions on

Iraq, Turkey's feelings are more ambivalent, given that pnor to the 1991 Gulf War, crossborder trade between the two was worth several hundred million.
More choices in policy are also available to the United States vis-à-vis these

countries than during the Cold War. In t e m of lsrael this has altered the perception of
Israel's value in the eyes of many American policy-makers. Much has been made of the
end of Israel's role as a bulwark against Soviet expansion in the area, and its potential as
a bastion againa the much-vilified Islamic fundamentalism. However,
[tlhe United States has in the event resisted up to the moment the
temptation to make Israeli its champion in a new battle against militant
Islam. On the contrary, Amenca's new &dom to choose foreign policy
goals is what enabled Washington to decide to cease to make
unquestioning suppon for Israel a central plan of its policy in the Middle
East. [This means] that America is now in a position to make demands on
Israel it has never made before, different demands from those it formerly
irnposed.79
The reports in May 1998 that Washington was pressuring Israel to withdraw frorn
thifleen percent of West Bank areas under its control, or face an American
"reassessment" of its Israel policy, is an example of this range of choice available to the

This is not to say, however, that the U.S. does not a r e about developments in the

Middle East. On the con-,

Washington still maintains vital concems within the

region, and it views the Turkish-Israeli relationship as wnducive to its own interests. At

Graham Fuller, From Eastern Europe to Western China: The Growing Role of
Turkey in the World and Its Im~licationsfor Western Interests (Santa Monica: RAND,
1993)' 29.
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the same t h e , as is explained below, Jenisalem and Ankara have drawn closer at Ieast
partly as a result of American initiatives d e r the Cold Wu.

nie changes that have o m e d in the international structure in the last decade
have profoundly affected the foreign policies of Israel and more especially Turkey. The
demise of a superpower and the consequent shift f?om a bipolar system to a unipolar one
has created a new environment for Ankara and Jenisalem. This was not the result of a
deliberate policy of the United States or any other state, but rather an outcome of the
theoretical forces at work within the structure of the international systern.

Conclusion
Understanding Smictural Realism and how it defines a change in the international
system's structure heips to more clearly wmprehend the changes that have taken place in
recent years in the Middle East. The sudden appearance of a Jerusalem-Ankara axis had
taken many by surprise; yet if one had followed the logic of Waltz, one might have
expected such a shift in Middle East politics to take place.
The constraining nature of bipolarity had assured both Ankara and Jenisalem that
they could seek relative soiace in their relationship with the West, more particularly the
United States. But the structure of the system soon "shoved" them into a new
environment in which the familiar patterns of Cold War nvalry were gone, replaced by
circumstances that dictated they formulate policies on the basis of not being able to count
so heavily on Washington than they had previously. This is more so the case for Turkey,
since as subsequent chapten reveai, the American-Israeii relationship has not been
aitered to any significant degree yet.

This chapter has semeci as the theorecical fhmework for understanding why Israel
and Turkey should opt to publicly pursue stronger ties with each other. Surely, both the
motivations and possibilities for such a relationship existai pnor to the end of the Cold
War, yet it has only been since then that links between the two c o d e s have grown and

expanded quite rapidly. Structural Realism is the theoretical imperative that has dnven
this relationship: with a change in the structure of the international system, Turkey and
Israel are now better able to pursue altemate policies -out

having to be concemed with

what effects this rnight have on Amencan-Soviet rivalry, and in fact are better able to do

so because of the disappearance of the constraining nature of ngid bipolarity.
Subsequent chapters illustrate in detail the regional and extra-regional motivations

and reasoning behind Israel and Turkey's expanding links. Some of these reasons include
a hoa of cornmon enemies, dwindiing American support, and a growing realisation, at
ieast in Turkey's case, of its prominent position within several regions of the world.

Structurai Realism acts as the theoretical glue that holds together these practical and
"real-world" considerations
Understanding theoretical imperatives is important, for without theory one cannot
fully understand why things happen, and how to predict, and knowing how to predict is
helpfùl for policy. A good theory explains why certain events occur, or recur, and

Structural Realism is usefil for elucidating the change in international politics. The thesis
can now turn to examining the non-theoretical incentives for the growing rnilitary
relationship between Turkey and Israel. It must be borne in mind, however, that the
motivations explained below, while emerging fiom regional circumstances, are at the

same time a result of the change in the international syaem.

CHAPTER THEEE:
HiSTORICAL AND REGIONAL RELATIONS
Introduction
William Cleveland, wnting of the advent of the Young Turk era in the Ottoman

Empire at the beginning of the twentieth century, noted that "events within the Middle

East unfolded against the backdrop of a changing international order that wntained
elements of promise-and of danger-for the Middle Eastern region."' Although these
words were meant to describe the situation in 1908, they can also be applied to the
circumstances cwently u16olciiig in the Middle East. The end of the Cold War and
bipolarity, and the appearance of relative peace between some of the parties to the ArabIsraeli, inter-Arab, and inter-Muslim dispute has forced many states to adjust their security
and foreign policies. At the sarne time, many of the parties retain their hostility.

In order to better understand both the theoreticai and practical context in which
Israel and Turkey have enhanced their military relationship, it is important to discuss both

the historicai and, more importantly, the m e n t relationships these two countries have
with each other, their regional neighbours, and the United States as the lone superpower.
It wouid be a serious deficiency to study a history of Turkey and Israel without taking into

William Cleveland, A Hiaory of the Modem Middle East (Boulder: Westview
Press, Inc., 1994), 125.

accomt theu relations with other regional powen, since the apathy, antagonism, and
hosüity that has marked ail Middle Eastern relationships, and especially those involving
the non-Arab wuntries, has significantly affected the choice and intensity of relationships
chosm by Ankara and Jerusaiem.
For the purposes of this thesis, however, the discussion need not foms on al1
Middle Eastern states; rather, only Syria, Iraq, and Iran will be mentioned. This is

primady because both Israel and Turkey share these three states as cornmon adversaries
and enemies, for reasons that are better explained in the following pages. Egypt and

Turkey are not engaged in any serious dispute, nor is Turkey at odds with Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, or any of the Gulf monarchies. In Israel's case, only Syria, Iraq, and Iran have
been open and violent about their opposition to Israel's existence in the Middle East.
Other states have secretly CO-operatedwith Israel in the pst, or are not interested in
anything other than the ocasional harsh rhetorical statement.
This chapter will focus only on the hiaoncal factors of these relationships, which
includes a bief summary of contemporary relations. A closer examination of the dynamics
behind these relationships, which comprise the motivations behind the rnilitary
collaboration between Turkey and Israel, is reserved for Chapter Four. Both chapters deal
with regional and bilateral relations, but the former is restricted to historical synopses

while the latter includes a detded discussion on ali relevant relationships and their
propulsive forces in tenns of Turkish-Israeli militaq CO-operation.
Therefore, this chapter will begin by trachg a brief UnfoIding of Israel and

Turkey's development as modern states in the Middle East. This wiil help elucidate what
has prompted each country toward certain policies throughout the years and why they are

now changing into a mutuai desire to draw closer to each other. The histoncal relationship
between the two WU be covered, as will their relations with Syria, Iraq, and Iran. This will

be foiiowed by a summary of Israeli- and Turkish-American relations, since the end of
superpower rivaIry and the attendant bipolarity has, as the previous chapter suggested,
played a significant role in deteminhg the course of Jenisalem and Ankara's foreign
policies.

A Bnef Hictory of Israel

The histokd evolution of Israel is fairly simple to trace, given that it is only fifty
years old. One of the moa important defining featwes of the Jewish state, and indeed
perhaps the main drive behind Israel's decision to CO-operatemilitarily with Turkey, is
what is broadly temed the Arab-Israeii conflict. This long-time antagonism is important
because it has shaped both the policies of Israel, and its very outlook.
The hostility between Jews and Arabs began before the State of Israel was bom.
After the destruction of the Second Jewish Commonwealth by the Romans in 70 C.E.,
most of the Jewish people fIed what then came to be cailed Palestine. However, there
remained a small core of Jews, left to survive in the Roman province which eventually was
conquered by Islamic waniors in the seventh century, C.E.This group was always s m d in
number-by 1880, out of a total population of 590 000, only 35 000 were ~ews.*
With the advent of the amaïgarnation in the late nineteenth century of political

Zionism in Europe, a movement was created that sought to bring Jewish immigrants into

* Adam Garnnkle, "Genesis,"

in The Arab-Israeii Confijct: Pers~ectives,4.
Aivin
Rubinstein, zd ed. (New York: HarperColiins Publishers Inc., 199l), 8.

Palestine in the hope of eventudy colonising it as a Jewish country. Not much thought

was given about the Arab inhabitants already there, who Lived on most of the land; even
Theodore Herzl, the father of political Zionism, did not conceni himself with social
ideologies or political settiements very much.)
The large-scale immigration of Jewish settlers, with pioneering ideas about
reshaping the land, clashed with the more traditional-rninded Arab society already in
Palestine, at about the time when these Arabs were themselves undergoing a
transformation of way of Me, brought about by the long, drawn-out depamire of the
colonial powers and a stniggle for modemity.' Dnven by their ideological commitments to
reclaim Eretz Israel, and with money and aid supplied by wealthy Jews in the Diaspora,
mainly from Europe, the Jewish settlers found themselves unable to reconcile with the aiIl
feudal-oriented Arab society, which itself was jua discovering its nationdistic roots and
struggling with the Ottoman ~ r n ~ i r e . '
This tension was exacerbateci by World War One. The British, in their fear of a

German penetration of their Middle Eastern possessions, and thus the route to India (the
jewel of the Crown), made a series of agreements and promises to various parties that not
only confùsed ail participants, but alienated them. The Sykes-Picot Agreement with
France, the BaEour Declaration for the Jews, and the promises made to the sherif of
Mecca, Hussein ibn Ali, were aii designed to help London maintain its grip on the Middle
East. But each of these agreements only served to anger those it had excluded. Against the

Ibid., 14.

' Gil Car1 AlRoy,

Behind the Middle East Conflict: The Real Impasse Between
Arab and Jew (New York: G.P.Putnam's Sons, 1975). 174.
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backdrop of continuhg Jewish immigration, Arab rejection of Zionism, and British

waffling, blood was spiiled among ail three parties.
The situation rernained tenuous until the British finally announceci, on February 14
1947, that they were tuming to the aewly-created United Nations for advice; but the
contiming cycle of violence between Jew and &ab, and Jew and Briton, soon prompted
the British to wash their hands of Palestine entirely! There was a flurry of activity in the
United Nations, and on November 29 1947, the General Assembly approved the United
Nations Partition Plan, which divided Palestine into a Jewish and an Arab state, by a vote
of 35 to 13 (interestingly, Turkey voted against an independent Israel). The Plan was to
corne into effect on August 1 1948, but was subsequently moved up by the British to May
14. The Jews accepted the Plan; the Arabs rejected it.

On the day the British left, the State of Israel was proclaimed. The following day
five Arab amies invaded,' and in the course of the ensuing war Israel captured much of
the temtory that had b e n allocated to the Palestinian Arabs in the Partition Plan: by the
spring of 1949, Israel had conquered one-third more temtory (6500 square kilometres)

than was originally designated for it, al1 at the expense of the ~alestinians.~
The new State
of Israel came to encompass approximately 20 700 square kilometres of the former
Palestine, whiie the rest was divided between Egypt (the Gaza Strip) and Jordan (the West

Bank).Jenisalem was divided between Israel and Jordan. In addition to the occupation of

Ibid., 29.

' niose of SHa, Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt, and Iraq.
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Bernard Reich and Gershon Kieval, Israel: Land of Tradition and Conflict, 2*
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lands that the Arabs saw as their own, the war caused about 700 000 Paiestinian Arabs to

The hostility engendered by the Arab defeat and the very existence of a Jewish
island in the midst of a s u i of Muslim coumies was further exacerbated by the Su< Day

War, in 1967. Israel took the West Bank (which included all sections of Jemsalem), Gaza
Strip, Sinai Peninsula (which was subsequently retumed to Egypt in the early l98Os), and
the Golan Heights from Syria. Indeed, the source of the current dilemma in the peace
process s p ~ g nom
s
a lack of coordination, compromise, and concession over these very
lands.
The formerly rigid Israeli position in the conûict with its neighbours, which has
b e n modified somewhat in the course of the peace process, is a direct result of the fear
generated by the proximity and numbers of Arabs states hostile to Israel. From 1948 until
the early 1990s, most if not ail Arab and Muslim aates had been committed, at lean in
their otFcial proclamations, to the eradication of Zionism in the Middle ~ a s tIn. ~addition
to this, Israeli leaders have powerful memories of both the pogroms that took place in
Eastern Europe at the end of the nineteenth century and the more recent horrors of the
~ o l o c a u s t .As
~ ~Joseph Alpher writes, "instances of d t a q aggression and terrorist
violence, against Israelis and agaïnst Jews in general, trigger arnong many Israelis a recail

hiring Jemsalem Day in Iran, in January 1998, former President Rafsanjani said
"he is certain the day wül corne when the 'useless Zionist entity' that entered the region
will exit it." Following this, ùanian authorities apparentiy pubiished an official statement
calling on ali Muslims to bring about the destruction of Israel. Source: Israel Line, "Iran
Calls for Cornplete Destruction of IsraeI," 26 January 1998.
'O Herbert Kelman, "Acknowledging the Other's Nationhood: How to Create a
Momentum for the Israeli-Palestinian Negotiations," Journal of Palestine Studies 22 (FA
1992): 34.

mechanism of the Holocaust and earlier attempts (throughout 3,000 years of Jewish
history) physicaliy to destroy the Jewish people or part of it."" Many of Israel's political
elite, at least until the last decade or so, had emigrated fiom Europe. As the late publisher
Robert Maxwell remarked in 1989, the fdure of the Western democracies to rescue Jews
during the Holocaust has shown Jerusalem that its d e t y depends only on the Israelis. l2
These are the concepts that mua be bom in mind when contemplating Israel's
search for semrity within the Middle East. The w e n t peace process, initiated by the late

Yitzhak Rabin and Yasser Arafat. has gone fiu to move, if not change, formerly immobile
and intransigent bargainhg positions. The Oslo Accords of 1993 have f o d y ushered in

a new era of relative peace between Israelis and Palesthians, who were previously thought
to have irreconcilable ciifferences, and a 1994 peace treaty with Jordan was added to the

official peace Israel already has with Egypt.
However, there remains much hostility between Israel and its ArabMuslim
neighbours, a condition which is a lingering remnant of the Arab-Israeli conflict and thus
Israel's position in a region Bled with somewhat radical -tes

(Syria, Iraq) and what have

been called "rogue" states (Iraq, Iran). Although Rabin, the Israeli engineer of the Oslo
Accords, felt that the probability of war with the Arab states was low for the near future,
he stiU believed that Israel faced serious threats w i t h the MiddIe ~ast.
l3 Most recently,

with the peace process with the Palestinians slowed, if' not at a complete standstill,
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relations between Israel and its neighbours have been cool at best, partidarly since the
election in May 1996 of a hard-line Likud-led Israeli government under Benjamin
Netanyahu. As further prooc one need only look at
Israel's recurrence to rnilitary means in dealing with Hizbdah guerrillas in
southem and eastem Lebanon, and occasionally with Syria, both during
and after the Cold War, [that] underlines the bellicosity that stiU
characterises the situation currently existent between Israel on the one
hand and Syria, Lebanon and other Arab countries, both radical and
moderate, that stdi have ... not signed a peace treaty with Israel."
Current conditions facing Israel within the Middle East still include hostile
elements, even among officially fiiendly Arab countnes. A March 9 1997, letter from King
Hussein of Jordan to Netanyahu, in which the King chastised the Prime Muiiner for his
stubborn policies, illustrates that relations with al1 Arab countnes have remained stormy.
Although it is unlikely that Israel and Jordan will reveri back to a violent, war-prone
relationship, this does not diswunt the possibility of non-official violence erupting at levels
below government ~ ~ o n s o r s hWhen
i ~ . ~asked
~ during an interview about the possibility of

a war in the region, Egypt's President Hosni Mubarak wamed: "It's not a question of war,
but a question of terror that will be 10 times wone than anything we've seen before.

'' Makram Haiuani, T U Love You Forever Today: The Coalition Scenarios in the
Contemporary Middle East Balance of Power System," paper presented at Annual
Meeting of the International Studies Association, Toronto, 18-22 March 1997, 2 1.
'' On March 13 1997, a Jordanian soldier opened fire on a group of Israeli
schoolgirls, killiag several. Some have amibutecl this act to the atmosphere created by
Hussein's letter, in which he had acnised Netanyahu of humiliating the Palestinians.
Source: "Deaths on the Island of Peace," The Jenisalem Re~ort,3 April 1997: 6. This
incident is an example of how the state of inter-govemrnentai relations do not always
correspond to the feelings of "the masses."

Embassies, airplanes, diplomats will all be exposed to attack. There's uncontained hatred
here, it7sterrible."'6

A Brief History of Turkey

Turkey has a long history, moaly in the form of the Ottoman Empire, which ruled
much of the former Byzantine Empire includllig the Middle Eastern states based dong the
Mediterranean. The Republic of Turkey officia@ joined the community of modem states
on October 29 1923. The predorninant characteristic of Ankara's foreign policy, and
perhaps the one that has dso caused a national crisis of identity,17 is its attempts at
balancing beîween West (Europe and the United States) and East (its Arab and M u s h
neighbours). From the start, in its search for modernisation, Turkey tumed toward the
West. In later decades, it came to redise that it needed Muslim allies as well. Finally, in
recent years, given its hostile and tense relationship with both its Arab and Mediterranean
neighbours, Turkey has corne full circle, to a certain extent, to attaching itself to the West.
The agreements with Israel are both a product of and a step toward this goal.

The founding of Turkey as a modem state was largely the result of the efforts of
Mustafa Kemal, later narned AtatCirk. Kemal was a former colonel in the Ottoman army,
who gained his first reputation as a resourcefui commander defending Gallipoli fkom the

-

-

Ranan Lune, "Egypt's President Opens His Heart,"The Jerusalem Reoort, 3
April, 1997: 26. Emphasis in original.
l 7 As one scholar has noted, "the question of inclusion or exclusion [in Europe]
presents Turkey with the greatest problems conceming identity." Source: Meltem
MüftüIer-Bac, Turkey's Relations with a Chanainp E u r o ~ e(Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1997), 1O.
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disastrous British invasion in 1915." His guiding principle was secularism and Turkish
nationalism, both of which becarne official national ideology, and evolved from the series
of events that led to the final dissolution of the Ottoman Empire.

Kemal had been associated with the movement known as the Committee of Union
and Progress (CUP), a secret society made up of students from military and medical
acadernies, which pressed for social and political change, as well as a rejuvenation of
Ottomanism as th.::principle of the Ottoman Empire. The CUP, in mm, had its origins in
the Young Turk movernent that sprang up at the end of the nineteenth centuiy, about the
same tirne that the pogroms of Eastern Europe began to galvanise the Jews and Herzl into

a political Zionist rnovement.
The Young Turk movement called for reform of the stagnating Ottoman Empire in
the late 1880s and 1890s.'~ Aithough many rnembers of the CUP were exposed and
arrested the officen of the Ottoman Third Arrny (of which Kemal was a member)
stationed in Salonika staged a revoit in the summer of 1908 and threatened to march on
Istanbul unless the sultan, Abdul Harnid, restored the constitution and called for
parliamentary elections, which Hamid had dissolved thirS, years eariier.
After an attempt at a counter-revolution was made in 1909, the Third Amy,
calling itseif the "army of deliverance," marched to Istanbul, put d o m the disturbances,

and gained contmi of the govermnent with the help of the CUP. However, the weil
intentioned but inexpenenced CUP, while stili dedicated to reform, became increasingly
repressive, using the principles of ûttomanism to guide its policies. Ottomanism referred

l8

l9

Cleveland, A History of the Modem Middle East, 143.
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to a constitutional govemment that guaranteed the rights of non-Mushs within the
Empire and incorporated them into the fiamework of the ~ r n ~ i r eHowever,
.~'
the Islamic
foundation on which the Unpend legacy lay could not be ignored, and so Islamic symbols
were stressed to the detriment of the non-Muslim populationBy 1913, the ûttoman Empire had begun its nnal detenoration. Its Balkan
possessions declared independence, and Italy invaded some of its temtories. In 1912,
Ottoman domains in Europe totded 169 9 10 square kilometres and 6.1 million people; by
the last treaty of the Balkan Wars in September 19 13, ûttoman Europe was reduced to 28
293 square kilometres and 1.9 million people.n It was the beginning of the age of Turkish

nationaiism which was to aid Kemal so weil, because the practice of ûttomanism
demonstrated once again that neither the Great Powers nor the Balkan
successor aates were willing to respect the temtorial integrity of the
ûttoman state, [it] showed that minority people prefened national
afnliations to Ottoman citizenship, and [it] undermined the proposition that
Muslim and Christian could share in a common Ottoman bond?
These events generated a new awareness of the Anatolian Turkish core of the
Empire's identity, and made what was lefi of the Empire much more homogenous, which

in turn produced a specifically Turkish cultural movement that stressed a pre-Islamic, preûttoman heritage. In this same atmosphere, the CUP had begun to disengage the
traditional k a b families fiom their traditional civii s e ~ c roles
e
in the govemment, and
appoint4 Turkish officiais as provincial administrators. The Arabs believed that the CUP

was trying to "Turki@" the Empire. Graduaiiy, these resentments walesced into Arabism,

Ibid., 126.
" Ibid., 129.
* Ibid., 130.
23 %id.

which was not an organised political movement but rather a desire for recognition of
cultural identity and equality. These notions, in tmn, developed into louder calls for Arab
autonomy in the provinces.
The final blow to the Ottoman Empire came in the form of the Treaty of Sevres,

signed by the ûttomans under the last sultan, Mehmet VI. in 1920 after the CUP fled. It
was an official end to the First World War for the ûttoman Empire, and an official end to
the ûttoman Empire itself. It
stipulated that aU its European temtory except a srnall slice around Istanbul
(occupied by the British) was to be cut away; al1 Arab lands removed; the
region around Izmir given to the Greeks; the eastem Anatolian provinces
divided between an independent Armenia and a potentiaiiy independent
Kurdistan; and finally large regions of south and southwest Anatolia
granted to France and Italy to administer as spheres of influence. The
Straits of Bosporus and the Dardanelles were demilitarized and
administered not by the Turks but by a permanent Allied commission in
Istanbul, and Anatolia was placed under the control of the Allied Financial
~ornmission.~~
It was in this atmosphere that local Turkish uprisings erupted throughout Anatolia. These
were originally spontaneous, but, when in 19 19 three experienced military commanders
began to organise the movement, it became a war for national independence.

Kemal gradually asserted his leadership over the movement and was declared a
rebel. The Greek invasion of Anatolia in May 1919, to support Athens' presence in Izmir,

gave impetus to his movement. The Greeks proceeded to secure the city, slaughter many
of the non-combatants, desecrate mosques, and press deeply into the peninsula. Kemal
convened a body of representatives in 1920 in Ankara, made up of local resistance leaders

''Patricia Cariey, "Turkey's Place in the World," in Reluctant Neinhbor: Turkev's
Role in the Middle East, ed. H ~ M
Barkey (Washington, D.C.:
The United States Institute
of Peace, 1996), 4.

and members of the dissolveci Ottoman parliament. They called themselves the Grand

Nationai Assembiy, agreed to fom a govemment with Kemal as its head, and adopted the
National Pact, which has been the basis of Turkish foreign policy ever since. The Pact
renounced any territorial clains to the former Arab provinces but afnrmed the right of full
Turkish independence over the remaining portions of the Empire, which included Anatolia
and the Thracian area around Istanbul.
By rnilitary and political means, Kemal &ove out the Greeks and forced the British
and Italians to withdraw. In 1923 the Republic was proclaimeci and within the next few

years the caliphate (as the head of Islam) was abolished and the country was taken on a
road that led West. Secularism was established at the expense of shmi 'ah, Islamic law: the
Swiss civil code was introduced, polygarny was forbidden, worship at M u s h sbrines and
tombs prohibited, and eventually even the fez was banned. There was a drive t o establish a
Turkish cultural identity that was based not on Islamic principles, but on secular
foundations that emphasised pre-Islamic values and inheritances.
Education was a usefil and key source for this new policy: "The state
delegitimized religious education and established the supremacy of secular modem

This included not recognising the Kurdish peoples as culturally
education nati~nwide."~
independent (they were called "mountain Turks"), which laid the groundwork for the

rebellion that exploded in 1984 for Kurdish autonomy and has continueci to this day. The
intense secularisrn that was ingrained into the new republic has rernained, and is

a NdtSer m1e, "Secularism and Islamisrn in Turkey: The Making of Elites and
Counter-Elites," The Middle East Journal 5 1 (Winta 1997): 49.

exceedingiy evident in the constitutional stipulation that maka it illegal for a political

party to advocate M 'ah.% In 1937, the state was officially declarecl secular.
As part of this new policy, Kemal amounced that no additional temtory would be

suught, thus allowing Ankara (which beauae the capital in 1923) to largely neglect foreign
entanglements in order to concentrate on interna1 r e f o m : "peace at home, peace abroad."
However, by 1945, the international order had changed, and Turkey becarne one of the
first countries to be drawn into the superpower rivalry, on the side of the West as a result
of the Amencan Truman Doctrine, where it remained for many years. By the 1960s,
however, due to a clash with the United States over Cypms policy, Ankara began to
realise that it wuld not rely so heavily on the U.S.

In ment decades, given the end of bipolarhy, the European Union's refusal to
grant Turkey full membership, and a growing awareness of the need for T b d World and

Muslim allies in the U.N. (particularly on issues such as Cyprus), Ankara sought to
balance its foreign policy more between the West and the Arab States, and to bolster ties
with its immediate neighbours." Yet some of its disputes with these very neighbours have

the potential for full-blown crises or violent codiicts, and the agreements with Israel are
desiped to both allow Turkey to maintain its links with the West, and to reinforce its own
regionai position. The guiding principle of Turkish foreign policy has remained its

Kemalist legacy, which infiises all Turkish govemments and directs many of its inter-state
relations.

Jemy White, "Pragmatists or Ideologues? Turkey's Welfare Party in Power,"
Current Historv 96 (January 1997): 26.
~7 Bilge Criss, "Turkish Foreign Policy Toward the Middle East," Middle East
jkeview of International Main Journal 1 January, 1997.

Although I s d and Turkey have different histories, spanning different lengths of
time, they have certain things in ammon that have converged in recent years to fom a
d h y relationship that continues to develop. These include a shared sense of "otherness"

within the Middle East, drawn fiom haWig the Muslim and Arab populations of the region

view the Turks and Jews as having settled in the area at the expense of the Arabs already
living there; a strategic relationship with the United States combined with a lack of
support fiom other countries in such intemational organisations such as the United
Nations; and etllILity with most of their regional neighbours, which has produced a
similarity of outlook on foreign policy.

Israeli-Turkish Relations

The historical relationship between Turkey and Israel has never been violent, but it

has at b e s been stormy and has altemated between Wendhess and mild anger. This
fluctuation is largely due to the contrast betwem Turkey's concems for its links with the
Wesî, and the dynamics of the Arab-Israeii connict and the question of Israel's treatment

of the Palestinians. EspeciaIly in the £irst few decades after Israel was born, aîter a brief

fiounshing of ties in the 1950s- Turkey vacilIated between active support for the West

(and thus tacit support for Israe1) and advocacy of the M u s h world's goals, althou&
generally speaking ties between the two couneies remaineci low-level. It is only in the k t
decade that Turkey has come ta see Israel as a potential strategic ally and, in the last eight

years, graduaiiy become more open about its desire for co-operation, military and
otherwise, with Israel. As Meltem Müffiila-Bac bas obsened, "Turkey has always toyed
with the idea of closer ties with Israel and thae always was a political will to associate

with Israei, yet the favorable environment for this endeavor fomed ody in the 1990s."~

For its part, I

d was always aiso keen on c a h g Turkey an ally, both because of the

countries it borders and because "relations with Turkey, a Muslim-majority state, have

been useful in helping israel dilute the religious component of its confiict with the Arabs
and fend off charges that Zionism is sornehow inherently anti-~siamic."~
Or, "[plerhaps

most important, Israel and Turkey &are a 'wmrnon sense of othemess' in a region
dominateci by Arabs and nondernocratic regi~nes."~O

Although the Truman Doctrine drew Turkey into the Western orbit soon d e r
World War Two, Ankara did not wish to sever dtogether its connections with its fellow
Muslim States. It supporteci the Arab position in the United Nations in 1947 on Palestinian
independence and rejection of the Partition Plan. However, "Turkey's perception that the
Soviets were a political and military threat caused it to lean toward the est,"^' and in

December 1948, Turkey voted with the West to establish a reconciliation cornmittee on
Palestine. Further, on March 28, 1949, Turkey became the first Muslim state to recognise
Israel, which immediately soured its relations with the Arab world.
The Suez Cnsis in 1956 made Turkey's policy of balance more untenable. To
retain Arab goodwili, Ankara withdrew its ambassador fiom Tel Aviv in November 1956,

Meitem MWer-Bac, "Turkey and Israel: A Strategic Reaîignment in the
Middle East?" paper presented at the 39& Annual Meeting of the International Studies
Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 18-21 March 1998.
Alan Makovsky, "Israeli-Turkish Relations: A Turkish 'Periphery Strategy'?" in
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aithough it quietiy explained that relations would rernain fiendiy, and later the diplornatic
relations were renewed at the lower, charge d'flaires level. Yet, during the same period,
in 1954, the secret seMces of both wuntries began a relationship that has continueci ever
since." In 1958 Turkey and Israel @nad a military pact that wmmitted them to co-

operate in military fields and exchange technical expertise. Inael also began to help

Turkey in areas such as agriculture, industry, and construction, and to help secure financial
credit for it fiom international bodies. John Nomikos argues that "Turkey sought the
relationship in order to placate the West and also to obtain the support of the Amencan

Jewish comrnunity in Turkey's effort to join NATO. Israel courted Turkey in the context
of its s u ~ v astrategy
i
of forging alliances with non-Arab states in the region.")
In the early l960s, Turkey, as a democratic and Westernsriented country, came to
see the Soviet Union more as a political, military, and ideological threat; the March, 1965

issue of the "Bulletin of the Turkish Foreign Mairs Ministry" stated as much, and added
that Turkey was nmily linked to the United States and the Western aiLiance (NATO). At
the same t h e , it wanted to avoid fiction with the Arab states." To accomplish these
ends, Turkey would refiain fkom involving itself in disputes between the Muslim world
and the West.Doing so included not supporting the Arab world's position on complete

Palestinian independence at the expense of Israel's security or safety.
Thereafter, Turkey refused to use harsh rhaonc against Israel, and after 1967 did
not c o n d m the Jewish state as the aggressor, although it did c d for a retum to the pre-

32 John Nomikos, "Inael-Turkey Defense Relations: Wdl it Last?" Research
Institute for International and European Studies, 3 October, 1996: 2.
33 Ibid.
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1967 borders. At the Rabat meeting of the ûrganization of the Islamic Conference,

Turkey agreed to aiticise Israel for not wnforming to U.N.resolutions, but it would not
discuss the Palesanian issue except on hummitarian grounds. Turkey also refused to sign
the W declaration of the Conference meeting that declared "fuU support to the
Palestinian people for the restoration of their despoiled nghts and in the fight for national
liberati~n."~'Despite these acts, the Turkish-Israeli relationship was downgraded in the
1960s, mostly as a result of a nse of ad-Arnericanûm and anti-Semitism, including the
kidnapping and murder of Israeli diptomats and attacks on synagogues.
In the early 1980s, as Turkish-Arab relations flourished, Turkish-Israeli relations
dimmed. The decision by the Israeli governrnent to move its capital from Tel Aviv to

Jerusalem in September 1980 put Turkey in a very ditncult position: irnmediately
foilowing this decision, diplornatic representatives f?om meen Islamic countries and the

PL0 went to the Turkish prime rninister and demanded that al1 ties with Israel be severed.
The prime minister refûsed, but did summon back Ankara's chmge d'Maires from Tel
Aviv and closed its consulate in Jerusalem. After the militas, intervention in 1980, it was

announced that Turkey's representation in Israel was being reduced to second secretary
level.

Stili, Aokara remained realistic about its foreign policy, and in February 1982

abstained from voting on a United Nations resolution condemning Israel's annexation of
the Golan Heights. As Turgut

the leader of the Mothaland Party in 1983, said,

practifal contacts with Israel were necessary "'as a window ... on f h r e events.' For

Ibid., 96.

Turkey

'to play a role in solvhg the problems

of the Middle East,' he maintained, 'that

window must be kept open.'"36
By the later 1 9 8 0 ~relations
~
between Israel and Turkey were growing again.

Turkey beeame concerned about the effect its image might have on the Jewish lobby in

Washington, which it regarded as a strong ally." In 1985, I d ' s representative in Ankara
was quietiy appointed to the rank of chmge d'Maires, and the next year Turkey followed

suit with its diplornatic delegate. Since 1986, the two States have m p e r a t e d in economic
matters, mosîiy in agriculture. In August, 1987, Israel demonstrated its value to Turkey
when it helped convince the U S Congress to vote against a remlution setting aside April
24 in cornmernoration for the viaims of the Armenian massacre perpetuated by the Turks

in the eady part of this century. In September 1987, the Turkish and Israeli foreign
ministers met together after a U.N. GeneraI Assembly meeting. In 1989, Turkey for the
fint time voted in the U.N. against a proposed nsolution to reject Israel's credentiais.

However, it has oniy been in the 1st eight years that Israeli-Turkish relations have
blossomed into full and overt CO-operation.It was prompted i~tiallyby the Iraqi invasion

of Kuwait in Augua 1990, that "highlighted the similarities between Turkey and Israei,
two democratic and Western-oriented coumies subject to cornmon dangers in an

inaeasingly volatile region consisting of authoriwian Arab counmes and beset by
disputes, ethnic and nationalkt animosities, an armament race, and terr~risrn."~'For the

first time, Turkey and Israel were siding with the United States against an Arab country.

Ibid., 103.
" Ibid., 104.
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This was augmentad by Turkey's increasing strains with the Arab world, which led
it to believe closer relations with Israel was an answer to its growing tensions. These were
the r d t of a combination of several factors, namely: the Arnerican use of Turkey's air

bases in operations against Iraq; Turkey's military manoeuvres in northem Iraq to destroy
Kurdish separatist camps there; Arab support of Kurdish rebels in Anatolia; its control
over the Tigris and Euphrates Rivas and its water policies, including the desire to have
Israel participate in the evenhially aborted water conference of November 1991; general
lack of Arab support for Turkey's international position; and its membership in NATO,
which seemed to be increasing as Turkey's role in its original mission was transformed

into regional seairity.
As a remit of the convergence of these issues, Turkey began to feel that it needed

to rely more on the West than it had hoped, and under the influence of President Ozal in
the early 1990s' Turkey tried to draw closer to the United States. It abstained from a

General Assembly vote that repeded the 1975 UN. resolution equating Zionism with

racisrn, and in December of 1991, it upgraded its diplornatic relationship with Israel to the
level of ambassador (although it did the same for the PLO).

Since then, ties between the two corntries have been steadily wamiing. Ln
November 1993, then-Turkish Foreign Minister Hilunet Ceth became the fint of his post

to visit I d . In an interview with an Israeli newspaper, Cetin said that Turkey and Israel

fiiced the same source of temonan, meanhg that the Kurdisuui Workers' Party (Pm)
fighting for an independent homeland in south-eastern Anatolia, and lslamic Jihad and

HLbaUah, are all based in the Syrian-controiled Bekaa all le^,^^ indicating where his
government's policies toward Israel might lead. While Cetin was in Israei, Jerudem and
Ankara set up a working group to establish a fiee trade zone beîween hem, which the

Turkish pariiarnent, under the Islamic Prime Mùiister Nennettin Erbakan, approved on
Apd 4 1997. The zone will be M y establishd by 2000. The two govemments aiso

signeci a twelve-article memorandum on cultural and intelligence co-operation.

In late January 1994, President Ezer WeiPnan became the first Israeli head of state
to visit Turkey, where he met with Turkish President Süleyman Demirel. In April 1994,
thenoForeign Minister Shirnon Peres went to Ankara, where he met with then-Prime
Minister Tansu Ciller, who stated: "1 see a new fiiendship between Israel and Turkey,
which will contnbute to peace and to the establishment of a new Middle ~ast."* Ankara

and Jenisalem discussed the prospects of Turkey supplying troops to patrol a security
zone in Hebron. In June of that same year, before the Military Training Cooperation
Agreemmt was even signed, Israel and Turkey engaged in their fint joint mid-air
refuelling exercise with a variety of Turkish planes. Also in that sarne month, Turkey's
President Demirel Listed Israel as one of three countrïes with which Ankara should
improve ties, and a Turkish parliamentary delegaiion visited Israel for the

est time. On

Oaober 6, the two signed a draft agreement on joint efforts to combat terronsm, with
which both have extensive expenence, and disaissed efforts to fight drug-trafficking and

orgamsed crime. A month later, Çiüer became the fim Turkish govemment leader to visit

Near East Report, "In Israel Turkish Foreign Mïnister Condemns Syrian
Support for Tmorism," 23 November, 1993.
" Israel Govemment Press Oflice, "New Israel-Turkey Fri'riendship," Jerusalem, 22
A p a 1994.
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Israei, at which time the two goveniments agreed to sign a free trade agreement covering
ail sectors.

The political and military facet is only one part of the growing closeness, and this

fkct must be borne in mind when discussing broader Turkish-Israeii relations. There is a
growing realisation in both countries that, martial support aside, the two have many

reasons to ccwperate and much to gain, in numerous ways, fkom such cooperation.
Economic iinks are profitable, and growing. In 1993 the Turkish-Israeli Business Council
was established. Around the tirne of Weimian's visit to Turkey in 1994, talks between the

two countries were beginning to focus on economic issues, such tourism, trade, customs,
monetary policy, and banking. The fiee trade agreement was signed in March 1996, and

becarne effective on May 1 1997. Also in March 1996, an agreement for the prevention of
double taxation was signed, which is expected to enter into force at the beginning of 1999,

as well as an accord on mutual investment. About six weeks later another agreement was
signed, on industrial and agicultural technology CO-operation.

Tounsm has also increased as a result of the openness of the relationship. Between
1994 and 1997 about 350 000 Israelis visited Turkey annually, spending an average of

$1000 each. Turkish casinos are also popular with Israelis: their yearly betting amounts to

a M e r S 1.5 billion."
Already, trade between the two has increased significantiy. In 1991 muhial trade

equaiied $100 million; in 1995 it passed $440 million; as a result of the fiee trade

'

Amikam Nachmani, "Bridge Across the Middle East: Turkey and Israel in the
1990s," forthwming, 28.

agreement, it is expected to reach approximately 52.5 billion by 2000."

On March 24

1998 Ankara and Jenisalem signeci a protocol on d e , the contents of which have not

been disclosed. However, it is known that Turkish exports to Israel indude iron and steel
products, cernent,woven clothing, and synthetic fibres. Israeli exports to Turkey are based

on chernical products, plastics, conon, semis, and optical equipment.43These fans and
figures are significant, in that they point out that Turkish-lsraeli military co-operation is
one aspect of the relationship, and that both reidiorce each other to significant degrees.
Cosperation has extended to the international political agenda, as well. When the
European Union was voting on whether to fom a aistoms union with Turkey, Israeli
embassies in European capitals lobbied h e d y on Turkey's behalf, and former Israeli
Prime Muiister Shirnon Peres used his contacts in the Socialist International to fiirther the
cause. The favour was retumed when Turkey abstained during the United Nations vote at

the beginning of 1996 condemning the Israeli d t a r y offensive in Lebanon.

During the rule of and despite the opposition of the Islamic Refuh PMsi (Welfare
Party) and its Islamic Prime Minister, which will be discussed in Chapter Five, the

relationship has grown closer between Israel and Turkey, especidy in the political-military
sphere. On April 8 1997, then-Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy visited Turkey, where

he met with the prime rninister, deputy prime minister (Tansu Çilier), military

ammanden, and business leaders. And that same month, the first official Muslirn religious
delegation nom Turkey arriveci in Israel.
42
Amücam Nachmani, "Turkish-Israeli Military Cosperation: Changing
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Cwperation between Ankara and Jenisalem, which has fluchiated depending on

both the Arab-Israeli dynamic and Turkey's foreign poiicy needs, bas M

y reached a

relatively stable plateau, inducihg a slowly but aeadily rising plain. This is largely a resdt
of the end of the Cold War, and Turkey's need for allies and fiends. But it is also due in
part to the advent of the Arab-Israeli peace process, erpecially the Declaration of

Principles, which has allowed for a more open atmosphere in which Turkey «in becorne
more open and overt about its relationship with Israel. The need for carefùl balancing is
gone, and Ankara c m lean toward Jenisalem more so now than at any tirne in the past.

I s r d and Turkey's Relations with Middle Eastern States
The relationship Israel and Turkey historically have had with their regional

neighbours has wntnbuted to the current levels of niendliness and hostility within the
Middle East. These must be examinecl in order to lay the bais for understanding why

Ankara and Jerusalem signed these agreements in the fist place, which is discussed in
Chapter Four. It mua be remembered that there are significant and important rasons why
Turkey and Israel have drawn cioser militarily in recent yean, and that the two countries
have in many ways been pushed into this position. Their decision to sign the MTCA and

al1 subsequent accords is based in large part on their specific regional relations, and
thmefore these must be disnissed in detail. As mentioned previously, ody Syria, Iraq, and

Iran will be examineci.

Xinhua General News Service, "Turkey, Israel Sign Protocol on Trade," The
Middle East Review of Intematiod Affairs Journal Seminar on Turkish Foreign Policy in

Israel's Middle Eastern Relations
Israel's position in the Middle East is largely a reflection of the course the ArabIsraeli conflia has taken. The ongins of this dispute have already been discussed and need

not be detailed again. But it is important to understand the association the Jewish state
nirrently has with its neighbours. For the purposes of understandimg the military

relationship between Turkey and Israel, it is oniy necessary to look at Israel's relations

"th Syria, lran, and Iraq. It is primarily because of these countries and their policies and
actions toward Israel that Jemalem has been prompt4 into a military collaboration with
Turkey.

Strategically and militari1y, although or@ Syria is temtorially contiguous with
Israel, ail three have the ability to harrn IsraeI physicaily. Syria is able, through its
geographical closeness, to invade Israel with greater ease, as the wars of 1967 and 1973

have shown. Iraq has sought the leadership of the radical Arab world, and as

nich

was

required to display a much hanher stand during the years after 1949. It sent a contingent
to Israel during the 1948 war, and had been acfwely engaged in a nuclear m s program

until Israeli a i r d bombed the plant where it was believed the weapons were being
fashioned.

Iran, since 1979, has been active in supporthg fundamentalist Islamic groups that
have relied on tmorist methods of violence. HAMAS, Islamic Jihad, and Hizballah are all

engageci in amed action against Israei, at times reseMng their attacks for the civilian
population of Israel. mer Arab States, while employing acrirnonious rhetoric egainst the
Jewish state, have large1y r&ained fkom any direct action against Israel. Importantiy,

the Middle East, 24 March 1998.

those Arab states nominally involved in the Arab-Israeli confiict that have avoided
confrontation with Israel are also fnends and dies of the United States, such as Saudi

Arabia, Egypt, and Jordan.
Whai politid Zionism became a realiîy for many Eastern European Jews at the

end of the nineteenth and beginnuig of the twentieth cemuries, the Arabs then living in
Palestine began to resent the influx of Jews into th& midst. More importantlys it was the

surrounding Arab aates that were vexed about the growing Jewish presence in the Middle

East, with its p i o n e e ~ gmethods of agriculture and expanding political (and, more slowly,
rnilitary) cohesion. Especially after 1948, with the displacement of the Palestinian
population, the Arab states took on the role of Isael's enemy, seeking its removal fkom
the region.

Certain Arab states assumed the mantle of leadership in the conflia with Israel.
Onginally, Syria, Egypt, and Jordan shared this distinction, although Jordan had always
assumed a lesser role in this respect and had co-operated secretly with Israel on numerous

o c ~ a s i o n sM
. ~e r the 1967 wu, Jordan ceased to be an important factor in the showdown
with Israel. M e r the 1978 Camp David Accords, Egypt withdrew from the centre of the
w f l c t . This lefi Syria as the only real wnfkontation state, geographically linked with

Israel and able to translate its hostility into tangile outcornes.

'Lebanon, too, was one of the original confkontation States. However. its intemal
weaknesses were too great, and after the country was tom apart by civil strife in 1975 its
focus tumecl inward. As Syria g h e d influence in the country, eventually ruiing it through
Syrian-backed regimes, it became simply an appendage of Damascus' fareign policy.

1sraeIi-Swian Relations

In recent years, most notably after the Gulf War and the beginnùig of the peace

process in Madrid in October of 1991, Israel's relations with its neighbours wanned. A
peace treaty with Egypt, in place since 1979, was added to with the Declaration of
Principles with the PL0 in 1993, and a peace treaty was achieved with Jordan a year later.

Relations with Syria, however, have not changeû very much since the 1948 war, and

continue to seethe with underlying tension and antagonism. Previously the leader of the
radical Arab camp supporteci by the Soviet Union and opposed to the United States and
Israel, Syria after the Cold War was pressured to show some flexibility in its bargainhg
position in the peace process. in the wake of the disruption of that process, Damascus can
atford to be adamant about its policies, and retain the tacit support of other, more
moderate Arab countries (such as Saudi Arabia).
Israel's greatest concem Lies with Syria. This is important because Syria is also the
Middle Eastern country with which Turkey bas the moa hostile disagreements; it has been

estimated that if peace with Syria were achieved, eNMty with Iran and Iraq would not be

as consequential. However, disagreement over two main issues remains unsolved with no
easy answers in sight: the Golan Heights and Lebanon. Funhermore, it m u a be

remernbered that the Middle East has becorne a "modem symbol of heconcilable

nationalkt passions, intractable refigious exclusivism, and high poiitical vo~atility."~'Any
negotiations have meiy been "wrapped in memones of ~pilledb l o ~ dand
, ~ in
~ fact some

''

Graham Fuller, "The Middle East in U.S.-Soviet Relations," Middle East Journal
44 (Summer 1990): 4 17.
'CmoU Doherty, "Whispers of Peace in a Volatile Region," Çonmessional
Ouarterlv Saecial Report 50 (September 26, 1992): 2901.

believe that more biood will need to be spilled before any real peace cm be achieved

between b e l and syria." In the very f
h
t session of the peace process in Madrid in
1991, in response to then-Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir's assertion that Syria was

"one of the moa oppressive tyrannical regimes in the world," Syrian Foreign Minister
Farouk al-Shanui waveà an old poster of Shamir d e p i d g him when he was wanted by
the British in the 1940s as a t e n o r i ~ t . ~
Syria, a country of twelve million, is primariiy made up of Arabs and Muslims.

President Hafiz al-Assad has total control over ail facets of Syrian Me. In 1963 Assad was
part of a s

d group of ~ l a w i t e *rnilitary
~
oficers that staged a coup that brought the

Ba'ath Party back into power. In 1970 Assad seized power for himself and has maintained
a tight grip on it ever since.

In the 1967 war, Israel conquered fiom Syria the Golan Heights, a strategically
placed plateau that was used for shelhg Israeli settiements, and this bas become a point of
contention between the two ~ince.~'Israel took 1250 square kilometres out of the total of
1750 that was the Golan (100 square kilometres was eventudy given back to Syria after

47 Interview, official, Department of Foreign Mairs and International Trade,
Ottawa, Canada,March 1997.
a Carroll Doherîy, "Old Haads Boil to Surface as Peace Talks Begin,"
Congressional Ouarterl~Weekly Re~ort49 (November 2, 1991): 3217.
49 The Alawites are a dand isolated group found i
n north-western Syria. They
are fiom the Sbi'ite division of Islam, comprisimg about twelve percent of the population,
whose beliefs are so dineent fiom maiRStfeam Islam that they are sornetimes not
considerd Musiims at ali. Assad has kept his people in repressive power over the
ovenvhelming Sunni majority, and there are fears of a backlash against them once Assad
dies and the Alawite grip on powa is loosened.
" In 1981 the Begin govemment annexed the plateau. As of 1995, there were
thirty-three Jewish sdements on the Golan,cornprising 15 000 people. Source: Efiaim
Inbar, "Israeli Negotiations with Syrihw Security and Policy Studies No.24 (The BESA
Center for Svategic Studies, IsraeI, December 1995) 89.

1973). Prior to the Six

Day War, and after the armistice was signed in July 1949, a

deditarised zone was set up dong the Israeli-Syrian border, which was constantly
crossed by small raiding parties. There is much disagreement over the future of the Golan.

Damascus daims that, before his death, Rabin promised to

rrtum

the Golan in full,

without a full peace treay, the m e n t Israeli govenunent rejects this. The only constant is
the fhct that Syria regards the Golan as t s national taitory, and will not give up any slice

of it. As a senior Syrian official stated, "[tlhe Golan is our territory It is a sacred cause for
the Syrian people, and we WUcontinue to stniggle until we recover this temtory to the
lines of 4 June 1967.""

The hostility and even hatred between the two has been vitriolic ever since. At the
behest of Assad, Syrian newspapers consiaently relate the "cnielty" and "barbarismT*of
Israelis, and rarely, ifever, show any sign of independent analysis or thinking.'* Before the
1991 Madrid peace conference (which was convened f i e r the Gulf War and included

Israel and moa of its Arab adversaries), Israel was only referred to as the "Zionia entity,"
or "the enemy" (lately, however, given Syria's relative isolation in the region, Israel is now
being recognised as Israel).
Syrian-Israeli relations are wmplicated by the situation in Lebanon. Israel invaded

in 1982, in an attempt to destroy the PL0 bases in Lebanon that were used to cany out
terror attacks in Israel. The Israeli arrny remained until 1985, when it created a narrow

strip in the south, its self4edared m
t
y zone. Syria has & fmo wntrol over the

Journal of Palestine Studies, ''Intaview: Fresh Light on the Syrian-Israeli Peace
Negotiations, An InteMew with Ambassador Walid al-Moudlem," Journal of Palestine
Studies 26 ( W i1997): 90.

Lebanese government, badred by approxhately 40 000 troops stationed in the smaii
country, and the Israeli invasion was a direct challenge to its policies. The 1982 invasion
was the last t h e there were sisnifiant clashes between the two states: Syria lost much in
prestige and hardware, with ninety-two combat a i r d shot down, over thirty SAM

batteries and 145 tanks destroyed, and 2000 d t i e s . "
Previously Syria had been the leader of the radical Arab states againsi Israel, and
d e r the Egyptian-Isaeli peace treaty, only Syria remained as a fkont-line state committed
to ccmfiontation with 1srael." The distancing nom the Soviet Union starteci even before

1991, when Moscow under Gorbachev began to refiain fiom b o l s t e ~ gstrategic alliances
in regions such as the Middle East, where confkontational lines were a source of tension
with the United

tat tes."

Relations since the end of the Cold War have thawed somewhat, if oniy due to the
fact that the impact of the coIlapse of the Soviet Union Ieft Darnascus without a

superpower patron. This bas deprived Syria of the ability to achieve a strategic parity with
Israel, which was its previous goal. It has, as Barry Rubin writes, no mititary option
any~nore.~~
Israel has seemed to have given tacit acceptance of Syria's presence in
Lebanon, and indeed can use it to Jerusalem's advantage: if Syria decides to rein in

fi

Emad Mekay, "The Vkw nom Damasas,'' The Jerusalem Re~ort,20 March,

1997: 18.

"

Anoushiravan Ehteshami, "Defence and Secufity Policies of Syria in a Changing
Regional Environment," International Relations 13 (April 1996): 53.
Y Ibid., 52.
ss Ibid., 57.
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1996.

Barry Rubin, "No Cause for Conam," The Jenisalem Po% 27 September,

Hizbailah in southem Lebanon, Iran (which supplies the Islamic organisation) would not
be able to get supplies past Syrian temtory.
Sa far, peace talks betwem the two have not gone very far. Syria remains on the

U.S. State Department's Iist of m e s that support terrorism. Yet at the same t h e , "U.S.
anergence fiom the Persian Gulf conflict as the unchallenged, preeminent extemal power
in the Middle East,to a degree not rivaled by any other outsider at least in this century""

has Iefi Syria with no choice but to accede, as slowly and inflexibly as possible, to
Arnerican pressure, ifit wants to retain American econornic aid.
As is argued in Chapter Five, an Israeli-Syrian peace would be detrimental to
Syrian regional interests. It is primarily for this reason that one can safely sate that this

relationship wiU remain rnired in its m e n t impasse, without sigmficant progress made in
peace efforts, at least for the foreseeable fbture.

Israeli-Iraai Relations
Hostiiity is the d e h g feature of the Israeli-Iraqi relationship. Iraq was one of the

five Arab States to send regular forces in the invasion of Israel in 1948, and the hatred has
remained ever since. In 1981, Israel bombed Iraq's nuclear reactor plant, because it feared
what Baghdad Mgh?do were it anned with atomic weapons. During the Gulf War, the

people of Iraq wuld be seen jubilamly expressing their feelings when Iraqi president

Saddam Hussein fired bis SCUDs on Tel Aviv and threatened to burn halfof Israel.

Iraq never signed an amiistice agreement with Israel in 1949, nor has it accepted
U.N.Resolutions 242 and 338 as the bais for a solution to the Arab-Israeli confiict. It has

Robert Fradman, ed., The Middle East M e r Iraq's Invasion of Kuwait
(Fionda: University of norida Press, 1993). 68.

shown no sign or intention of accepting Israel's existence. In April 1993, Saddam's son,
Uday, wrote a series of articles daiming thst ''the extinction of the Zionist entity was a
necessity dictated both by the will of God,and the need to recover exclusive Arab rights

on ~aiestine.""
The danger that Iraq poses to lsrael has lessened since the Gulf War. Saddarn's

military has been diminished, and its chemid and nuclear weapons programs are under
strict monitoring, although as Chapter Four relates, U.N. efforts have not been as

successful as onginally hoped. Furthemore, the fact that Iraq has threatened Kuwait has
put al1 the Gulf states under pressure and fear, and has contributed to the relative isolation
of Baghdad in the Arab world, which in tum has relieved some of the pressure on Israel.
Israeli-Iranian Relations
Relations with Iran have been hostile and antagonistic since the 1979 Iranian
Revolution. Prior to that, Israel had hoped that the non-Arab states of the Middle East
(Israel, Iran, and Turkey) might find cornmon cause to aily themselves in the face of a
(relatively) united Arab world. However, with the nse of the mullahs in Iran and their
fùndarnentalist Islamic ideals, the dangers Iran poses to Israel have increased
exponentially.
Jerusalem's biggest mncem over Iran is its support of radical Islamic movements
that are fighting against Israel, and its own abiiity to attain annaments capable of defeating
the Jewish state. Iraq a Shi'ite Muslim country, has given aid to the Sunni Muslim groups

Islamic Jihad, and HAMAS, and Shi'ite Hizballah: "Since Khomeini's rise to power in

'Ofka Bengio, "Crossing the Rubicon?: Iraq and the Arab-Israeli Peace Process,"
The Middle East Review of International Affairs Journal 2 (March 1998).

1979, Iran has maintainesi aspirations to lead the radical lslamic camp and continues ta

deepen its ties to extremist States and terrorist groups throughout the Middle East
(Hizbullah in Lebanon, Hamas and the Islamic T i d in the West Bank and ara).""

Islamic Jihad was fonned in the 1970s in the Gaza Strip to combat Israeii occupation and,
in fàct, to erect an Isiamic state on PaIestinian

and the U.S. State Department's

counter-tmorism office's 1993 report established that Islamic Jihad received fhding from

HAMAS, a Sunni group located in the West Bank violentiy opposed to the peace

process and deteRnined to mate an Islamic state over the remains of Israel, and Iran
realised after the Gulf War that their interests had converged: opposition to peace with

Israel. There have been regular contacts between lranian political and military leaders with
HAMAS' own administration, and there have been reports of financial aid from Teheran,

Finally, Hizballah, the Islamic group created to drive Israel out of southem
Lebanon, enjoys the support of both Syria and Iran. The former provides bases, shelter,
and some arms, while the latter donates arms and money. It is estimateci that Teheran

supplies Kizbailah with about $80 million each year." In January 1996, Turkish authorities
intercepteci three Iranian trucks loaded with weapons, that were driving to Lebanon via

Information Division, Israel Foreign Ministry, "Iran and Hizbuiîah," Jerusalem,
Febmary 1997; gopherYhsrae1-info-gov-il:
70/00Iterror/9702 12.terror, accessed 23 April,
1997.
" Elie Rekhess, "The Terroria Comection Iran, The Islamic Sihad, and
HAMAS."Information Division, Israel Foreign Ministry, Jerusalem (May 1995): 2.
6t Ibid., 3.
Ibid., 5.
Leslie Susses, ''hm, the Red Target," The Jenisalem R e ~ o q16 May, 1996: 12.
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Syria In eariy April, a ship nIled with arms fiom

Iran was seized in Belgium, and was

widely believed to be ferrying these armaments to Hizbdah. A military agreement with

Turkey, it was hoped, would help isolate Iran by allowing Israel access to Iran's northem
border, and thus warn Iran that it, too, is vuineable.
Tehem' s fîmdameutalist Islamic outlook has contributed to its venomous hatred
of Isael. Two examples of official Iranian speeches are enough to support this: On

Febniary 8 1996, Supreme Leader Aii Khameini told senior officas of the Iranian Air

Force that "the government and people of Iran are of the opinion that the Israeli entity is
fdse and artincial. In fact there is no nation named 'Israel'"; that same month, Kharneini,

in a sermon, preached that "the power of Islam will ultimately bring about the end of the
usurpatory and rootless Zionist regime, which has forced its presence upon Palestinian
land and which mua be de~troyed."~
As recently as February 1997, on responding to the

invitation to Israel to participate in an intemationai fencing cornpetition to be held in
Teheran, then-President Ali-Akbar Rafsanjani stated that "han doesn't recognize the
existence of Israel, so how cm it invite something that does not
Turkey's Middle Eastern Relations
For the purposes of Ankara's agreements with Jerusalem, its relations with only

three Middle Eastern states need to be looked at: Syria, Iraq, and Iran, which are also the
three regional wuntries with whom Israel is most concerneci. Turkey's Middle Eastern

relations are centred on its geographical, tedorial, political, and ideological disputes with

these three states. W~thSyria, Turkey is engaged in disagreements over water policy and

a Information Division, "Iran

and Hizbuilah."
""Quote, Unquote," The Jenisalem R e ~ o n6, Febniary, 1997: 12.

support for terrorism, and the area of Hatay; with Iraq over water sharing and temtory;
and with Iran over their distinct and opposing worldviews. Other Arab states, while they

may have based their relations with Turkey on Ankara's disputes with Damascus,

Baghdad, and Teheran, have nonetheless refhhed firom any rhetoric or direct action
against the Turkey and so need not be considerd here.

Although relations with each of these three states remain tense. Turkey has found
some room for co~peration,such as the $23 billion gas deal signed with Iran in Augua of
1996. Kistorically, in fact, tensions between Turkey and its Arab neighbours only

simmered below the surface, and co-operation, despite disagreements over how to address
the Israel-Palesthian dilemma, was aeady. It is only in the last twenty years or so that
these tensions have exploded into open hostiiity and antagonism.
However, the problems that exist between these states are far more consequential

than the cosrdination, despite the fact when Turkey had an Islamic prime miniaer he had
signalled his wishes to increase ties with Turkey's Muslim neighbours. Geostrategically,
there are more reasons for animosity than there are for amiability, and the problems

Turkey faces with one state always involves the other two. The Arab states and Iran hold
deep-seated suspicions of Turkey, for several reasons: "first, it is the former imperid
power in the region; second, it is too closely allied with the West; and third, it has

abandoneci the teachings of Islam for the sake of creating a Western seailar, modem
Furthermore, in spite of Turkey's search for non-Western niends and allies,

state?

''Turkish foreign policy has always been designed so as to give priority to relations with

Meltem Milltiiler-Bac, Turkey's Relations with a Changinn Eurooe (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1997). 38.
66

the West rather than the Middle East, and Turkish foreign policy towards the Middle East

has always been considered an extension of the Western-onented Turkish foreign
poiicy."61

Turkish-Syrian Relations
Of ail Turkey's Middle Eastern neighbours, relations with Syria are the worst,

primarily due to two reasons: terrorism and water rights. To begin with, Turkey has been
stniggling with a violent Kurdish insuredon in south-eastem Anatolia since 1984, which

has fought under the banner of the Kurdistan Workers Party (Pcrtiya Kizrkermur

K u r d m , or PKK). The Kurds in Turkey have, as previously mentioned, never been
dowed their own cultural autonomy. After World War One, Turkey tried to assimilate the
Kurdish population, which airrently makes up about twenty percent of the population, in
contrast to the former Ottoman practice of treating al1 subjects as first-class citizens. Not

aU wished to be inwrporated, however, and there has been armed resistance ever since: in
1984 the rebeiiion gained momentum and initiative.

In recent years the d t a r y has been given the task of putting down the rebellion.

Its harsh, repressive meanires have not only earned Turkey a reputation for tomire and
violation of human rights, but also pressed the PKK into using terrorist tactics to achieve
its goais. This insurrection is an extremely delicate situation for Turkey, for it takes a

heavy toll on Ankara: about three percent of Turlrey's GDP is cornmineci to fighting the
rebellion," and 250 000 troops and other security personnel have been pressed into

" Criss, "Turkish Foreign Policy Toward the Middle East," 2.
A report commissioned by the Prime Minister's Ofnce estimates that in the last
six years $48 billion has been spent on this conflict. Source: Kemal Kirisçi, T o s t Cold-

service to respond to this tbreat." In addition, it is estimatecl that 21 000 Turks have died

as a result of fighting the rebe~lion.~~
Although Ankara bas, in the 1st few y-,
it has a

gained the upper hand in the stniggle,

d Syria (and to a lesser extent both Iraq and

Iran as weil) of supporting the

terrorists by providing some aid, but mostly refuge in Lebanon and Syrïa itself. The leader
of the PKK, AbduIlah Ocalan, rendes in Syrian taritory, and, much to the anger and

dismay of Ankara, Damasais has rejected demands for his deportation. The refusal of
Syria to CO-operateon this matter has made collaboration between these two wuntries
very difficult. In the midàle of 1996, t h i s atmosphere of mutual suspicion culminated in

both states massing troops dong their border after Damascus accused Ankara of
sponsoring a series of bomb attacks in Syrian citiesa7'
The water issue involves Iraq as well, and deals with what many scholan are
beginning to describe as a nationai security matter. The Euphrates and Tigris Rivers both
nse in the mountains of Turkey, and flow d o m through Syria and Iraq, where they form

the Shan al-Arab waterway that empties into the P&an

Gulf. For several years these

wuntries have argued over the allocation of these waters, and since the resource is so

important for drinking, irrigating, and farming, and there are few if any alternatives to
water, it has been called a vital resource.

Peter Gleick writes that "[flresh water is a fundamental resource, integral to al1

ecologicd and sucietal activities, including food and mergy production, transportation,
--

.

-

War Turkish Security and the Middle East," The Middle East Review of International
A€€àirs Journal 2 (June 1997).
Henri Barkey, "Kwdish Geopolitics," Current Histoq 96 (January 1997): 4.
'O Ibid.

waste disposal, indusnial deveiopment, and human health."* Given these circumstances, it
is easy to understand the need for a country to wntrol its own water supplies. Gleick goes
on to argue that in the twenty-first century, water and water-supply systems increasingly
wili becorne the cause and objective and military actions."

Syria and Iraq depend heavily on the Euphrates and Tigris; neither they nor Turkey

are considered water-rich countries," and the combined demand of al1 three counuies of
these rivers exceeds the total water volume of them (148% of the total flow capacity of
the Euphrates, and 11 1% of the Tigris). Turkey is presently involved in a massive dike

project, the Southeastern Anatolia Project (Gzïney Do0u A d o h Projesi, or GAP) to

increase its hydro-elecnic power and imgate about two million hectares of land. In 1994
it finished constniction on the Atatürk Dam, the largea of twenty-two proposed dams and

nineteen hydro-power plants. The GAP is extremely important for Turkey: once
wmpleted, it will generate twenty-seven billion kWh of elecuicity each year, and irrigate
1-7 million hectares of fgmi in south-eastem Anatolia, previously the least econornically

developed region in ~ u r k e ~ The
. " project will also create 3.3 million jobs and wiil double
or triple Turkey's crop outp~t.'~

" Kinsçi, "Post Cold-War Turkish SecUnty," 2.
Peter Gleick, 'Water and Confiict: Fresh Water Resources and Intemationai
Security," International Securiv 18 (Summer 1993): 79.
"Ibid.
74 Water-rich couniries are those that have 10 O00 cubic meters of water per capita
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cubic meters. Source: Center for Stratenic Research, Tacts About Euphrates-Tigris
Basin," Antrara, 1996,4.
"Ibid., 9.
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Although Syria and Iraq were given advance warning of the completion of the

dam, the construction intempted the flow of water for a month to p d y fil1 up a
reservoir, although Turkey was c a r e u to maintain a consistent flow of water to both

riparian States. Syria and Iraq al% claim that the GAP wiil harm their agridture and
reduce the amout of water fiowing into their countries; also, they aliege that Turkey
releases poliuted water across the borders. In addition, Syria and Turkey are at odds over

the Orontes River, which nses in Lebanon and Bows down through Syria to Turkey,
through the disputed province of Hatay. Syria e m c t s about ninety percent of the total
flow fiom this river.
In addition to these wmplaints, seventy-nine percent of Syria's river water, and

sixty-six percent of Iraq's, originates outside of their borders. This gives Turkey incredible
leverage over this vital resource, and in fàct in mid-1990, then-Turkish President Ozal
threatened to restria the water flow to Syria in an attempt to force Damasais to withdraw
suppon for Kurdish rebels. When the GAP is finished, it will have the potemial of cutting

water to S*a by forty percent, and ta Iraq by eighty percent.n
Turkey and Syria are dso in disapement over another area, which does not hold

the sarne influence over their foreign policies as the first two, but which nonetheless
contributes to rancour between them The ana of Hatay (Alexandretta in Arabic) was
originally part of the province of Syria under the Ottoman Empire. It is made up of a
niixed Arabic-Turkic popuiatioq and had been under French administration since 1921. As

his last decisive act as President, Atatürk opposed it being made part of an independent
Syria, and in 1939 the French agreed to let Ankara m e x it. The Syrians have never

recognised eds act, and indeed d Syrian maps show Hatay to be part of Syxh, and it
rernains a source of fiction.
Turkish-Iraai Relations
Aside fiom the issue of the division of the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers, Turkey
historidy has not had very much antagonism in its relations with Iraq, mainly because

Turkey had for a long t h e negîected the Middle East in its foreign policy thinking, and
was content as the aüy of the United States to focus more on Europe. In fa* Turkey and
Iraq historically had a profitable relationship, with Iraq supplying most of Turkey's oil, and

a cornmon interest in containing Kurdish aspirations. But, especially in the last decade,
Turkey has grown wary of Baghdad's actions in and designs on the Middle East in

general, and the Persian Gulf in particuiar, aithough "[plresently Iraq does not constinite

an inmediate military threat to ~urke~."'*
This could, of course, change should the US.led pressure on Baghdad lessen or be removed.
Ankara also has aroused Baghdad's ire at times by sending anned forces into

northem Iraq to aop Kurdish infiltrations across the porous border. In 1996, Turkey
announced it wouid mate a ten-rnile "danger zone" south of its border in Iraqi temtory,
that would be patrolied and extensively monitored by Turkish troops, without pemianently

stationing these forces t h e . Iraq was not happy with this intrusion into its sovereign
lands, despite the fact that the ara north ofthe thirty-sixth pardel has been oaensibly offlimits to Iraqi forces since the end o f the Guif War. Coincidentally, this action has given
Turkish-Israeli similarities a new angle: "Not surprisingly, Ankara has found itseif

-
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enmeshed in a controversy with Arab govemmaits and public opinion, which accused it of
imitating the Israeli security zone in south ~ e b a n o n " ~

Turkish-Iranian Relations

The principal problem Ankara bas with Teheran is its fundamentalist IslaMc
outlook, with its hostility toward seaildsrn, which Turkey sees as a tbreat to its own
secular establishment and has cnated an ideologid gulf between the two states. As

Ahmed Hashim writes, "[tlhere is an intrinsic ideological antipathy between the Muslirn
world's most s d a r aate, Turkey, and its ~e~professed
leading theocratic state, ~ r a n . " ~
In connection with this, Iran, one of the most diplomaticaily isolated states in the
world, is in the habit of supplying aid to radical Islamic organisations, many of them
terrorist groups, and what is sometimes descnbed as exporting its Islamic revolution.

Turkey is suspicious that Iran has been aiding militant Islamias inside ~ u r k e ~ .Also,
" Iran
is in the process of attempting to aquire long-range ballistic missiles and weapons of mass
destruction; given the long border these two muntries share, Ankara has been vigilant
over Iran's foreign policies.

Hinorically, however, Turkey and Iran had been on co-operative terms, given that
both are nonoArab and bath, after 1945 and until 1979, were part of the Western attempt
to prevent the U. S.S.R from encroaching on Western interests in the Middle East. Duruig

the confiict in the forma Yugoslavia in the eariy 1990s, it was reported that Turkey and

Iran were mperating to provide arms to the Bosniaï Muslims, in violation of an arms

"Barkey, 'Xurdish Geopolitics," 4.
a Ahmed Hashim, "The Crisis of the banian State," Adelphi Paper No. 296
(Oxford: M o r d University Press, 1995), 39.

embargo. In recent years, though, Turkey has acaised Iran of providing some logistical
support to the PKK, and allowing the group to shelter behind the Iranian border.

Teheran's reaction to the 1996 Military Training Cooperation Agreement was very

negative, at all levels. It was denounced as an American-Israeii attempt to encircle Iran.

In addition, Snce the coilapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, Turkey (which the
United States supports) and Iran have been in cornpetition for Linuaice in the five Central
Asian republicsR and Azerbaijan, aii of which are predominantly M u s h . Turkey,

however, has a common cultural and linguistic bond with them, except for Persianspeakhg Tajïkistan, which is aiso the least important for Ankara economically, militarily,
and p o i i t i ~ a l l These
~ . ~ new states have large naturai resource deposits, which Turkey

hopes to tap into, and is in the process of lobbying heavily for a large share in the energy
nirrently being drawn fkom the Caspian Sea. The West hopes that Turkey's secular

influence will act as a shieId fiom Iranian hdamentaiism; secular, democratic states,
combined with a wmrnon Turkic heritage, would have closer ties to Ankara than to
Teheran, which is geographicaliy nearer to Central Asia. Currently, these countries have
shown a tendency to leau more toward Russia than either Turkey or Iran, but that has not
Iessened the prospects of doser relations with eîther non-Arab state.

-

-
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l r d and Turkey's Relations with the United States

Atthough the Sovi* Union has dissolved, and Russia no longer has al1 the
requiremems to fulfil the role of superpower, the Cold War did at one point largely

determine Turkey and israel's relationships with the United States. This section WUfows

d

y on the United States, because it is this relationship that is key to understanding the

historical developrnent of Ankara and Jenrsalem's ties to the West. In this sarne vein,
Twkey and Israel's relations with the U.S.S.R.are prllnarily a product of their connedon
to the West. Relations with the Soviet Union/Russia wiil therefore be only briefly
discussed.
As the dominant extemal power in the region, the United States cannot be

unhappy with the Turkish-Israeli relationship. Although it did not coerce or initiate the

Military Training Cooperation Agreement and ail subsequent agreements and accords, it
nonetheless benefits fkom hem, and its support remains much desired, though not
necessarily integrai. In this context, it must be remembered that the Middle East holds
nearly seventy percent of the world's petroleum reserves; some American officiais have

been heard to c d the area the most strategically important in the world.*' Unhampered
commercial access to Persian Gulf resources, which means a stable region Wed with
, ~ when one discusses the role of the U.S.in
niendly states, is a prime U. S. ~ o n c e mand
the Middle East, one mua bear that in mind.

Philip Robins, Setmeen Sentiment and SeKInterest: Turkey's Poiicy Toward
Azetbaijan and the Centrai Asian States," Middle East Journal 47 (Fa11 1993): 597.
Stephen Zunes, "HazardousHegemony: The United States in the Middle East,"
Current History 96 (January 1997):20.

Xsraeli-American Relations
Israel has long been thought of as a tac3 aiiy of the United States, and the m o a
pro-Western and democratic state in the Middle East, whose ideological ties and military

usefùlness to the U S were strong enough to wiuistsnd most, if not aii, political aorms
that lashed against it. Yet it was not rediy umil the 1960s that Israel and the United States

came to see how much their intaests converged.
Since ts inception, Israel had been living in fear of an Arab attack that would
cripple it enough so that it could not fight any longer. David Ben-Gurion, leader of the
Yishuv in pre-state Paienine and prime minister of Israel for most of the state's eariy
years, und his retirement in 1963, felt that the fledging Rate needed a great power patron,

one that couid provide political and military support.16 In the late 1940s and early 1950s.
the Israeli govemment believed that Europe was the place to seek such allies, specificaily
Britain and France. This policy quickly became untenable, as France and Britain, seeking

to maintain thek influence in their former Mandates (Syria and Lebanon for France, and
Jordan and Iraq for Britain), showed little inclination in disrupting their relations with the

Arab States (unless national interests were deemed at stake, such as the 1956 Suez crisis).

For its part, Israel under Ben-Gurion had begun to turn to the U.S. for four main
reasons: first, there was a lingering mistrust of Britain due to its role during the Mandate
period; second, Britain's Middle Eastern interests lay more with the Arabs than with the

Jews thùd, kael d

d use public opinion in the United States to a degree that was not

possible in Brhüq and consequently American Jewry could accomplish more than British

Fuller, "The Middle East in U. S.-Soviet Relations," 4 19.
~6 Inbar, "Contours of Israel's New Stnitegic Thinking," 43.

Jewry; and forth, Britain was quickiy king supplanted by the U.S.as the dominant

Western player in the international arena." The 1956 Suez War proved this beyond doubt;
even with the backing of two Great Powers, Israel's aims could not be realised without

American support.
By the 1950s, the United States was sear as the logical Great Power supporter.
OriginaUy, Israel had hoped for a formal afliance, but as it becorne obvious that due to the
sensitive nature of Western-Arab relations that was not possible, Israel gradually came to

the conclusion that engaging itself in such a coalition would be seüldefeating, because it

would becorne too much of a constraining force8' Israel needed its freedorn to act,
Jerusaiem felt, because the Jewish state's survival depended on offensive wars, as

evidenced by the pre-emptive attacks it undertook in 1967 and 198 1. In addition, d e r
1967 proposais for a formal Amencan-Israeli defence alliance were linked to Israeli

withdrawal fiom Arab lands.
Much has been made of the Jewish lobby in Washington, prirnarily the Amencan
Israel Public Affairs Comminee, and its ability to shift American policy in favour of Israel.
This ability was the result of the fact that in its infancy, Israe1 had no recourse to the
''normal" diplornatic leverages most states had acquired long before. Israel was forced to
rely on unconventional methods. Under the Truman and Eisenhower administrations,

support for Israel was more than b a l a n d by a policy of support for the Arab states, led
primariiy by an Arabist bureaucratie elite ensconceci in the Department of State. It was
then that Israel began the process of going over the executive head and appealing d i r d y

"David Tai, "The American-Israeli S d t y Treaty: Sequel or Means to the Relief
of 1sae.ü-Arab Tensions, 1954-55," Middle Eastern Studies 3 1 (October 1995): 830.
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to Congress, utilising its connections with American celebrities, not all Jewish, mernories

of and guilt over the recent Holocaust, and promises of hancial and voter suppon."
The change in American-Israeli relations came with the growth of a warmer, more

personal relationship under the Kemedy and Johnson

administration^.^ Tnunan had

maintained an arms embargo on Israel, and Eisenhower had rarely broken it. The decisive

SMin the Amaican-Israeii relationship came in 1962, when then-President John Kennedy
pledged to then-Foreign Muiister Golda Meir that the U.S. would wme to Israel's

assistance in the event of an Arab attack, t e b g h a that "the United States has a special
relationship with Israel in the Middle East really comparable only to that which it has with
Britain over a wide range of world affairs."'

That administration later negotiated the first direct sale to Israel of Amencan arms.
It was President Lyndon Johnson, however, who broke even newer ground. For fiscal year
1964, the last budgeted by Kennedy, aid to Israel amounted to a40 million; for fiscal year
1965, it jumped seventy-five percent to $71 million, then to SI30 million the following

year.wIn addition, Johnson was the first president to d o w the use of American aid money
to pay for Amencan weapons, whereas previously U.S. aid had been lirnited to loans and

f o o d d s . Finally, aithough & ~ e d yhad sold Israel only defensive weapons, Johnson

-

-
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agreed to the sale of offensive armaments: 250 M-48tanks and forty-eight Skyhawk

bombers."
Israel's contribution to American Middle Eastern interests was enhanced during
the 1970s. In September 1970, as Jordan's King Hussein was fighthg a civil war for his

reghe and kingdom against PL0 and Paiestinian guerriilas, Syrian tanks roiied into
Jordan in support of the Palestinians. President Richard Naon, concerned that the fall of

the King would lead to Jordan becorning a pro-Soviet stronghold, intimated to the Israelis
that Washington would look favourably on an Israeli attack on the Syrian tank columng"
As soon as Damascus noticed the IDF gearing up for battle, the tanks retreated back into

Syria In the three years after this crisis, American militaty credits to Israel totalled over
% 1.15 billion?

M e r 1973 Israel became more isolated in world poiitics, and its political, military,
economic, and diplornatic reliance on the U.S.deepened. Consequently, d e r the U.S.

airiift to Israel during the Yom Kippur War, America began to depend more heavily on the
Jewish state, primarily as a bulwark against radical Arab States in the Middle East (and
thus Soviet expansionism), but also as a backdoor through which to expon arms to
wuntries that Washington itseif'couid not be seen to be aidhg.

hiring President Ronald Reagan's

years at the White House, "strategic

cooperation between the United States and lsrael reached record levels largely because of

93

Ibid., 111-1 12.

" Ibid., 154.
Ibid., 155.

Iaael's assurned importance as a bulwark against Soviet expan~ionism"~
During his first
presidential campa@, Reagan called Israel a Ustrategic asset," and said that it could be

counted on as America's 'hsted ally?

Reagan also established the Joint Political

milita^^ Group, a contingent of military and poiiticai aides that met twice each year to
disniss issues that aff'ected both wuntries and how to m p e r a t e more effectively in
seauity matters. F i i y , he agreed in 1985 to set up a fiee trade area between the two
wuntnes, which was fully implemented in 1995. In the last decade, recent developments

such as the end of bipolarity, the peace process, and intenial changes have led to a new
strategic thinking in Israel, and reshaped Jerusalem's dependence on the U.S., and

America's use for Israel as a strategic asset. Some have argued the case that during the

GulfWar, Israel was more of a Liability.
However, Washington has not done very rnuch in practical ternis to Iessen the
relationship: as overall foreign assistance levels fail, Israel retains its customary aid levels.
D u ~ fiscal
g
year 1992/93,the Bush Administration asked Congress for ifs "normal" $3

billion in aid for Israei., on top of voicing the U.S. cornmitment to Israel's qualitative
weapons edge over the Arabs, and another $320 million for the second stage of the Arrow

anti-ballistic missile research, even though tests at the thne were not ail that encouraging."
$1.8 billion of that aid is biiled as military aid under the Foreign Military Financing
% Steven David, "The Continuhg Importance of American Interests in the Middle
East Mer the Cold War," in US-Israeli Relations at the Crossroads, ed. Gabriel Sheffer
(London: Frank Cass and Company Limited, 1997), 94.
9-1Melman and Raviv, Friends in Deed, 189.

Program, while $1.2 billion of it fals under the Economic Support Fund. In addition,
Lsrael receives numerous special privüeges. It is allowed to spend $475 million of annual
military aid in Israei as opposed to the US.;Washington ninds its defence programs, such

as the Arrow pro-

only Israel receives aii of its aid at the start of a fiscal year, so that

it is able to buy U.S.Treasury notes and thus acquire more interest on thern.'' It is
estimatecl that including these special privileges, Israel receives $500 million more in
American aid.Iw

Furthemore, Washington has been unwavering in its diplornatic and political
support for Israel, blocking U.N. Security Council resolutions callUig for Israeii
withdrawal from Lebanon. Saudi Arabia, a f o n d U.S. ally, was outraged whm the U.S.

fded to heavily criticise Israel after its April 1996 attack on HizbaIlah in Lebanon killed
scores of civiiians.'O' It has also continued to support most of Israel's adamant positions
with regard to the peace process with the Palestinian Authont..
With the end of the Cold War, the United States is the unchalienged dominant
extemai power in the region, and many believe that its need for Israel is not as great as it
once was. Chapter Four gives greater detail to this argument. Yet, "[dlespite serious
reservations about Israel's treatment of the Palestinians, Arnencans have a long-standing

Anthony Rusonik, "Israeli Defense Doctrine and US Middle East Diplomacy:
From S u a to the h a n Guarantees/Settlements Dispute," m e Jerusalem Journal of
Intemtional Relations 14 (1992): 46.
DP Duncan Clarke, "US Seauity Assistance to Egypt and Israel: Politicaily
Untouchable?" The Middle East Joumai 5 1 (Spring 1997): 20 1.
lm
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moral cornmitment to Israel's nuvival."" Coupled with this is the fact that Israel rernains
a strategic esset, although not in the same sense as it did durhg the Cold War. It has
served to keep Syria in check, has acted as a test-case for Amencan a m , assias in U.S.
intelligence-gatherUrg, and is a bastion of pro-Western and danocratic leanings and values

in a region where the gened population seems to be increasingly hcrnlig t o a stricter,
more orthodox version of Islam, to which Western ide& are anathema.
Israel's relations with the Soviet Union during the Cold War were relatively stable,
based on Wction due to the Arneriwi-Soviet rivalry. The Soviet Union was,
paradoxically, the first country to re~gnisethe new state of Israel, primarily because it
had hoped that it could use a £iiendship with socialist Israel to achieve a foothold in what
had histoncally been a Western stronghold. When it became clear that Jenisalem had set

its eyes on the U.S.,the U.S.S.R. began to support the radical, ami-Western states and
supplied massive amounts of military aid to those @mes in contlict with Israel.
When Gorbachev came to power in 1985, the Soviet Union was backing

rejectionistl" Arab states such as Algeria, Iraq, Libya, and Syria (and also the PLO) in
their codiontation with Israel. There were no diplornatic ties between Moscow and
Jerusalem, Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union was less than IO00 per year, and

Moscow stiil championed the 1975 U.N. resolution equating Zionism with racism. Since
1991, Russia and

I

d have hcreased contact in

severai different areas: Jewish

emigra!ion skyrocketed, the Yad Vashem Holouuist Mernorial in Israel was allowed to

Zunes, "Harardous Hegemony," 23.
Those that rejected both the existence of Israel in the Middle East, and peace
with it. These states aiso were characteriseci by their anti-Amencan rhetoric and usudly
th& pan-Arab declarations.
lm
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photograph Communia Party archives dealing with Jewish matters, the Russian Academy
of Natural Sciences opened a branch in Israeî, and Natan Sharanslqr, an Israeli cabinet

minister, was cleared of d charges of spying for the U.S.
As recentiy as March 1997, Netanyahu visited Russia, where President Boris

Yeltsin and he proclaimed a new e n of Russian-Israeli Wendship. Barring any radical
take-over of the govemment, Russia is currently more content to focus on relations with
the United States, Europe, and China. The United States remains integral to Israel, and as
such occupies by far the lion's share of its greater power concerns.
Turkish-Amencan Relations

In contrast to the development of the Israeli-Amencan relationship, the TurkishAmerican one aarted out much more positively and cohesively than it has ended up in the

last two decades. When the modem republic of Turkey was first created, its focus lay with
Europe, whose political and economic system and values it attempted to emulate, in the
drive for modeniisation. Mon other foreign relations were neglected, udess it was to
smooth over territorial disputes. The United States was far from Ankara's core of
concerns.

Turkey and the Soviet Union had relatively stable and sornewhat CO-operative
relations prior to World War Two.By 1945, however, Moscow had begun to encroach on
Turkey's national territory,lW and Ankara realised that, "h]iven the new international
system, characterized by the [Clold [Wlar and by direct Soviet pressure on Turkey, the

'"

Moscow was claimuig some lands in eastem Anatolia and demanding a greater
role in the administration of the Twkish Straits.

Turks had to redefine their place in the ~orld."'~' In the addition, Turkish rejection of
these Soviet stipulations impressed itself on the United States, which "took [this] as an

example of Soviet expansionisn and was awakened to Turkey's strategic importance and
to the desirability of ïncluding the country within the merging U.S. alliance against

comrnunisn."'O6

This meant joinhg the Western world in its d o n t a t i o n with the Soviet Union,
and Turkey became a member of NATO in February 1952. It was conceived of as the
southem flank of the alliance, and as a bulwark against Soviet expansion into the Middle

East. M e r the Iranian Revolution, it was meant to act as a check on Iran, because it was
still geographic-yclose enough to the Persian Gulf to be able to play a strategic role for
the US.

However, it did not take long for relations between Ankara and Washington to
Sour, and it occurred over the Cypms dilemma. Pnor to this issue*however, Ankara was
aiready upset over the unilateral American decision to withdraw the Jupiter missiles fiom
its temtory d e r the Cuban Missile Cnsis. Turkey had long been at odds with Greece over

a number of issues, to be discussed in the next chapter, but the main sticking point has
always been Cyprus. The island, with a predorninant Greek population, was wnquered by
the Ottomans in 1571, and over the course of the next 300 years Turks fiom the mainland

'" Udo Steinbach, "The European Community, the United States, the Middle East,
and Turkey," in Politics in the Third Turkish R e ~ u b keds.
,
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were settied there. Today, thirty-seven percent of the northern coast is home to 140 000

Turks, while Greek Cypriots control the rest of the i~land.'~'
In 1878 the British occupied Cypnis and admuiistered it umil the 1950s, when the
Greek Cypriots launched a movement for union with the Greek mainland. Ankara was

concemed over the fate of the Turkish minority, and aiarmed at the prospect of a Greek

presence so close to its headmd-eighty kiiometres off the coast of Anatolia In 1960,

Bntalli. Greece, and Turkey negotiated Cypnot independence, but hciuded in the treaty
was a clause that guaranteed the right of ail three countries to militariiy intervene if the

constitution was violated in any way. 'Os
In 1964 the Greek Cypriots sought to LUnit the rights of the Turks living on the

island. Ankara immediately threatened invasion, and on June 5, President Johnson sent a
devastating letter to the Turkish govenunent aating that if Ankara persisteci in its policy, it
would not corne to Turkey's defence should the U.S.S.R be drawn into the conflict. This
rnarked the beginning of Turkey's realisation that it could not rely solely on the United
States, and was reinforced in 1974 when a second Cyprus crisis prompted an actuai

Turkish invasion and the U.S.Congress passed an arms embargo on Turkey. Ankara felt it
was not being treated iike an d y , but rather a Thkd World c o u n e that needed to be

disciphed instead of listened to.Iw After the 1964 crisis, "[tlhe consensus among the

Turkish public and state officials was tha? the cause of the Cyprus debacle had been
Turkey's political dependence on the United d ta tes.""^
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These actions contributed to anti-Americanism in Turkey ("go home Yankee"
s i p appeared for the first t h e in Turkish universities), which in tum made the Americans

more critical of Turkey's policies, foreign and domestic. Twkey promptly closed its

military bases that had been designed for NATO, forcing the US. to negotiate another
Defense Cooperation Agreement in 1976, which granted Turkey more military and

financial aid.

In the immediate aflemiath of Wodd War Two, Turkey's strategic value was seen
in terms of European security. The Gulf War, however, proved that Turkey's worth lay in

other areas as well-namely, as a vigilant aliy over fundamentalist Iran and radical Iraq,
both of which consistently proclaim their anti-American attitudes and designs for greater
regional control. In cooperation with the U.S., Turkey closed Iraq's oil pipeline to the
Mediterranean, which cuts across Anatolia (and which causeci a s t a g g e ~ gmonetary loss
to A.nkaral"), deployed 100 000 troops dong the Turkish-Iraqi border, and allowed the
use of NATO airbases for the coalition to attack Iraq and, after the war, carry out
Operation Provide Cornfort.
Unfominately for Turkey, however, the U.S. is also seeking to enhance and
strengthen its ties with other Arab Gulfstates, which would make it less reliant on Turkey.
This is not to say that in the next few yean the United States will neglect Turkey; it will
not, for Turkey's vay geographic location provides enormous possibilities for it to expand

its influence, whicb ïs seailar, dernomtic, and pro-Western. Another consideration is

"' Turkey lost its trade with Iraq, tourism revenues and fees from the oil transit, a
suspension on repayment of Iraqi debts, and reminances from Turkish workers in Iraq and
Kuwait. In the e
st three months of the crisis alone, Turkey lost $2 billion in revenue.
Source:Bruce Kuniholm, "Turkey and the West,"Coreian M i70 (Spring 1991): 37.

Turkey's relationship with the European Union, which wiil be discussed more fully in the

next chapter.

The E.U. seans reluctant to aliow M u s h Turkey to become a

fÙU

member.

Coupled with Turkey's record on human rights and the Greek refusa1 to allow Turkey
entry before their disputes are resolved (see below for detail), Europe has not provided
very much political or military support to Ankara, and the United States has drifted in the

same direction. This is a primary reason why Turkey has sought to expand its military ties
with Israel: to gain greater access to Western technology and to begin building up its own

indigenous defence industry, so as not to have to rely on the West anymore.
None of this is to Say, however, that Turkey and the U.S.are about to effect a

final, decisive break. The international political arena is far too complicated for either to
throw away such a relationship for the near friture. In 1991 the two states agreed to
upgrade their co-operation to the status of Enhancd Paruiership, and the Iranian and Iraqi
threats remain. ïhere continues to be many valid reasons for these two states to maintain
their cosperative relationship, and as events in the Middle East has proven t h e and time

again, it is not so easy to predia what forces might corne into play in the region.

Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to define the historicai wntext in which Israel and
Turkey base their aiment relationship on Mth each other, theïr Middle Eastern
neighboun, and the United States. The give and take of intemational politics d o w s for

disagreements to nui their course without d c i e n t l y damaging relations between states.
Furthemiore, given the changing nature of international politics, there are always reasons

that a o p up for states to overlook their différences and caoperate to achieve a certain set

of goals. Turkey and Israel are no different.
Israel's relations with the Arab world have never been positive or amicable, at lest
until 1993, and as the events of the past year have shown, even this new-found

reconciliation is not as strong as some rnight have believed. Despite having formal treaties
with Egypt, Jordan, and the PLO, Israel remallis at odds with al1 of these entities and

othen who have not reconciled themselves to peace with Israel-namely, Iran, Iraq, Syria,
and even Saudi Arabia and the Persian Gulf states. The chances of violent conflict have
not disappeared, and given the changes that have recently occurred in the international

suucture, as Chapter Two has outlined in theoretical t m s and Chapter Four in more
concrete tenns, Israel cannot rely on the United States as its only defender. A rnilitary
relationship with Turkey serves the purpose of gaining a regionai ally in the face of
continued Arab hostility.
Turkey's situation is very sirnilar. Its usefulness to the United States has been

cded into question, although it is too early for a definite answer. Ankara has corne to the
realisation that CO-operationwith Israel can help in two ways: one, by bringing it a
regional aily to cope with regional insecurities which the United States has not been very
helpful with; and two, dowhg Turkey to upgrade its rnilitary to deal with these
insecurities without relying on the West, whose military support has been lacking in
several areas over the past few years, as Chapter Four explains in p a t e r detail.
Given that both lsrael and Turkey face threats and potential dangers from the t h e

same wuntries in the Middle East (that is, Syria, Iraq, and Iran), it seerns a naturd
evohtion that they shodd grow closer militariiy. However, th& relationship with the

United States must not be overlooked. The U.S. is the unipolar power, and it has much to
offer both Turkey and Israei, although its support to Israel has far outweighed the aid it
has given to Turkey.
As pointed out in Chapter One, Ankara and Jerusalem have been cooperating to a

greater degree since the early 1990s. and with the signing of the Miltary Training

Cooperation Agreement at the beginning of 1996, their d t a r y collaboration has
continueci to grow and expand. Based on the curent relations each country has with its
neighbours and extemal powen, it is à8icult to imagine a scenario serious enough to
disrupt what appean to be a very profitable reiationship, militarily and economically. As
Chapter Four will argue, it is Turkey and Israel's relations with these same Middle Eastern

and Western aates that provide practicai impetus for their closeness, and it is for these
reasons that one can argue that the relationship, grounded as it is on solid (in)security
issues, is both necessary and beneficial.

CHAPTER FOUR:
REGIONAL MOTIVES AND EXTRA-REGIONAL CONCERNS
Introduction

Having examineci the histoncd and m e n t context in which Israel and Turkey

initiateci and maintaineci their close cooperation, especialiy in the burgeoning military
sphere, it is now necessary to probe in greater detail the reasoning and motives behind
Ankara's and Jenisalem's decisions. Syria, Iraq, and Iran will again be the main focus, for
the same reasons as provided in the previous chapter: these states' relations with Israel

and Turkey have been the prirnary consideration on which these two latter countries have
based their analyses. For Turkey, however, the antagonistic and even hostile relationship

with Greece remains as important a consideration, and therefore this association wiU dso

be investigated more closely.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a more in-depth analysis of Israel and
Turkey's motives behind the signing of the Military Training Cooperation Agreement and
the ensuing closeness of the5 militaries. Although both states hope to achieve certain

goals by maintaining a close rnilitary relationship, the main driving force behind the
relationship exnanates fiom their relations with th& regionai neighbours. Syria, Iraq, and

Iran al1 pose dangers for lsraed and Turkey, and afFord ample impulse for Ankara and
Jenisalem to work together through their military-industrial collaboration efforts. For
Turkey, such forces can aiso be found in Greece, with which Turkey has a long-standing,

Therefore this chapter will begin with a more detaileà investigation of Israel and

Turkey's motives in ternis of their territorial relations with Syria, Iraq, Iran, and, in the
case of

Turkey, Greece. This will be followed by a disaission of the airns Israel and

Turkey hope to achieve with their miiitary relationship that are not tied in to their regional
relationships, which mainly refers to the interactions between these two States and the
United States on one hand, and Europe on the other. The question of what benefits

Turkey and Israel accrue from these agreements will thus be answered during the course
of the d y s i s .

Israel and Turkey's Regional Motives
As stated above, the principal dnving force behind the growing military ties has

been Israel and Turkey's relations with their Mtddle Eastern and regional neighbours. The
area bas been described several times as a region Wed with antagonisms, enmity, and

armed wnflia. An axis between Ankara and Jerusalem, no matter how undeveloped it

may appear, is a good indication that both countries feel their secwity would be better

enhanced by closer CO-operation,at leas in the military and economic sectors. Quarrels
with Syria, Iraq, Iran, and Greece di have the potential to empt hto violent fkiction,

probably more so with Turkey, for reasons that wül be discussed beIow.
However, Israel has a long history of war with its Arab neighbours, and the

possibility of armed violence erupting again in the friture cannot be discounted, despite
modenite American pressure on Syria, Iraq's defeat in the 1991 Gulf War, and Iran's

rdative isolation. It is the relationship of these tbree states to Israel and, induding Greece,

Turkey that provides the impetus for closer müitary ceoperation which Jerusalem and

Ankara beiieve will bring greater stability to the region, and thus to their own regional

interests.' Stability here is dehed most effectively by the adequacy of the military
partnership to deter other States from taking hostile actions against either Israel or Turkey.
It is obvious that Israel and Turkey were prompted to sign the M i l i q Training

Cooperation Agmement because they felt their regional &ty

interests were threatened

by a number of shared sources.From this, it is arguable that as events d o l d Ui the Middle

East on the current course, the need for ever closer collaboration wiii reveal itself.
Aiready, as previously mentioned, there have been reports thaî Turkey is seeking a
multib'ion dollar deal with Israel to supply and upgrade several of Turkey's military
componentS.
Aside fiom the monetary and military hardware benefits, the MTCA and al1
absequent agreements have the added and perhaps even more important advantage of

acting as a waming to Syria, Iraq, Iran, and even Greece. That is, al1 three Musiim States

share a border with Turkey; given the fact that Israel now has use of Turkish airspace, the
ability to outfiank any hostile military action carried out against the Jewish state or Turkey

mua be taken into consideration by Hafiz al-Assad, Saddam Hussein, and the Iranian
mullahs.
Israel and Turkey wield the two most powerfbl militaries in the aras2Both share

cornmon regional adversaries; both also are under pressure fiom domestic terrorism

' FoUowing the signing of the agreement, in April 1996, a Turkish Foreign Ministry
statement r d : "We believe that Turkish-Israeli cooperation will contribute to regional
peace, stability, as weii as to the M e r i n g on the Middle East peace process." Source:
Statement nom Turkey's Foreign Ministry, 10 April, 1996.
James Wyliie, What Future for the Turco-Israeli AUiance," Jane's btelliaenq
Review August, 1996: 364.
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(Palesthian rejectionist groups in Israel and the PKK in Turkey); and both have close ties
with the United States. It seems, as Ehud Ya'ari believes, a natural progression that the

two should become allies.' Alan Makovsky, of the Washington Institute for Near East
Policy, says "1think that the Turkish policy elite has always seen Israel as a nawal ally,"
while Daniel Pipes argues that Turkey is now looking for an d y , and "what better ally

than ~ s r a e l ?As~ one senior Turkish militaxy official aated: W e are surrounded on al1
sides by trouble. We are in the hot seat. It is critical for us to jump outside this circle of
chaos and find fnends in the region. Israel was the perfect choice."'
Israel's Regional Motives

Martin Sicker writes that "the dominant and most characteristic motif of Israeli
political Me is the perennial quest for security, in the most fitndamental sense of the
As noted in Chapter Three, it is this constantl ail-encompassing search for safety

that drives much of Jerusalem's thinking in terms of regional and even extra-regional
matters, and also has a profound effkct on the country's day-to-day Me. As Sicker

continues, '%e problems of seairity underlie the social and econornic life of the country

... its foreign policy, its very manner of thinking. This pervasive concem with security
persists today prirnarily as a wnsequence of Israel's perception of the ongoing threat to

the existence and peace of the country."'

'Ehud Ya'ari, 'Wanûal Ailies," The Jerusalem Report 18 Apd, 1996: 34.
The F o m & "Turkey,Israel Quietly Forge Pact on Intelligence, Use of Air
Space," Washington, D.C.,12 Apd, 1996: 4.
John Pomfret, "Turkey Strengthw Ties to Israei," The Washington Post, 2 June
1996, A24.
Martin Sicker, Israel's Ouest for Security (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1989),
1.

'Ibid.. 2.

As noted above, this extensive wncern is a direct result of Israeli fean brought
about by the prorcimity and hostility of the Arab and M u s h States that make up the
Middle Eastern region. In faa, ''untd vay recenîiy, nearty ail Arabs felt that Israel did not
have a right to exist, at least not in Palestine, and the ideal d u t i o n from theù point of

view, was Israel's destruction."' It is logical to deduce that, after nearly fifty years of

k

g under pressure of this sort, the pursuit of relative Sectfnty should be so

overwhelming.
This quest for security, it should be remembered, has been part of Israel's politicai
and military doctrine since its hception. Even for "David Ben-Gurion, Israel's first Prime

Minister, protecting the Jewish state was first and foremoa a matter of ensuring its
s~rvival."~
This wncem bas not disappeared, despite the faa that Israel has signed peace
treaties with two Arab countries and the Dedaration of Principals with the PLO. The

rasons for Israel's need to remain vigilant can be found in its associations with its

regional foes.
Given the omnipresent nature of Israel's contentious relations with its regional

neighboun as descnbed in the previous chapter, it is also understandable that Israel should

seek aiiies, or at least firiends on which to rely in moments of need. This search has
cuiminated in the American-Israeli relati~mhip'~
and eveiythllrg it entaiis. However, it

would be unredistic to beiieve that Israel does not also need regional niends. As such, the
Adam Garfhkle, "Genesis," in nie Arab-Israeli Codict: Persoectives, ed. Aivin
Rubinstein (New York: HarpeCollins Publishers hc.,1Wl), 2.
Michael Margolian, "Israel Cannot Let Its Guard Down," The Canadian Jewish
News, 27 February, 1997: 9.

relationship with Turkey, which has fluctuateci for the

1st five decades

but which,

nonetheless, has remaineci generaily productive, is a natural outcome of Israel's quest for
Security.
As disaisseci in Chapter One, the Military Training Cooperation Agrezment and ali

absequent accords do not provide Israel with any physicai, material gains in the same
manner it benefits ~urkey."For Israei, the agreements provide a wunter-weight to any
hostile movements Syria, Iraq, or ïran might make toward the Jewish state; that is, if
Damascus were plomng an assault on the Golan Heights, it would have to take into
account both what the position of Ankara might be, and the possibility that its northem
border wuld be used by Israel as a second staging fiont.'* This represents a shiff in Israeli
military thinking, based on the potency of modem, technologically sophistiuited
weaponry. As Enaim Inbar argues, ''the dangers of missile and nuclear proueration have

generated greater apenness to exploration of alternative cooperative and regional security
arrangements."'3 Missile technology is important for Israel's enernies, since in the fifty
years of Israel's existence no Arab air force bas yet penetrated ifs air space; missiles are a
much sirnpler method of achieving such a penoration.

It is not the purpose of this thesis to descriie the U.S.-Israel relationship in any
great detail. For a more expliat account of its nature, see Yaacov Bar-Siman-Tov's Israel.
e Suoemowm. and the War in the Middle East (New York:Praeger Publishers, 1987).
" The main bene* Turkey accrues fkom the agreements is a qualitative supply or
repair of armaments nom Israei. Israel is more concerned with the intelligence COoperation the MTCA aiiows for.
l2 COMPASS:Middle East Wue News Service, "Special Report: Syrians Start to
Feel Encircled," [database on-line]; avaüable f h m http://m.compass-news.com/cpibin/sharchst.~gi?Fiie=û6~
8 I O57.Z5&Country=Israe~;accessed 3 Oaober 1996.
I3 E f h h Inbar, bbContom
of Israel's New Stratedc Thinking" Political Scienq
Ouarterly 111 ( S p ~ g1996): 59.
'O

Aside from these purely physical benefits of the agreements with Turkey, Israel

also gains an intangiile edge over its adversaries; namely, the abdity to use the potential
threat of mperative action, political or military, wkh Turkey to daer hostile Syrian,
hqi, or Iranian actions. This &cet is a direct r d t of the peace process and the limitai

successes it has enjoyed: "The greater acceptance of Isael in the region makes it more
difficuit for Israeli to apply its traditional security doctrine, which emphasises the use of

force to enhance deterrence."" In place of militaiy might, Israel can now substitute an

alliance with the region's other major miiitary power.
Israel's purpose behind the signing of the agreements is, as is usual in the case of
international political or d t a r y reaiignments, a mix of several complex factors. This

includes the changes in the last decade of the international political order, as discussed in
Chapter Two, but also a combination of regional and extra-regional entanglements and
relationships. These were briefly exploreci in Chapter Three, but wili now be studied in
more detail. Aithough the Arab-Israeli wnfîict, in its broad sense, refers to Israel's quarrel
with al1 of its regional neighbours, as stated above ody three states are important to the
analysis. It should be noted here that, whereas Turkey's tensions with the previously
mentioned states are based on concrete, physical disputes (for example over water rights),

Isael's frictions with its regional aiemies are the result primarily of ideologid and
religious differences that have simply been wmpounded since 1948, and worsened since
1967. It is open to debate which of these types of discord has greater potential for

violence and is more irreconcilable.

"

Ibid., 53.

Israel's wntentious relationship with Syria is far more important for the security of
Isael than is Jausalem's relations witb either Iraq or Iran. To begin with, Syria is the only

one of these three M u s h States that acaially shares a border with Israel, and thus is the
closest geographicaily. It has historically been able to do the most physical damage to the

Jewish state. This border was used to launch a northem invasion of Israel in 1948 and
1973, and was used continuously to condua raids h o Israeli territory foilowing the

declaration of cease-fire lines in 1949. In fact ''the 194% 1967 armistice disputes between
Syria and Israel over mail ... patches of land were critical in shaping relations between
the two countries during that period."15

Increashgly during the 1950s, these raids becarne more vicious and far ranging.
Also, the Golan Heights was used by the Syrians as a strategic plateau nom which to fire

projectiles ont0 the northern Israeli settlements. In addition to the dispute over the Golan,
Syria and Israel are at odds over the situation in Lebanon. The Lebanon question refers to

Israel's occupation of a seif4eclared security zone in the south of the country, and the
violent opposition to it by the Syrian-supported Hizballah group.
Currently, the Golan Heights, which Israel seized from Syria in the 1967 Six Day
War, remains the thorniest issue in Syrian-Israeli relations: Israeli forces on the Golan are

only about thirty-five kilometms from Damasais. More importantly, President Assad
regards the Golan as sovereign Syrian taritory, and maintains that Israel's continueci

occupation and settiements are Uegal and the plateau must be returned in M.This Mew is

l5 MMuhammad Muslih, The Golan: Israel, Syria, and Strategic Caldation,"
Wdde East Joumal47 (Faii 1993): 611.

shared by moa of the populace: as one engineer in Damascus put it, "the lsraelis do not
want to even partiaily withdraw fiom the Golan. We aumot accept that. It would be m e

sharing your M e with another man."16

Ahhough the situation in Lebanon does not contriiute to direct Israeli-Syrian
interaction, it remaios nonetheless a sore spot in their relations and does contribute to

tension between lerusalem and Damssais. In 1982, in respbnse to continuing m o n a
attacks fiom P L 0 fàctions based in Beirut, thm-Prime Minister Menachem Begin
launched Operation Peace for Galilee in an attempt to mot out and eMct the PL0 groups
operating out of Lebanon. The war, which achiwed its ultimate aim of ousthg the

Palestlliian terronsts corn the country but was otherwise disastrous for Israel, lasted fiom
June to September 1982, but the consequences and afkennath are stül reverberating today.
During the fighting, Israel had for the first tirne besieged an Arab capitai, destroyed much

of Lebanon's infiastructure, contributed to the deaths of scores of cidians, and was held
indirectiy responsible for the slaughter of Palesthians in the Shatiia and Sabra refbgee

camps by Lebanese Christian militiarnen."
Together, these components placed enormous intemal pressure on the Israeli

goverment, which eventually had to resign and be replaced. By June, 1985, however,

Lsraeli forces had withdrawn nom Lebanon, except ftom the smali security zone in the
south, meaniring twenty-three kilometres at its widest, and four Hornetres at its

narrowest. IsraeI maintains relative control in the area by proxy through the South
'6

Emad Mekay, "The View fkom Damascus," The Jerusalem R e p o ~20 March,

1997: 22.

Lebanese Amy, and regularly engages in retaiiation strikes and raids against Hizballah, a
s x d Shi'ite fiction formed and supplieci by Syria and Iran.

Although Syria's primary role is to co-ordinate Hizballah's actions, it also serves

as a conduit tbrough which Iran drives, fies, or ships weapons and supplies to the Shi'ite
group. Jenisalem beiieves that Hizbaüah's attacks on the South Lebanese Army and its

s h e h g of northern Isael can ody be curtailed or haited altogether with Syrian
aquiescence. Aside h m Syria's

sustename of Huballah, Assad also maintains

approximately 40 000 troops in Lebanon, based primarily in the Bekaa Vaiiey. The
presence of these forces dows Syria to exefi & jiicto control over the Lebanese
government," and the maintenance of Israel's seairity zone is a direct challenge to Syrian
authority there.

In addition to these two main issues, Israel is also concerned over Syria's shelter of
radical PalestSan factions intent on sabotaging the peace process and continuing the
amieci con£lia with Israel. The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine-General

Command is based in Syria, and is commined to "no peace" with Israel, at times
wntradicting what Chainnan Yasser Arafat of the Palestinian Authority has had to say
about the peace process and its progress. The U.S. State Department Counterterrorism
section adds that, in addition to support for the Kurdish PL(Y Syria also ailows HAMAS

to operate a politicai office in Darnascus, the leader of Islamic Jihad to reside in Syria, and

" Itamar Rabinovich, "Seven Wars and One Peace Treaty," in The Arab-Israeli
Conflia: Persoective~,ed. Aivin Rubinstein, zd ed. (New York: HarperCoUins Publishers
Inc., i991), 53.
Prior to 1990, Syria used mainly threats and military postures to buily Lebanon
into acceding to its wishes. In 1990, while most of the wodd's attention was focused on
Kuwait, Assad moved his forces in and t w k much of the country by force.

d o w s Hizbaiiah to operate out of Syrian-controUed Lebanese t e r ~ i t o r ~Other
. ' ~ terrons
groups that are hown to operate nom or are based in Syria include the Palestine
L i b e r a h Front, the Democratic Front for the Libaation of Palestine, the Popular Front
for the Ll'beration of Palestine, the Popular Struggle Front, the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine-Special Cammand, and al-~ai~a?'

Aithough the chances of an all-out war breaking out between Syria and Israel are
low, the border remains volatiie, and the aimnt impasse in the peace process contributes
to a mistrustfiil atmosphere, which in turn allows for suspicions among the political and
military leaders of the two countries to grow out of proportion. In late December 1995, a

war m e broke out in Damasais: someone in the ruiing elite interpreted large Israeli
exercises dong the border as a precursor to an attack set, it was believed, for December
30.~'In Augua 1996, Jerusalem was afEected by Syrian troop movements in the Bekaa
Valley, interpreting them as possible hints of friture amy action (although the IDF was not
d c i e n t l y alanneci to mobilise any defences). The Israeli Deputy Chief of Staff, MajorGeneral Matan ViInai, announced a year later that the IsraeIi Defense Forces were
working on the assumption that war with Syria in 1997 was a distinct possibility"
Furthemore, since the election of the Netanyahu government, with its inflexible stance on
the peace process, Assad believes "at least accordhg to the statements of his Foreign

-

-

- -

-

-

Testimony nom Ambassador Philip Wilcox, Jr., Coordinator for
Counterterrorism (Department of State), before the Conunittee on International Relations,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C., 25 July 1996; available fkom
http:/hvww.state.gov/ www/globdte~orism/960725
.html; accessed 2 July, 1997.
aO The Militarv Balance 1996197 (London: The international Institute for Strategic
Sîudies. 1996). 145.
" Leslie Susser, "The D
m Beat," The Jerusalem Rmort, 23 January, 1996: 22.
"Ibid.
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Minister and Vce President Abd el-Khalim Khedam-that Netanyahu will look for any
excuse to attack ~ y r i a . " ~

Although these war scares may just be another method of sending messages to

each other, the teasions between Israel and Syria remain real, and do have the potential to
empt into m e d conflict, even if of a minor skimllsh sort. It is widely believed that

Pnsident Assad has given up on both his previous goal of strategic parity with Israel, and
the notion that Syria alone can defeat IsraeI militarily.u Muhammed Muslih, a scholar who

has spent much time inte~ewingsenior Syrian officiais, confïrms that the Syrians are very
much aware that the rniiitary/technologieal balance of power is in favour of ~ s r a e l . ~
Reaiities prohibit the realisation of this goal, as the Syrian military is in dire need of repair:
much of Syria's military hardware is old and outmodeci; about haif of its tank force is
inoperative, for example."
However, none of these particulars seem to have afFected Assad's position with
regard to the peace process, and Syrïa remains at this time an implacable foe of Israel.

L i e Iran, Syria is continuhg mainly in secret, to build up a non-conventionai arsenal of
weapons, including chemical agents and ballistic missiles. Syria has not signed the

Chemicai Weapons Convention (Israel has signed the document but not officidy ratified
it), and there have been reports that it is attempting to produce the

VX nerve gas, with

=Zvi Barel Ha'arett Endish Edition 29 January, 1997.
24 Interview with an official fiom the Department of Foreign Mairs and
International Trade, Cansrda, March, 1997.
ZI Muhammed Muslih, "The Golan B-een
Syria and Israel," presentation given at
the Senate Hall, The Hebrew University of Jasalem, Israei, 22 December 1997.
Susser, "The Drums Beat," 23.

secret Russian aid? This action in itself may be cause for the initiation of armed

engagement. As a newspaper article reports,
Israeli officiais are Ealling for a review of the country's ability to protect
itseifagainst a chexnical weapons attack amid reports that Syria has begun
to a m surfàce-to-surface missiles with a new, highly Iatal neme gas [the
VX]. At the same t h e , Israel has warned Syria that any attack with
chernical warfare would be met with a severe r e s p d 8
For Syria, the peace process is contrary to ail of its goals and hopes within the

region. Were Israel to achieve a genuine peace with Syria, including a thawing of its
curent cool relations with Egypt and Jordan, "Syria's standing in the Arab world, and

Lebanon in particular, would decline. Israeli regionai influence would grow and it could
oppose Syrian ambitions far more effectively."" Taken together, al1 these circumstances
point to the faa that a real peace between Israel and Syria rernains tenuous at bea, and

will not be achieved any tirne in the near future.
The rnilitary CO-operationwith Turkey is a mauis of putting pressure on Syria, in

the form of waniiag Damasus that Israel may have the use of Turkish temtory in any
armed conflict with Syria. Muhammad Faour points out that President Assad is clever
enough to h o w that evai minor m e d codlia with Israel may be enough to achieve his
own ends, and cosperaiion with Turkey may be j u s enough to deter such thinking:
Aithough a large-scale war [between Syria and Israel] may be unlikely to
occur in the short nin and would be bound to fGI in the long run due to the
qualitative superiority of the IsraeI military, one should not rule out a
Syrian assault against Israel. The objective of nying to restore the Golan by
force could be to rnobüize public support for the regime if it reaches a
serious state of domestic vulnerability. After ail, the Syrian military build-

"Daniel Leshexn, "Syria's Deadly Secret," The Jerusalem Post, 6 May, 1997.
* The Jewish Post & Ne-

"Israel Reviews S d t y Capability Amid Reports of

Syrian N m e Gas," 7 May, 1997: 19.
'O Barry Rubin, "No Cause for Concem," The Jerusalem Post, 4 Oaober, 1996.

up with Sad misules does not signal a retreat from confrontation with
Israel. Rather, it underscores the danger of a h r e war that, despite its
almost certain müitary outcorne, could inflict heavy casualties on Inael and
reshufne the poiitical cards in the region?
In this same v e 4 the MTCA is also a means to promote stability in the regioq that

elusive dream that bas not stood up in the face of inter-Arab, inter-Mushn, and ArabIsraeli rancour and feuding. An Ankara-JerusaIem axis, combining the capabilities of the
region's two foremost military powers, couid not help but a d as a deterrent or brake on
another state's adventurous, irredaitist designs.
Israeli-Iraai Enmity
Althougb, as stated previously, Iraq currently does not pose any direct physical
threat to Israel. this cannot be guaranteed in the near future. In addition, Iraq has the
potential to cause several problems with Israel simply by allying or aligning itself with
others that are Isael's enemies. Even Turkey, with whom Iraq has had strained relations

for the last several years, asserts that Iraq's sovereignty mua be r~intained,~'
thus
allowing for the feasibility of a resurgent Iraq in the coming century.

Iraq's losses in the Gulf War were staggering. Estimates range that, as a result of
d t a r y action, economic blockades, and President Saddam Hussein's domeaic

repressions, well over 100 000 Iraqis may have died; approximately 1 million foreigners,
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Muhammad Faour, The Arab World Ma Desert Stom (Washington, D.C.:

United States Institute of Peace, 1993), 117-118.
In November, 1995, H.E. Deniz Baykal, thm-Minister of Foreign e s ,
repeated this bekf in a statement to the Twkish Grand National Assembly. Source:
Turkish Minisüy of Foreign Mairs, "Foreign Policy Statement by H.E.Denk Baykal
Minster of Foreign Affairr and Deputy Prime Minister; available from
hnp.J/www.da.gov.tr/gnip£7Minister.htmi; accessed 6 Apd, 1997.

many of them skilied workers, Iefl Iraq.'* Economic losses were also tremendous: about
eighty percent of Iraq's inaastnia~rewas destroyed or badly damageû, including as much
as ni.*

percent of el&*

fàcïlities, oil refineries, and industrial establishments; ail of

Iraq's modem w d c a t i o n systmis were damaged, as wefl as thjrty-fie of about
ninety bridges. The final tally of reconstruction mas totais over $50 billion, and losses of

oil revenues, wtuch before the war accuunted for nearly all of the country's export
eaniings, contributes to this massive burded3

Despite this rui~tion,Iraq has conrinueci to de@the United Nations, especially the

United States. h rem& to be seen how quickly the Iraqis can rebuild their economy and
lives, but Israel bas not believed its security to be safey assured. Mer Iraq's nuclear
power plant at Osûeq was destroyed in 1981, Saddarn's nuclear ability was thought to be

severely curtailed. Only after the Gulf War did U.N.monitors realise just how far Iraq's

secret nuclear program, and chernicd and biological weapons program, had developedU

(Iraq is also not a signatory to the Chernical Weapons Convention). When Saddam's sonin-law, Hussein Karnil (who had overseen Iraq's non-conventional weapons program)
defmed in Augus 1995, it was leamed that much of Iraq's lethal agents had survived the
Gulf War and were concealeci fiom U.N. inspecton; since the defeaion, for example,

Faour, The Arab World Afkr Desert Storm, 17.

Ibid., 19.
Y DurUig the November, 1997, crisis in which Iraq expeiied American anns
inspectors, it was widely believed that Baghdad had the capacity to produce Anthrax and
VX nerve gas within a mana of days or weeks. Source:JMiddle East S d t y Re~ortNo.
45. 19 November, 1997.

Baghdad acknowiedged that it had produced since 1991 2265 gallons of anthrax-

inhalation of nine-tenths of a millionth of a gram of which is fatal in mon instances.35
As David Kay writes, "[alt the t h e of the [1991] Gulfwar Iraq was probably only

18 to 24 months away fiom its nrrt cmde nuclear device and no more than three to four

years away fiom more advanced, deliverable w e a p o ~ s In
. ~mid-January
~~
1998, the U.N.
International Atomic Energy Agency expressed Îts conceni that Iraq may have nill been

Ming idormation on Ïts nudear program, seven years after the end of the Guif
Also, Saddam's use of chernical agents during the Iran-Iraq War and against
Kurdish civilians was seen as a harbinger of things to corne: "The message was not lost on
Israel: Iraq had the capability and the will to use weapons of mass destruction."38It also
se&

to acquire an arsenal of ballistic missiles, able to carry its non-conventionai

warheads. Rolf Ekeus, former director of the UN. arms inspectors in Iraq, believes that
Baghdad already has missiles hidden within the country, and is only waiting for the
inspecton to leave before bringing them out into the open.3g
Aside from any non-conventional weapons threat it represents, Iraq is also devoted
to an ideological hatred of Israel, sternming from Jewish immigration and, to some extent,
displacement of Arabs in Palestine beginning at the end of the nineteenth century. This has
camed over into aiment events: Iraq still believes IsraeI is a foreign presence in the

Laurie Mylroie, "Iraq's Weapons of Mass Destruction and the 1997 Gulf Cnsis,"
Middle East Review of International -airs Journal 1 (Deamber 1997).
" David Kay, "Denial and Deception Practices of WMD ProWerators: Iraq and
Beyond," The Washinnton Ouarterly 18 (Whter 1995): 85.
" Middle East Security Report N0.52~2 1 January 1998.
" Geo5ey Aroason, "Hidden Agenda: US-Isaeli Relations and the Nuclear
Question," The Middle East Journal 46 (Fd 1992): 618.

Middle East,"a siate built on the conques of Arab land,& has rejected the peace process

with Inael, and is angered at any attempt at integrsiting Israel into the region's political
and economic web."
The Isneli-Turkish co-operation agreements, coupled with signs of existing and

f h r e military, politicai, and economic collaboration, are indicative of, as previously
stated, Israel's realisation that in many ways a regional alliance wodd serve its interests
far better than its relationship with the United States can. Quite obviously, Iraq, or rather
Saddam Hussein, wbile he may regret provoking Washington into a military confrontation,

has showed himseif to be unimpressed with threats and sanctions. Israeli or Turkish
reaction against any hfkgements by Iraq on their regional interests or safety is Otely to

be met with a much harsher response than a declaration in the United Nations General
Assembly . In 198 1, Israel openly stmck at Osireq, without prior waming; similarly,

Turkey has several times sent its forces into nonhem Iraq to engage Kurdish rebels
sheltering there, without consulting Baghdad.
The impunity with which these two -tes

have acted when their national interests

have been deemed tbreatened may be inaeased by rnilitary ceoperation between them.
The knowledge that Israel has use of Turkish air space, including areas near the Turkish-

Iraqi border, might also affect Saddam enough to check any warlike gestures he might

otherwise have made. Such judgement must be reserved, however, for any achial

Iraq News, Tirst WNSCOM Pmentation-Amb. Rotf Ekeus: An Informai,
Unofficial Summary of its RemarkS," 10 Jum, 1997.
'Margolian, "Israel Cannot Let Its Guard Down," 9.
'' Ahhough official Iraqi response to the 19% Miiïtary Training Cooperation
Agreement has btai subdued, unofficial reactions have been much more negative. Source:
InteMew with an official nom the Turkish Embassy to Canada, Onawa, March 1997.
39

instances: Saddam did choose to absorb an Arnerican military attack in 1991 rather than
back down fiom the confrontation.

Israel's dissonant relationship with Iran is in m a q ways a combination of the

Jewisb state's M e with Syria and Iraq: it is made up of an ideological component similar
to that of Iraq, represented by its strict opposition to the peace process and even a
recognition of Israel, and a desire to conf?ont Israel militarily, as Syria does, represented

by Teheran's support for radical terroria and Islamic factions. It is this political,
economic, and military support for terrorist organisations which has taken the lives of
scores of Israelis that is the primary reason behind Israeli decision, with regard to Iran, to
CO-operatemilitarily with Turkey. The ability of Israeli planes to fly within Turkish
ainpace also allows for the possibility for Jenisalem to use its high-tech surveillance
equipment to monitor Teheran, and to give it advance waniing of any hostile moves the
Islamic state might be making toward Israel. As Chapter One indicates, there have been
reports that such manoeuvres have occumd, despite official denial.
In 1979 the Iranian govemment of the Shah fell and was replaced by a
revolutionary council deùicated to Islamic d t w e and values and headed by the Ayatollah

Khomehi, a religious leader who was f

h

y devoted to creating an Islamic state. At the

end of March of that year, a referendum gave ovewheiming approval to an Islamic
republic and government." This government came to be associateci with the exporting of

M.E.Yapp, The Near East Since the F i World War: A Historv to 1995, 2°6
cd. (England: Longmm Group UK Limited, 1W6), 344.

Islamic revolution; that is, the creation of states based on the Koran and rejection of

Western dues, and the use of violent means to achieve its ends.
Quite nanirally, Israel's occupation of Arab lands, which had not endeared it to the
previous Iranian regime, was even less appreciated by the ulma who had taken control of
the country, as was the very existence of Judaism in a region ovenvhelmingiy Muslim. As

mentioned in the previous chapter, Teheran's disiilce of Israel has been augmented by its
support for terrorist groups that are fighting agallrst Israel both in Israel proper and in
areas it

has ocaipied as a result of the 1967 and 1982 wars. The foremost of these

organisations are HAMAS and Islamic Jihad, which operate in the West Bank, and

Hbballah, whose focus is southern Lebanon.
The association of Iran with terrorism, in the Middle East and elsewhere, is well
donimenteci. It has been clairned that the Islamic republic uses the third level of its
embassy in BOM, Gennany, as a "ventable terrorisrn center," with a permanent staff of
have also been reporis that Teheran, based on a
twenty Revolutionary ~ u a r d s . ~There
)
creeping break with Syria, is seeking to open action branches in Cyprus. These would be
commercial companies intended to be uKd as h r e shipping points for goods, weapons,

and money to Hubaliah and other areas of Uifluence in ~ e b a n o nIn
. ~other words, Iran has

shown no si=

of joining in the peace process, and is continuhg to regard the fight

David Horovitz, "Getting Away with Murder," The Jenisalem Reoofl 22
August, 1996: 15.
Barel, Ha'metz.

against IsraeI and the maintenance of Islamic ideals as goals wonhy of both attention and

The relationship between Iran and HAMAS is aiso fàirly weil recorded. Although

Iran, a country predominantiy Shi'ite, was not at est accepteci by the S u ~ Muslim
i

HAMAS,&er the W War and the onset of the peace process, the two realised that their
opposition to both the peace process and Israel's continuai existence on what they

deemed Arab land coincided. HAMAS raidered many advantages to Iran it could not
otherwise have obtained:
It offered another vehicle to demonstrate Iran's Islamic leadership [and] a
channe1 for involving itseif'in the Arab-Israeli confiict. Moreover, Hamas
seemed deterrnined to fight, had the potential to strïke inside Israel,
and attracted great public interest. It totaIIy rejected Israel's nght to exist
and was resolved to combat lsrael and imperialism. Al1 these were in line
with Iranian doctrines and taaics and thus were worthy of Iranian
su~port.~
Iran also supports Islamic Jihad, a terrorist organisation formed in the 1970s to

violently eject Israeli forces out of the West Bank and Gaza Stnp. Islamic Jihad's interests

also intersect with those of Teheran. It views the Iranian revolution as an ideal movement
to be implemented in other areas of the Muslim world; its former leader, Fathi Shqaqi, had
acknowledged to a New York newspaper that Islamic Jihad had, in fa& been receiving

fiuids corn Iran since 1987, partly through its links with Hizbailah, which is also

" Iran's

budget for fiscai year 1992/1993 formaliy allocated $20 million for
Palestinian rejectionist groups. Source: Daniel Pipes and Patrick Clawson, "Ambitious
Iran,Troubled Neighbors," Foreian A f f a q 72 (Wiier 1993): 126.
Elie Rekhess, "The Temorist Comection Iran, the Islamic Jihad, and Hamas,"
Jerusalem, February 1997; available âom gophs:/lisrael-inf0.gov.a:70/00/terror/950500~
terroq a
d 23 April, 1997.

-

u > ~ e * e dto the revolutionary r e w e in ~eheran." Elie Rekhess, at a conference at Tel
Aviv University on Iran's attempts to export its rwolution, believed "the Palestinian

Islamic Jiihad is a Puppet in the hands of Im. It is a f d e s s , N e s s , fmtic, extremist
organhtion which does not hesitate to do whatever is ~ r d e r e d . ' ~ ~
Iran's support for Hizballah is much more expansive. W~ththe acquiescence of

Syria, Iran is able to supply Hizballah with trainiag and equiprnent to carry on its war
aga&

Israel. In Jamiary 1996, Turkish police apprehended six Iranian trucks packed with

weapons and intended for ~izbdah."Former Israeli Foreign Muiister Levy has charged

that at least thvty jumbo jets carrying Katyusha and Saager missiles h m Iran intended for

Hizbaliab have landed in Syria in one year.M The axms supplied to the Shi'ite group have

done their share of damage: since 1985, 2 19 Israeii soldiers have died in southern Ltbanon
and 694 have been injured; 358 South Lebanese Army soldiers have aiso been kil~ed.~'

The preamble to the Covenant of HAMAS declares that "Israel will exist and will
continue to exist untd Islam wilI obliterate it"; Article Seven states ''the Day of Judgement

will not corne about untii Moslerns fight Jews and kill ti~ern."~~
Furthemore, at Teheran's
prodding, in February of 1997. Hizbdah Secretary-General Hassan Nassrdah at a rally
held in honour of Ramadan d e d for Palestinians to renew the jihad against Israel,

remne the suicide bombings, and exhorted Pdestinians to step fonvard and execute the
lbid.
Ibid.
a Pomfiet, "Turkey Strengthens Ties to IsraelwA24
The J e n i d u n R e ~ o f l 6May, 1997: 8.
Peter Xrschberg, "'Lebanon: hael's Vietnam?" The Jerusalem Re~ort 11
December, 1997: 8.

P.A. leadership that had betrayed. he ciaimed, the Palesthian people by signing the
Dedaration of Principles with Israel."

Iran's numiring of these Islamic groups is wrnbined with ideologicai opposition
based on religious, taritorial, and histoncal issues-including the belief that Israel is
merely an appendage of the "Great Satan," the United States, which seeks with its loose
mords and unclean values to undermine and tamish the core beliefs of Islam. Iran has
refiised to deal on a bilateral basis with Israei. Iran's thenoForeign Minister Velliati, in an
i n t e ~ e won Febmary 6, 1996, stated without equivocation that "when others talk about
liberating Palestine t h 9 mean the 'annexeci' territories of 1967, we mean all Palestinian
land. ... Iran is the only country which is opposed to the basic existence of Israel.""
Although Israel has had to face the physical facts of groups such as HAMAS,

Islamic Jihad, and KizbaIlah, it is this exnotional and psychological fiction with Iran that
has set Jerusalem on edge. Although Iran had not yet wntributed any direct action to
sabotaging the peace process, the very fact that Teheran remains cornmitteci to acquiring a
nuclear and other non-conventionai weapons arsenal and long-range bailistic missiles,
cannot help but force Israel to deal with the possibility that Iran in the near future could
very well be the next enemy it faces on the battlefield." Although the exact size of Iran's

a Israeli Foreign Muiistry, Mormation Division, "The Covenant of HAMAS Main Points," Jenisalem; available from gopher:/f'rael-info.gov.il: 70/00/terror 1880818a.
terror, accessed 23 Apd, 1997.
Israel Foreign Ministry, Information Division, "Iran and Hizbdah," Jerusalem,
February, 1997; availabie corn gopher:/hsraeli-info.gov.il:700100/terror/970212.terror;
accessed 23 Apd, 1997.
Ibid.
s5 In faa. Gennany's intelligence chief predicts that Iran might well açquire a
nuclear weapon a M e &er the year 2000. Source: Barry Rubin, "The New Middle East:

ballistic missile anenai remains unknown, it is thought to include 300 SCUD-Bs (with a
300-kilometer range) and 100 SCUD-Cs (with a 600-kilometer range)?
It should be noted here that many scholars have cast Teheran's search for a nuclear

capability in some doubt. Certainty, Iran did recently pwchase nuclear power plants f?om
North Korea, and it has engaged Russian aid in complethg these reacton. But some have

argued that hm's nuclear potentid rrmains very underdeveloped, and International
Atomic Energy Agency officiais have found no cause for cornplaint during inspections of
Iran's nuclear facilities."
Israei, with the open secret of its nuclear arsenai, has thus far maintained a level of
rnilitary preparedness far above those of its Arab enernies. But the Arab/Mush world's
search for non-conventional weapons to offset this advantage has not been restricted to
Iran, since "Arab nations ... have [long] viewed the achievement of a nuclear balance of

terror with Israei-and failing that the development of a chernicai weapons capabiiity-as a

key element of their respective national security doctrines to attain a strategic deterrent to
Israel's nuclear arsenal."" Since 1987 Iran has had the capability to produce chernical
agents, including mustard gas and hydrogen ~ y a n i d eand
, ~ ~Iraq's capacity to use these
weapons of mass destruction have already been mentioned.
What this means is that, although Iran may not be the ody M u s h or Arab state to

seek a non-conventional miiitary capability, at the moment it is the only one of Israel's
Oppostunities and Risks," âecurity and Poli- Studies No.19 (The BESA Center for
Strategic Snidies, Israei, February 1995: 16.
" James Moore, "An Assessrnent of the Iranian Miritary Rearrnament Program,"
Çomaarative Strategy 13 (1994): 374.
Ibid., 385.
"Aronson, "Hidden Agenda," 618.

regional adversaries whose search for such a capacity is relatively unhindered (since Iraq's

ability was destroyed during and after the 1991 Gulf War). Iran has recently embarked on
a reannament program that, while still l e s in cos than the Saudi Arabian military
program, has cast a shadow of fear over its neighboun. North Korea and Russia appear to
be Iran's largest suppliers: army purchases fiom the former are estirnated at about â1
billion per yeaG over the past five years Iran has completeù agreements with Russia for the
sale of 200 advanceci MiG-29 planes, 500 T-72 tanks, 300 heavy artillery pieces, an
unspecified number of SAMs, and two kilo-class subrnarine~.~
Therefore, Israel m u a be
more concemed with Iran's posture than, for example, that of Iraq? To maintah a
watcffil eye on Iran, the Turkish-Israeli military w-operation allows for Israel to maintain
access to signal intelligence sites dong the Turkish-Iranian border,62although this has also
been denied by Jerusalem and Ankara.

The abiïty of Syria, Iraq, and Iran do damage to Israel has not lessened

significantly, despite recent evmts which may seem to confmn the opposite, and in fact
have grown appreciably. As Efiairn Inbar and Shrnuel Sandler argue, Israel can no longer
rely on its own efforts to withstand the new challenges emerging in the Middle ~ a s t . ~ ~
Military co-operation with Twkey provides an answer to rnany of Israel's secunty needs

"Moore, "An Assessrnent of the Iranian Military Reamiament Program," 382.
%id., 373-374.
Peter Frisch, Germany's chief of wuntaterrorism, has stated that Iran aIready
has baiiistic missiles able to p e t r a t e deep into Europe (and thus obviously Israel as well),
and is working cüiigently to develop its nuclear program. Source: Israel Intemet News
Service Ltd., "Iran Gohg Nudear," 28 M a y 1997.
" The Foward, "Twkey,Israel Quietiy Forge Pact," 4.
Efraim Inbar and Shrnuel Sander. "The Chmghg Israeli Strategic Equation:
Toward a Security Regime," S d t y and Poli- Studies No 2 3 (Ramat Gan, Israel: The
BESA Centa for Strategic Shidies, June 1995). 54.

and therefore Israel's regional relations are important to examine, in order to better
understand the regional motives that drive Israe1's strategic thinking.
Turkey's Regional Motives
Whereas Israel has lived under constant regional threats throughout its d a e n c e ,
modem Twkey's horizons have been relatively 6ee fiom m e d conflict with adversary
states in the region (this is not to Say that

Turkey has not militariy engaged other, non-

state actors). As explaineci in Chapta Three, Turkey's relationships with its Arab and
M u s h neighbours has been passive and, in most cases, relegated behind concerns about
its relations witb the United States and the West. Only in the 1 s t decade or so has
Ankara's eyes tumed toward the Middle East, and only because its relations with the West
have, if not deteriorated, then at least not delivered what Turkey had once hoped they
wouId.
As mentioned above, Turkey's disputes with its neighbours are based on concrete,

tangible Merences over issues such as water rights, temtory, and tenorist support." The

controversies Ankara is engaged in with Damascus and Baghdad centre on two issues in
particular: the division of the waters from the Euphrates and TiMs Rivers, and the ability
of the Kurdistan Workers' Pariy to çeek shelter and even military aid from Syria and Iraq.

The ability of these three states to untangle these disputes remaios doubaiil, for three

reasons. First, the Middle East has remained an area of intense antagonism, and so far the
Arab states have shown little wihgness to make concessions to resolve th& differences
--

a These issues are all part of the Arab-Israeli conûict as well; however, in Israel's
case, the ideological and religious element also plays a large role; for Turkey, most of its
quarrels can, theoretically at least, be solved through concrete measures taken. It is far

with othen. Second, Turkey's pacts with Israel d o w the Twks to maintain their powemil
military, have a direct link to the United States, and liaks them with the other most
p o w d regional rniliîary. Third, the recent resignation of Prime Minister Necmenin

Erbakan has demonstrated that despite the rise of Islamic parties in Turkey, their ability to
hold on to power and direct the country's

~~ fke fiom inte$erence,

including initiahg

closer relations with other Muslim states, is a long way off (see Chapter Five).

The d a r nature of Tukey's regime has p l a d it at odds with rnany of the
region's more religious or observant states, most particularly Islamic Iran. This dispute
resembles somewhat the Iranian-Israeii enrnity, since both are based primarily on
ideological reasoning. The mullahs of Iran are annoyed with Kemal's strict and unyielding
legacy of secularism in Turkey, and its military's staunch defence of it. Turkey, on the
other hand, is annoyed at iranian support for terronsm, some of which makes it way to
Anatoiia, and is in competition with Iran for influence in Central Asia, although Ankara is
not as concerned over the future of the Turkic repubiics as it once rnay have seemed in
1991.6s

easier to resolve the dinerences over Turkey's and Syria's sharing of the Euphrates River
thaa it is to end decades of ideological and psychological hatred between Israel and Syria.
a This aspect of the Iraman-Turkish relationship does not fit into this thesis,
primarily because Ankara has largely given up on brhging Central Asia into its political
orbit for the inunediate fiture, for two reasons. First, historically there is almoa no
connedion between the two areas, and aside fkom linguistic and religious links, they have
nothing in common The sudden surprise at the appearance of these republics in 1991
concealed this fact for the first few years. And second, the existence of Russia, still the
largest and most powerful country in the region and which regards Centrai Asia as falling
within its sphae of interestq has prompted the Turkic republics to be carefiil about how
open or expansive th& bonds with other countries are. See for example Patrîcia Carley,
"Turkey in Central Asia: Reality Cornes Calling," in Regional Power Rivalries in the New
n
a Turlcey. and Iran eds. AIWi Rubinstein and Oles Smolanslcy (New York:
M.E.Sharpe, Inc, 1995), 169-197.

This is not to say, of course, that co-operation has not played a role in Turkey's
regional relations. In fact, for much of this century, modern Turkey has largely maintaineci

cordial, if not warm, relations with its Arab and Musiim neighbours, even going so far at
times to give active support to the Arab cause: During the 1973 Yom Kippur War, Turkey

refiised to d o w the US.permission to use its air baxs to resupply Israel, but it did allow
the Soviet Union to pass through its airspace to equip Egypt and syria? In addition,

Turkey, S*a,

Iraq, and Iran do agree on one issue: none of them wish to see an

independent Kurdish homeland established in Iraq, where the Kurds are the closest to
autonomy. Dismembement of Iraq to accommodate Kurdish aspirations for a homeland
would encourage, they believe, the Kurds in their own respective countries to secede.
It has only been recently that circuxnstances have diaated that Turkey seek an
alliance of some sort with Israel: quarrels with Syria and Iraq have threatened to reach

critical points several times, and have the potential for eruption into m e d confiict-

Turkey, for example, has not hesitated to send troops into northem Iraq to hunt d o m the
Kurdish rebels hiding out there. In addition, the proliferation of missile technology and the

search by many Middle States for a nuclear capability has aiamied Ankara. Aithough
Turkey has two nuclear research centres of its own and is a party to the Non-ProMeration

Treaty,it is concerned that aquisition of these weapons by states considered unfnendly or
antagonistic to it niight alter the power balance in the region against it. As Duygu Bazoglu
Sezer put if a

"Mahmut Bali Aykan, "The Pdestinian Question in Turkish Foreign Policy fiom
the 1950s to the 1990s," Jnternational Journal of Middle East Studies 25 (Febmary 1993):
97,

nuclear-powered Iraq wouid be in a position to dictate its preferred
solution to, above ail else, the water dispute. A nuclear-powered Iran
would be in a position to claim leadership of the Islamic world, and t o
exercise increased influence on Turkish domestic politics to the detriment
of Turkey's Western-type sedar democratic regime and Western-oriented
foreign
Relations with non-Muslim Greece are perhaps Turkey's biggest headache outside

of its Middle Eastern context, and in fàct the differences between these two c o d e s have
wen greater potenaial for violence. Histoncally. their relationship has focused on national
interest concems in the Aegean Sea and in Cypms, and in recent years these two issues,
among others, have threatened to rupture h o open violent eonflict.
It is for these regional reasons that Turkey has sought a new military m-operation

with Israel. Ankara does not need to worry over its national safety in the same manner
Israel does. The probability of a war breaking out between Turkey and Syria, Iraq, or Iran
(but not Greece) is far less Wtely than it is for Israel. Nevertheless, Turkey has recognised
that the Middle Eastern and international order has changed, and this requires a new

foreign policy on its part to better ded with the rising new challenges. Ankara has
concluded that coilaboration with Israel is the best method to achieve its goals.

Io the same way that Israel can use the Militaq Training Cooperation Agreement
to put pressure on its M u s h adversaries to thmk twice about any hostile actions they
might take,

so too can Turkey: Whereas Syria can use the PKK card to o f f ! Turkey's

wata policies, Ankara

can now use Issel to play up to Syrian concems of encirclernent.

In the case of Greece. t is not assurnecl by Ankara that israel would offer direm aid to

Turkey in the event of Greco-Turkish armed conflict. Rather. it is the military supply £tom
-

" Duygu Bazoglu Suer. "Turkey's New Seainty Environment, Nuclear Weapons

Israel to Turkey that is important, because although this may not mean direct Israeli
suppon during combat, it does provide for a strengthdg of Turkey's armed forces
relative to Greece's military. Turkey has bem descnbed as a dormant regional power that

is now awakening

CO

its potential and regional responsiiiIities." The agreements with

Israe1 are simply a means to achieve its desired ends and to help ennire Turkey's

continueci existence as a regional power.
It should be noted here that official Arab and M u s h reaction against Ankara's
growing ties with Israel has generdy been negative, at least as expressed by Syria, Iraq,

and Iran. Syria, in particular, has been very vocal about its opposition to this relationship,
and at the December 1997 meeting of the Organization of the Islamic Coderence (OC)
sought to issue a declaration by the Conference condemning Turkey for its partnership
with Israel. It considers this relationship "as the greatest mishap the Arab world has

endured since 1948.n69Ankara, for its part, seems to shmg off these criticisms and implicit
wamings, arguing that it has sllnilar pacts on mititary cosperation with nineteen other
members of the OIC, that it is not a strategic alliance, and that it is not directed against
any other count~y.'~

and Prolifkration," Comparative Strateny 14 (ApriVJune 1995): 165.
Chanan Naveh, "Foreign Policy of Regional Powers in the 90's: The Cases of
h e 1 and Turkey," papa presented at the Annuai Meeting of the International Studies
Association, Washington, D.C., 29 March- 1 Aprii, 1994: 7.
" Amücam Nachmani, 'Bridge Across the Middle East: Twkey and Israel in the
1990s." forthcoming, 1.

Ankara's disagreements with Damascus are hught with the most dilemmas and
problems, and la& easy solutions, in cornparison to Ankara's other Middle Eastern
disputes. This can in part be explained by the f k t th& despite its lack of a superpower
patron, Syria has remained a regional power capable of disrupting the peace process and
playiug a large, watchful and seditious role in any other regional dialogues. Iran has

remained one of the most diplomatically isolated regimes in the world, and very few Arab
or M u s h States would opedy aüy itself with Teheran (except for Syria), thus
marginalising its efforts. Since the Gulf War Iraq has also been relegated in regional
matters; the destruction of much of its military power and the strict monitoring of its
weapons programs by the United Nations has, at lem for now, diminished its infiuence in
Middle Eastern affairs.''
As explained in the previous chapter, arguments over the water rights of the

Euphrates and Tipis Riven, which rise in Turkey but flow down through Syria and Iraq,
are a key feature of Turkish-Syrian hostility, as is Syria's suppori for Kurdish terrorism.
These two issues must be examined here.
John Cooley credits the French poet, Antoine de Saint Ewpery, with saying that
' k a t a is not necessary to life but rather We

itself?"' It is diflicult to argue with this

assertion, and thus it is undentandable that Turkey and Syria might corne to blows over

'O Anence France-Presse, "Twkey Rejects Arab Cnticisms over Israeli Pact," via
Clarinet, cornespondence with Maxtin Rudner, profssor at the Norman Patterson School
of Intemational Affairs, 24 December 1997.
" Faour, The Arab World After Desert Stem 106.
John Cooley, "The War Over Wata," in Conflict After the Cold War, ed.
Richard Betts (NewYork: Macmillan PublishiDg Company, 1994), 4 13.

the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers, given that "[tlhese [types ofl conflicts wili continueand

in some places grow more intense-as growing populations demand more water for
ïhis cannot be overernphasised.
agriailwal, industrial, and economic devel~~rnent."~
The Middle East is one of the rnost arid regions in the world, and almost al1 States in the

area are short of water, since "on the whole the region simply does not receive enough

rainfail to support even subsistence agricuiîure without extensive ïi~i~ation."'~
Amikam
Nachmani found that "[a]lmon three quarters of the land fiom Morocco to Iraq is desen,
lacking the water resources required to support urban and sedentary populations."75 A

report conducted by the US. Center for Stmtegic and International Studies in 1988
predicted that by 2000, water, not oit, would becorne the dominant resource issue of the

Middle ~ a s t . ' ~
As stated in Chapter niree, an ovenvhelming amount of Syria's (and Iraq's) river

water is supplied by sources originating outside its borders. Riparian countries have

always had the excuse of water for going to war, and the situation is complicated by
Syria's suppon for the PKK, which Darnascus holds as a tmmp card should Ankara ever

decide to use its control of river headwaters to decrease the amount of water flowing to

The differences over these two waterways are not

easy to solve: the combined

demand fiom Turkey, Syria, and Iraq for use of their waters exceeds the total water
--

" Peter Gleick, Water and Codict: Fresh Water Resources and International
Security," International Seairitv 18 (Summer 1993): 83.
" Cooley, "The War Ova Water," 4 15.
" Amikam Nachmani, "Water Jitters in the Middle East," Secunty and Policy
Studies No. 32 (The BESA Center for Strategic Studies: Ramat Gan, Israei, June 1997),
71.

volume from both rivers. Of the Euphrates River, Syria dernands thirty-two percent; Iraq
sixty-five percent; and Turkey fifty-two percent. Of the Tigris River. Syria wants a Linle
over five percent; Iraq daim nuiety-two and a half percent; and Turkey about founeen
percent? The combineci dernand of the% corntries surpasses the total flow capacity of
these waterways.

This already cornplex situation is fiirther wmplicated by Turkey's Southeastem
Anatolia Project (GAP), an immense undertaking designed to built dams and hydroelectric
plants. Thomas Homer-Dixon estimates that, with Syria's population growth at almon
four percent each year, its danands for water wili grow exponentiaily, and the water that
will pass through Turkey's new dam and dike system will, he believes, be laden with

fertiiisers, pesticides, and salts." For its part, Ankara views with concem Syria's use of
the Orontes River, which tises in Lebanon and flows downstream through Syria then
Turkey. Ankara claims that Syria extracts ninety percent of the OrontesYstotal water flow,
leaving very Iittie for Turkey to use?
These disputes form the backdrop against which Syrian-Turkish tensions rise. The
military accords with Israel are Ankara's countenveight to Syria's use of the PKK.

Although the issue of the sharing of the river waters may not be easily solved, the faa that
the leader of the P m Abdullah Ocalan, can take refuge in Syrian territory and is

"Christopher Savage. "Middle East Water," Man AflFair~22 (February 199 1): 5 .
Caiter for Smtemc Research, ''Facts About EuphratesTigris Basin," Ankara,
1996: 6-7.

Thomas Homer-Dixon, "Environmental Changes as Causes of Acute Conflict,"
in Conflict After the Cold War, ed. Richard Betts (New York: Macmillan Publishing
Company, 1994), 438.
79 Cenfer for Strateaic Research, 17.

sometimes able to reçeive aid f?om ~ a m a s c u to
s ~ continue its terrorist uprising against

Turkey is a much more motionai matter. In 1980 Ocalan settied in Damascus and with
the help of the Syrian govenunent established training camps for PKK members in the

Bekaa Valley-, in July of 1981, the first Kurdistan Workers' Party Congress was held on
the Syriaa-Lebanese border." As previously mentioned, several thousand Turks have loa
their lives due to PKK's attacks, and the insurrection, though the Turkish d t a r y has
gained the upper hand in recent years, shows no sign of abating.

This distraction with terrorism is of major concem for the Turkish govemment,
and therefore the association of Syria (and Iran) with terrorism only fuels the fiames of

their feuding. In a speech to the Turkish Grand National Assembly in 1995, then foreign
minister H.E.Deniz Baykal M

y stated that

the regions opposite Turkey's southem border are unfomuuitely areas from
where extensive terrorist aaivities are directed towards Turkey and other
countries. ... Those countries which tolerate terrorism wittingly or
unwiningly or even encourage and support terrorism or provide d e havens will sooner or lats suffer the consequences. ... Turkey has the
power and the determination to co&ont effectively those countries which
protect, encourage and support terrorist activitie~.~
(Syria, of course, rejects this argument as the grounds for their fiction, pointing inaead to

udair Turkish cantrol over the Euphrates and Tigris). In April 1996, the prime minister,

Iosing patience, declared "[slome of Our neighbors shelter those who seek to destroy the
unity of our land. ... Either this neighbor puts an end to the situation or it w i l sooner or

H~M
Barkey, 'Xurdish Geopolitics,"(hment Historv 96 (January 1997):5 .
" E
rik Zùrcher, Turkey: A Modem Hia- (London: LB. T m i s & Co Ltd.,
1993), 311.

Baykal."

Turkish Ministq of Foreign Mairs, "Foreign Policy Statement by H.E. De&

later sureV be punished for its enmity. We Turks are a patient people, but when our
patience runs out our reaction wiIl be violent."83
Over the last few decades, and partidarly since the signing of the beginning of the
1990s, Israel and Turkey have wllaborated on efforts to combat terronsm-especially the

Kurdish terrorism that Turkey faces. In fkct, part of the recent agreements signed between
the two cal1 specifically for Israel to transfer ta Turkey its expertise, knowledge, and

technology in counterterroism, such as helping Ankara to buiid an electronic fence to

ward off Kurdish infiltrators, and establishing a protocol for intelligence gathering and
sharing. Israel has also provided Ankara with inteiligence on Kurdish Uinirgents. In 1982,
during the Israeii invasion of Lebanon, Jenisalem handed over to Ankara captured files on

Kurdish terrorists and ASALA, the secret Armenian Liberation A m y , whose terrorist
operations were killing Turkish diplomats at the rate of about one per month?
Consequently, Israeli aid in the fight against regional terrorism is an important motivation
behind Ankara's pursuit of strategic ties to the Jewish state.
Mention must also be made here about the purported Syrian-Greek military pact.8s
This supposed collaboration, wupled with Ankara's long-standing differences on a
number of issues with Greece, had prornpted Turkey to begin feeling as though an

') Malik Mufti, "Daring and Caution in Turkish Foreign Policy," The Middle East
Joumal52 (Wtner 1998): 35.
ASALA'S leader disappeared shortiy afler, and the killings stopped. Source:
Leslie Susser, "Cold Turkqr?" The Jenisalem Re~ort19 September, 1996: 24.
" Although many scholars and policy-makm have d e n about just such a pact,
the only fact this author has discovered is that Syria has granted Greece landing rights for
its military planes. Otherwise, this author can find no concrete reports about it, aside from
allusion to it in various news articles and a very brief discussion of it with an official from
the Turkish Ernbassy to Canada. Many other scholars who this author has comsponded
with believe that such a pact is more tdk than substance.

encirc1ement by its enemies is taking place. The Israeli-Twkish alliance would effectively
nullify Syria's role in this enterprise.
Turkish-Iraai Antaaonisms

As explained in Chapter Three, Turkey and Iraq historically have had, ifnot cordial
relations, then at least did not have any pressing disputes that needed a quick solution to
avoid friction. In fkt, pnor to the 1958 wup in Baghdad, both countries were part of the

regional security alliance, the Baghdad Pact. Once a radid, anti-Western, pan-Arabic
govemment seized power, an alliance with d a r and democratic Turkey became
untenable. The issues that m a i n unresolved between the two include water sharing
nghts Baghdad's adventurous regional policies (and Saddarn's desires to accumulate

more regional infiuence), and the method by which Turkey deals with Kurdish separatists
that sometimes flee into northem Iraq.

In recent years the dispute over the Tigris-Euphrates river basins has sourd
relations between the two. Iraq argues that, based on the faa that these rivers had
supplied the people of Mesopotamia in centuries past, Iraq now has "acquired nghts"

relating to its "ancestral irrigations," traced di the way back to Sumerian times, fiom
which no upstream riparian state is entitied to take away. Iraq has 1.9 million hectares of

agridtural land in the river basins, und the GAP would infringe on these d e n t rights.=

Turkey, for its part, refùses to accept tlns contention, arguing that when these historicai
and mcestrai nghts were first aquired, the peoples who used the rivers for irrigation
could not foresee the fttwe need of them by other States; hence, this argument should

Turkish Mimstry of Foreign A f f l h , uArgume~tsof Iraq," avaiiable fiom http://

www.mfagov.trlGRUPF/water/CHAP~CHAP2AHTML;
accessed 6 April, 1997.

only be one of several factors taken into accuunt when discussing the disuibution of the

Euphrates and Tigris waters."
Baghdad's, or perhaps more appropriately Saddam Hussein's, expansionist and

power-seeking appetîtes have also recently con8icted with Turkish Middle Eastern
interests. This is the primary reason why the agretments with Israel serve Turkey's

interests with regard to Iraq: to contain its miiitaristic designs. It would be a clear-ait
threat to Turkish national security were Iraq to ever M y complete its nonconventional
weapons program.
For many yean after Egypt's signing of a peace treaty with Israel, Iraq and Syria
competed for leadership of the radical, rejectionia states of the Arab world. The
destruction of Iraq's military machine in 1991'' has reduced Baghdad, for the moment at
least, to a far less active role in regional politics than it once enjoyed. But this has done
nothing to reduce Saddarn's desires for Iraq to play a major role in the region's politicai
fùture.
Turkey feels, therefore, that it must rernain vigilant, and the rnilitary co-operation
with Israel is a strategic means of checking Iraq's development of weapons of mass

destruction, which would be cause for great conceni to Ankara." As recently as Febmary,
1997, Rolf Ekeus, the fonner chief inspecter of the U.N. agency rnonito~gIraq's

weapons capabüity, wamed Turkey to beware of Iraq's programs, remarking that Ankara

" Turkish Ministry of Foreign e

s , uTurkey's Views on the Arguments of Its
Neighbows," adable fiom hnp://www.mfa.gov.tr/GRWF/water/CWTERU
CWZ
C.HThdL;accessed 6 April, 1997.
Iraq iost at a minimum M
O billion in military equipment. Source: Faour,
Arab World Mer Desert Stonn, 19.
"Editorial, "Turkish Pragmatim,'' The Jenisalem Po% 10 Apd, 1997.

wouid be wise to "follow closely the threats that might corne fiom Iraq's ~ e a ~ o n r ~ . " ~ ~

AUying itself to the most advanced military power in the area gives Ankara another state
to rely on for aid were Iraq to become beiiigerent and take some forrn of hostile action
against Turkey.

Finally, although Turkey fùily supports an intact, sovereign Iraq, it bas nonetheless
on occasion sent trwps into northern Iraq, whae a jumble of Kurdish factions are wming
with each other unda a nominally autonomous region of Iraq, to hunt down PKK
members. In M a y of 1997, Turkey sent in as many as 50 000 soldiers into northern Iraq to
destroy bases there used by the PKK.~'hiring the Iran-Iraq War, in 1984, Baghdad
concludeci a "hot pursuit" agreement to allow Turkey to pursue PKK rebels into northem

Iraq; however, with the end of that war, Saddam has considered the agreement a dead
letter, and Turkish incursions are an irritant now.
The Kurdish insurgency, coupled with the unstable Kurdish regimes in northem

Iraq, has pushed Turkey into a difncult position. On the one hand, Ankara would prefer a
strong, cohesive Iraq to better wntrol the "Kurdish dilemma?'; on the other hand, a
stronger Iraq would mean a stronger Saddam Hussein, and Ankara is concerneci about his
future ambitions and possible desire for revenge for Turkey's role in the ~ u l f w a r . ' ~
Although Turkey's apparent disregard for Iraq's sovereignty has irked Baghdad
several times, it is primarily the first two issues that have caused the most stress between

eO Seva Ulman, "UN Warns Twkey to Beware of Iraqi Weaponry," WI 26
Febnmy, 1997.
91 This figure was an estimate fkom the Turkish media; other sources have put the
number closer to 25 000. Source: The Globe and Mail."Turks Move Deeper hto Iraq,"
16 May, 1997: A12.
"Barkey, "Kurdish Geopolitics," 5.

Ankara and Baghdad, and which are the main reasons why an alliance with Israel allows
Turkey to beîîer keep Saddam's ambitions in check.

It should be noted that Ankara and Teheran, despite their disagreements, have
fomd r a w n to work together on occasion in the pst, and t is o d y since 1979 that
tensions and suspicions have corne to mark their relationship. The most notable example is
the rumour that both countries conspired to supply Bosnian Muslims with weapons in

violation of a U.N.arms embargo." However, this complicity iasted only sa long as there
was a reason for it. Once the Dayton Accords were Vnplemented, Ankara and Teheran feii

back into the familjar patterns of tension. Aside from Turkey's position as an Arnerican
d y , there are few concrete national interest issues between them, as there are between
Turkey and ~ r e e c e The
. ~ antagonism stems mainiy nom the ideological chasm that
separates them, and banian regional ambiîions.
As stated, the main dinerence between Ankara and Teheran lies in their ideological

and political outlooks. The Islamic Republic of Iran beiieves in a strict interpretation of the
Koran as the bais for ail social, political, and religious Me within the country, and it has

shown itself wiliing to export these values and ideals to other areas with or without

invitation: "From [1979], Iran's new nilas did not hide their desire to export their
revolution whether by force or e ~ a r n ~ l e .For
" ~ Turkey, s d a r i s m has remained the

" John Nomikos, "Israel-Turkey Defense Relations: Will It Last?" Research
Institute for European Studies, 3 October, 1996: 1.
"Henri Barkey, "Iran and Turkey: Confrontation Across an Ideological Divide," in
Reaional Power Rivalries in the New Eurasia: Russia. Turkev. and Iran, eds. Alvin
Rubinstein and Oles Smolansky (New York: ME. Sharpe, hc.,1995), 149.
9~ Ibid., 150.

principal guiding tenet, a legacy left o v a nom Kemal Atatürk's drive for modernisation.%
M o u g h Y-

Onaran's assertion is me-

for the Middle East as a whole, its contents

can be applied most specifically to Iran: although "Turks &are a common religion with
most Arabs ... the ho-

toward d a r i m i and democracy which prevails in moa of

the Arab-Islamic world has created an ideological gulf between Turkey and its

~~ei~hbours.''~
These cornpethg ideologicd outlooks represent a threat to each other's
regirnes, and in fact are the basis for most of th& cornpetition. As Henri Barkey writes,
"the Iranian and Turkish regimes found themselves ai odds with each other precisely

because the underlying principles governing their establishments could not have been more

Coupled with this political and religious fissure is the fact that Iran diligently
pursues its own regional Uiterests which, by their very nature, clash with those of Turkey's
and threaten Ankara's seairity interests. Iran's quest for non-conventional weapons

arseds has caused particular anxiety in Ankara (as it has in Jenwlem). Although there is
no independent monitoring agency at work in ban, as there is in Iraq, there is general
agreement that Teheran is actively punuing a nuclear and chernical weapons ~ a ~ a b i l i t ~ . ~ ~
Furthemore, Ankara, Jerusalem, and Washington have become apprehensive about Iran's

% This discrepancy in philosophies is exernplified by the reaction of each state's
populations to the Turkish-Israeli accords: Iranians are hostile to eny cooperation with
Israei, while the majority of Turks are pleased with the growing economic, tourist, and
military ties with the Jewish state.
" Yalman Onaran, Ssraei, Turkey Begin New Era of Cooperation," Near East
Report 28 Febmary, 1994: 36.
* Barkey, "Iran and Turkey," 15 1.
* Malarim Hduani, ''1'i.I Love You Forever Today:n i e Coalition Scenarios in the
Contemporary Middle East Balance of Power System," paper presented at the annual
meeting of the International Studies Association, Toronto, 18-22 March, 1997: 1O.

program of ballistic missiles dwelopmem, and "a growing rnilitary presence at the Persian
Gulf choke points."1wThe c0i)peration with Israel is another method of wamkg Teheran

that Ankara WU brwk no threats to its national d

i .

Twkey is coacetned also with the Damasais-Teheran axis: although collaboration
between the two countries is d

y economic, there an feus h Ankara that a political

aIliance which has manifesteci itself several times over the last few decadeslO' will

eventually evolve into a military pact that could put more pressure on Turkey. In faa,
there have been concrete signs of growing closeness between the two. Syria and Iran have

always had reason to cu-operate. During the Iran-Iraq War, Syria was the only major Arab
power to support non-Arab Iran, in the face of almost united Arab nippon for Iraq, and as
such stmggled to defend Tehem's interests in the Muslim ~orld.~"
As recentiy as March of 1997, there were reports by

U.S.intelligence that the

PKK,havhg lost their training camps in northem Iraq, has moved to Iran, where Teheran
has provided d t a q training.'" In addition to co-operation with Syria, Iran has also
tumed to Greece to outflank Turkey. In Decanber, 1997, Iran, Greece, and Armenia,
(which also bears historical bittemess toward Turkey) signed a Memorandum of

Understanding intended to pave the way for long-tem CO-operation in economic and

JINSA, "Turkey and Israei to Cooperate on Security," Security M a i n 19
(February-March 1996): 1.
'O1 The best example i
s Syria and Iran's cobperation in supplying and training
Hizballah, in its fight a g a I a l , somahmg which both countries are only to happy to
contribute to. Iran also has 3000 Revolutionary Guards stationed in Lebanon, to aid
Damasais with its unofficial d e over that countxy.
l m Anoushiravan Ehteshami, W e n c e and Secunty Policies of Syria in a Changing
Regional Environment," Intunational Relations 13 (Apd 1996): 58.
lm
Turkish Press Review, "PKK Moves Into han,'' 7 March, 1997.
lm

commercial areadm AIthough this is an ecanomic agreement, given that these three states
have bem antagonisecl by Ankara in recent y=,

Turkey's apprehension at such

developments is understandable.

As with Syria, Iran al-

views Turkish-Israeti cooperation negatively. A

newspaper article ciaimeci a few days &er Reliant Mermaid that "Turkey which has tumed

its back towards its Muslirn brothers and neighbours has opted for ceoperation with
lsraeI, thereby endorsing the Zionist aggresion and their hostilities against the Palesthians
in panicular and the Muslim world in general."105fhis has served to d a n c e Iranian

suspicions of Turkey, aithough by the spring of 1998 this has not been translated into any
negative repercussions against Turkey.

The MTCA can thus be used as a counter-weight to any union Iran cm cobble
together with Syria, Greece, or any other regional state. The chances of war breaking out

between Turkey and Iran remain low, for the near f h r e at least. The Turkish-Israeli axis
is thus meant, in tenns of its relevance to Iran, to convince and warn Teheran to avoid any

regional adventures that coilide with Turkish national interests.
Turkish-Greek Enmity

The Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affah bas stated that "although Turkey and
Greece are NATO allies, waciates in the EU and WEU, and share the same geography

and the cornmon values and ideals of the Western world, there are a number of problems

'" This is the W d such meeting between these states. The first two took place in
August 1995 and Damber 1996. Source: Vahe Khachaturiaa, "Tran, Armenia, Greece to
Expand Multilatd Regiod Coopmtion," Amienian News Network/Groong, 16
Decernber 1997.

ôetween the two corntries.m l 6 6 This acknowledgement fails to convey the extreme tensions
and suspicions that arise out a host of these problmis, namely conflict over Cyprus, and
islands and fishing rights in the ~ e ~ e a nTurkish-Greek
.'~~
antagonisms are well
documenteci and play themselves out in many dinerent menas. Aîthough hostility between

Turkey and Greece does not have a direct effect on Ankara's moves toward closer cooperation with Israel in the same manner as do its relations with Syria, Iraq, and Iran,
nevertheless, the Gmk-Turkish relationship is hostile enough that Ankara must take this
into account when considering its regional d t y pr~blems.'~'In 1978 then-Prime
Minister Bülent Ecevit identifieci Greece as Turkey's top security concem; in 1986 Athens

approved a new defence doctrine naming Turkey as its major threat. log
Greek-Turkish hostility has a long history. ûttoman Turks began seizing Greek
lands from the Byzantine Empire in the 1300s, and by the tune Constantinople feu in 1453,

almoa aii of the Greek temtory was in Turkish hands. Almost four hundred years later, in
1829, Greece threw off Turkish nile and achieved independence; over the course of the
next cenniry it graduaily began to seize back the lands and islands nirrounding and dotting
Tehran Times, "Iranian Security Considerations in the Wake of Joint Manouvers
of Turkey, U.S. and Israel" Middle East Review of International Affairs Journal Seminar
on Turkish Foreign Policy in the Middle East, 14 January 1998.
Turkish Ministry of Foreign A*,
"The Goals and Principles of Turkish
Foreign Policy"; amilable fiom http:l/~~~.mfa.gov.tr/GRUPF/princip.html;
accessed 6
April, 1997.
lm The two are also at odds over the preferred method of resolving these disputes:
Greece insists that aii issues be brought before the International Court of Justice, while
Turkey maintains that bilateral discussions would be more effective.
la Conceni over the antagoninns with Greece prompted a former Turkish diplomat
to write an article that d s for Turkey's ~trategiccalculations to be based on potentially
having to fight two and a half wan at the same tirne, one of wbich is against Greece (the
other two involving Syria and the Pm). See Siiku Elekdag, "2% War Strategy,"
Perce~tions(March-May 1996): 33-57.
lm

the Aegean Sea. However, when Kemal Atatiirk proclaimed the modem Republic of
Turkey in 1923 and declared that it would not daim any areas outside of Anatolia (and
Istanbul), relations between the two began to wam. To avoid any possible fÙture points of

contention the 1923 Treaty of Lausanne cailed for a massive population exchange between
the nationals of the two countries."O
Relations fkom the 1930s on improved, espeaally with the 1930 Treaty of
Neutrality, Conciliation, and Arbitration, and a 1933 pact declaring the inviolability of

common borders. During World War Two Turkey provided regular food shiprnents to

Gennan-occupied Greece and aid to Greek guerrilIas."' In addition, both countries were
pariy to the Balkan Paa. However, by the late 1950s dserences over Cypnis and

temtonal waters and the continental shelf in the Aegean Sea began to impose themselves
on the relationship. These issues have contributed to and enhanced suspicions between
Ankara and Athens, which has gradually tumed into hostility and enmity. Greek ambitions

in the area have a direct impact on Turkey's national and even vital interests, so it is
naturd that Turkey seek all means available to combat what it perceives as the Greek

danger.
Cyprus, about 1290 kilometres fiom the Greek mainland and eighty kilometres

fkom the shores of Anatolia, has nwer officiaily been part of any Greek state,"' aithough

'* Mufti"Daring and Caution in Turkish Foreign Policy," 34.
"O The population exchange forced 1.3 million Greek living in Turkey to be
transplanteci to Greece; 400 000 Turks were reSeftled fkom Greek lands in Anatolia.
Source: Wfiarn Clmland, A History of the Modem Middle East (Boulder: W e e w
Press, Inc., 1994), 167.
"' N d Eren, 'Jurkev. NATO. and Euro~e:A Deteriorating Relationshi~?(Paris:
The Atlantic Iastmite for International Affairr, 1977), 33.
II2 Ibid., 37.

it has usuaiiy been recognised as falling into the Greek orbit. Although Britain occupied

and administered the island in 1878, the Greeks living there eventually came to regard a

union with mainland Greece as its best fbture. Accordingly, in the 1950s a movement was
formed with this goal in mind ( d e d ENOSIS). This goal has remaineci intact for some

members of the Greek-Cypriot cornmunity, despite a 1960 treaty that declared the
independence of Cyprus. Currently, Turks make up about eighteen percent of the island's
approximately 730 000 population, while seventy-seven percent are Greek.

In 1964 the fkst Cypms crisis erupted. At the beginning of the year, the leader of
the Greek comunity, Archbishop Makarios, a proponent of ENOSIS, incited an attack
that lefl severai hundred Turkish Cypriot f m a s dead and 20 000 fleeing their homes.'13

Ankara, fearing for the d e t y and lives of the Turks living there, made preparations for a
military invasion."' In 1974, the second Cypms crisis began with a Greek-Cypriot move
to achieve ENOSIS and ended with a Turkish invasion (which drove 180 000 Greeks out
of the north to the south and ocnipied thirty-seven percent of the island) and a splining of
the island (Turks in the north, Greeks in the south). In 1983, the Turkish community in

Cyprus declared the Turkish Republic of Northern Cypms, which was subsequently
recognised ody by Turkey. Since then, there have been sporadic outbursts of violence and
killings, which has intensified the fiction between Athens and Ankara. Currently, Turkey

maintains about 35 000 troops on the island.

"'Ibid., 21.

"'Under the terms of the 1960 London-Zurich Agreements, Turkey, Greece,

and
Great Britaia were aiiowed to use military means on the island to aiforce and defend the
constitution that ncognised the status quo.

Aithough the Republic of Cyprus is govemed by a Greek leader, the Turkish
enclave has de facto autonomy in the northem part of the island. Both communities have

as their patrons Greece and Turkey, respdvely. It has proven a point of contention

between the two beuuise of these inter-communai tensions, and because were Greece to
achieve a union with the island, it would place Turkey in a strategically vulnerable
situation.

The hostility between these two littoral states has givai their disagreements over

Cyprus a military edge that has causeci much apprehension in both capitals. Turkey, for its
part, is concerned with the ability of the Greek-Cypriots, and thus the Athens government,

to maintain a military presence so close to the Turkish heartiand. In September 1995,the
leader of the Republic of Cyprus, Glafcos Clerides, announced that a Greek-GreekCypnot defence agreement d e d for the joint building of an air base on the island, which

would b M g Greek fighter planes in much closer range to vital Turkish areas in Anatoiia.
The Republic of Cypms currently spends approxhately $3 miilion per day on

defence expenditures and has si@

a defence

agreement with Greece that calls for

Athens to respond to any perceiveci attack against

rus.^'^ Ankara has been alarrneù at

these developments, and distressed at the r-t

decision of the Greek-Cypriot

govemment to purchase from Russia S-300 missiles, a "modern, highly-lethai system
capable of intercephg any kind o f air&

cnlise missiles or tactical baiiistic missiles,"

with a range of 150 kiiometres and thus able to reach areas within the Turkish

heartland.1'6 They are due to arrive in Cypms in mid-1998. Turkey's threatening

"'Stephen B r y q "This 'GNmble7 is Real," The Jenisalem Post 29 January, 1997.
Il6

Ibid.

statements made after this announcement in tum elicited a Russian offer to se1 Cyprus
Tor-MI missiles to protect the S-300s. The fhct that an am-build-up is threatening to
take place in such a volatile area has caused much anxiety in Ankara. A staternent by

Turkey's then-foreign minister, Tansu Çïiler, in January of 1997 read: "Turkey cannot
become a speaator to Greece [try.ig] to encircle her also Born the south and to alter the
batance between the two countries or to tuni Cypms into a festering wound in the Eastern
~ e d ietm e a n ."l l7
Disputes involwig the Aegean Sea are the second major cause of Greek-Turkish
hostility. These involve the continental shelf, temtorid waters, air space, and the eastem
Aegean isiands. These issues affêct the economic, political, and senirity rights of the two
littoral states, and have as yet defieû any easy solutions.

The continentai sheif dispute refers to which areas are to be attributed to Turkey
and which to Greece. In 1981 Greece began seismic and related activities and planned

driiiing operations for these disputed areas. The argument over the temtorid waters deals
with how much of the Aegean should be considered Greek, and how much Turkish.
Cumently, under the s i x - d e lirnit, Greek waters account for just over fom-three percent
of the Aegean Sea. Turkish temtorid waters amount to seven and a half percent, with the

rrmaining forty-aine percent declared open, high seas."*
Athens, however, is demancihg that its tedorial water limit be extendeci to twelve
d e s , in accordance with the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (which

Turkish Mbisüy of Foreign Anairs, "Statement by the Turkish Foreign Minister
and Deputy Prime Miaster Prof Dr. Tansu Çiller"; available &om http://www.mfa.gov.rr/
Gmpflrusmis3.html; accessed 6 April, 1997.

Greece has ratified but Tukey has not). h i e to its ownership of the islands scattered
across the sea, Greece would then aquire about seventy-one percent of the water, while
Turkey's Limits wodd grow to fewer than ten p e r c g leavhg the high seas with only
d e e n per~ent."~
This would constihite a direct threat to Turkish interests, as it would
&ectiveIy bottle up the Turkish oavy and rnake it very diEiCUIt for Turkûh ships to
navigate their way out of the Aegean without crossing through Greek waters.

Furthemore, Turkish fishermen would be severely constrained in their catch, which would
have a direct impact on the Twkish economy. Turkey has wamed that any extension of
Greece's sovereign k i t s would be seen as a casus belli.120
The same applcation of territorial water iimits appiies to the airspace above the

Aegean. Extension of Greece's iimits would affect the ainpace in the same marner,
decreasing Turkey's airspace and the international areas above the sea, and have the sarne

effects on Turkish national secunty. There have b e n a number of recriminations over this
issue already: On January 6 1998, Greece accuseci Turkey of violating its airspace during

Turkish military manoeuvres in the Aegean Sea.
Finally, the two States are at odds over the status of the eastern Aegean islands.
Under several treaties signed betweai the littoral states, these islands, commoniy referred
to as the Dodecanese, were to remah demilitarised.'*' However, in violation of these
accords, Greece has admittecl that since the 1970s some of the Dodecanese have borne a
Turkish Mioistry of Foreign Affairs, "Background Note on Aegean Dispute";
avaiiable fiom http:///www.mfa.gov.tr/GRUPF/aegean.html;accessed 6 Apd, 1997.
'19 Ibid.
l m S Ü h Elekdag, "2% War Strategy," Perce~tions
(March-May 1996): 39.
'18

military presence; r e d y , Gr-

deployed a battery of EXOCET missiles w i t h the

area on the island of Lemnos, whch is diredy opposite the Dardanelles. This has the
effect of targeting, at point-blank range, the Turkish navy in its home waters in the Sea of

Marmara.
PoliticaUy, Greece has used its position as a member of the European Union to
effectively hinder Turkish chances for membenhip, using its veto to ovemide any possible
econornic or political benefits that are proffered to Ankara. In December 1997, Greece
declared it would maintain its veto on Turkish admittance until Ankara agreed to submit

On April 27 1998, Athens
their bilaterai disputes to the Intemationai Court of ~ustice.'~
vetoed the release of E.U.financial aid (about $410 million) to Turkey which had been
voted to Turkey in 1995 to help it cope with the customs union.lu Greece's E.U.partners
were dispieased with this action, as they had hoped the money would be a gesture to

Turkey &er the Luxembourg sumrnit rejected Turkey's membership application, once
again.

Clearly, these conflicts pose a threat to Turkish national intereas, in the politicai,
rnilitary, and econornic spheres. An outbreak of m e d confiict between Greece and
Turkey is unlikely in the near future; the Greek military is no match for the Turkish

anny.12' But the posaiility e s , given that these Wkrences have a direct impression on

12' The Athens Decision of 1914 of the Six Powers; certain articles in the 1923
Lausanne Treaty; the 1936 Montreux Convention; and the Treaty of Paris of 1947 ail
confirmeci the demilitariseci status of these islands.
lP TuTkiSh Press Review, "Greece ingsts on its 'Turkey Veto,"' 2 December
1997.
'" Reuters, "Greece Defies EU Partners, Vetoes Funds for Turks," fkom Simon
Aynedjiaq Armenian News NetworklGroong, 28 April 1998.
'21 Elekdag, "2% War Strategy," 39.

Turkey's national security. The military agreements with Israel help ensure Turkey's

militay edge, as well as provide a counterweight to any Greek-Syrian or Greek-banian
axis.

For the same reasons that Israel m o t rely on its own military power to defend
itseif against newly emerging thrats and challenges, as it once did, so too must Turkey

rely on a regional Wend that cm support it in ma-

that direztiy affect Ankara's national

Secunty. Furthemore, Turkey's reasons for closer links with Israel include the need for a
aeady supply of technologically-superiorsrms and arrnarnents, something which few other
countries have shown themselves willing to help with, as explained below.

IPrael and Turkey's Extra-Regional Concems
As stated above, Israel's and Turkey's relations with their regional neighbours are

the primary driving force behind their military co-operation. Syria, Iraq, and Iran ali pose

dangers to Turkish and Israeli national Security, and therefore an Ankara-Jerusalem axis
serves as a deterrent to any hostile Arab or non-Arab adon. However, the Military
Training Cooperation Agreement afTords the two signatories other benefits, which,
although also providing certain advantages for their regional relations, is more direztly
associated with theù relationships wiui states outside the region. It is therefore necessady

of second importance; not in t

m s

of its strategic usefihess, since it bears directly on

Israe1's and Turkey's regional motives, but more in the smse that it is an added bonus to
an arrangement that is respoasible for adding to the security of each country.

This section of this chapter refers to the fkct that wtiat Israel and Turkey seek nom
the United States and the West (namely, militaq aid and a guarantee of political and even

military support in the event of hostile action), the MTCA and all subsequent accords
provide these two signatories some semblance of both. In the case of Israel, the focus will
remain on the United States, since Israel's relationship to Europe does not afFèct in any

serious way the reasons for Jerusalem co-operating with Ankara. As for Turkey, the
relationship with Europe is just as consequential as is the relationship with the US,and
so both will be dealt with.
This section's purpose is not to say that Israel intends to replace the United States
and Europe in their relationship to Turkey, or that Turkey is loolcing to substitute itself in

place of the U.S.in terms of Amencan-Israeli dations. It would be impossible for either
state to do so, given, for example, the preponderant influence of Washington in

international relations and the fact that the E.U. represents a potential market seventy

times greater than that of Israel. At the same time, however, given the state of relations
between Turkey and the European Union and U.S.,on the one hand, and the fact that
Israel has corne to the realisation that the need for regional fiends or partners has grown,
it is to say that a miiitary closeness between Turkey and Israel does allow for both

counaies to supply much of each other's needs without necessady giving up any goals
they might have regardhg their extra-regional relationships.

Israel's Extra-Regional Con-:
Offsethg Decllliing American Support

For its part, Israel need not be so keen to iink itselfwith a powernil fiiendly state;
the US-Israeli relationship already provides for much of that, and does not seem to be in

any danger of fading away in the near fùture, at least not to any significant degree (see
Chapter Three). However, this doa not preclude the fact that, given the changing order of

the intemational system, Israel might nead a close regional ally to help boister its seatrity

in the volatile Middle East. Aithough the Israeli-Pallestinian dialogue has been arreaed
amid bitter accusations and is in danger of collap~e,'~
in its regional considerations
Jenisalem mst be prepared to deal with a stiii adamant and strong S*a,

a possibly

resurgent Iraq, a n d h a burgeoning Iranian militsiry power.
As explained in the preceding chapter, Israeii-Amencan relations are facing a

crossroads, despite the fact that U.S.aid to Israel has not fden in any significant

a r n ~ u n t(see
' ~ ~Chapter Three for details and figures). In 1986 Congress declared Israel a
major non-NATO ally of the United States, for the purposes of panicipating in joint

military research and development, and Israeli firnis are allowed to bid for US. defence
wntracts, despite the fact that severe restrictions have been placed on other foreign aid
recipientsl"

(i

1992, of the $690 million in American contracts awarded to foreign

cornparies, $4 12 miilion went to Israel).12'
Although there has been much debate about Israel's strategic value to the West

since the end of the Cold War, and many have argueci that instead of a bulwark against the
Soviet Union Israel is now a bastion against Islamic fiuidarnentaüsm, the a-operation

Washington built up with the Arab States during Desert Storm cannot be ignorai. As the

'" As recently as June 4, 1997, a HAMAS rally in the West Bank drew 30 000
Palestinians. The crowd dernanded violence againn Jews and HAMAS leaders threatened
a new iniiYadah. Source: Associated Press, "Hamas M y Draws 30 000 Paleninians,"
e Globe and Mail 5 July, 1997: A7.
'" Anthony Ruson& "Israeli Def- Doctrine and US Middle East Diplornacy:
From Suer to the Loan Guaraatees~SettlmientsDispute," The Jerusalem Journal of
International Relations 14 (1992): 46.
ln Duncan Clarke, "Israel's Unauthorited Amis T d e r s , , " Foreim Policv no.99
(Summer 1995): 92.

U.S. has corne to stand alone as the world's supeipower, many Arab states have had no
choice but to tum to it for mon*

aid and qualitative miIitary supply. This has not yet

directly & i e d the Israeli-U.S. relationship, but it m o t be discounted. As Rosemary
Hofis writes, "[tlhe mding of the Cold War meant that Israel wuld no longer present

itself as a 'strategic asset' to the United States, able to aid Washington in its quest to
contain the spread of Soviet influence in the region."'"
One of the main benefits Israel accrues fiom its afhity witb Arneriq aside from

the political advantages brought about tbrough the U.S. role in the United Nations, is a
consistent supply of technologically up-to-date weaponry, ensuring that Israel retains its
qualitative edge over its Arab neighbours. No Arab state can defeat Israel in a traditional

battle; however, in the age of ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction,
confidence in IsraeI's military might is declining, and there is fear in Jenisalem that in any

funire war the casualties will be highest arnong civilians rather than military personnel.I3O
Given this factor, and the fact that Israel faces the prospects of missile attacks

fiom a host of states, including Iran, Iraq, Syria, Libya, and even Saudi Arabia, Jenisalem

can oniy be relieved at the co-operation Washington has extended in the Arrow antitaaical baliistic missile research. Aside fiom such major projezts as the Arrow, however,

the Israeli defence industry has largely become quite self-sufficient and adept at providing

Israel with modemised weaponry. This is a holdover fiom the days of Israel's birth, when
vey few Wendly statu suppiied it with arrnaments; Israel leanied how to upgrade the
lmDuncan Clarke, "The Arrow M
issile:The United States, Israel, and Strategic
Cooperation," Wddle East J o u d 48 (Summer 1994): 478.
' ~ 9Rosemary Hoiiis, "Israel's Search for Security," h i a n Affairs 22 (October

1991): 279.

older, outmoded models it received and aaasform thern into capable and even in some
cases superior weapons. As a result, its own defence industry has burgeoned.

Having recorded di this, what must be bom in mind is the fact that Israel, despite

hs need for a superpower aiiy, was nwer keen on tying itseif down in a f o n d alliance
with the U.S., primarily because to do so would severely bamper its ability to conduct its
foreign and miIitary policy in its own, offensive-minded way.13' W~ththe end of the Cold
War, Israel's strategic value to the West has, as mentioned, been questioned; or at least, is
being considered to Lie in a direction other than bow it was previously thought of A
f o d alliance with the U.S.now would possibly be even more constraining, because

Washington can now look out for its own Middle Eastern interests with greater
manoeuvring room (shce it no longer has to concem itself with possible Soviet
countenneasures).
Therefore, in an atrnosphere of growing suspicion and distrust of the peace process

and an accumulation by Israel's enernies of missiles and non-conventional arsenals, Israel

has sought out a miiitary relationship with Turkey that will offset a possible U.S.
withdrawal of support (though not drastic). Israel is a tiny country, greatly outnumbered
by the surroundhg Arab states. The agreements with Turkey are a fundamental method of

reducing these Mllaerabilities and ensuring that, aside fiom fighting alone in any fuwe

war, IsraeI might also be able to munt on using Turkish tenitory as a possible flanking

anack on any of its endes. Alvin Rubinstein devotes substantial efforts to qlaining
Israel' s need:

Inbar, "Contoun of Isael's New Strategic Thinking," 48-50.

the perennial shadow cast by p r o h t e Arab military forces means that any
territorial concessions made by Israel conceming the Golan and the West
Bank would result in fkr less fiivourable h e s of defence, established nearer
to its centre of population and industry, and in ciraunstances that would
cornplicate d e f k e dispositions in the ment of a simuitaneous attack
corn severai directions. Precisely because modem weapons technology
initidy gives an aggressor a lethal edge, Israel's diminutive size, small
population, relïance on civiiian rather than standing army, and limited
resowces make real estate a valuable asset in any p l h g for sumival."'
Clearly, the Israeli-Turkish collaboration is a rneam to compensate for this lack in
strategic depth, in that it provides for potentially new temtory fiom which to launch
attacks (although it must be stressed that no such agreement has been reached on this
issue, or wen mentioned by either of the two parties, as far as is known, bearing in mind
the secrecy which shrouds the MTCA).

Turkey's Extra-Regional Concems
Although Turkey rem&

one of the strongest military powers in th

e East,

and wields the second largest army in NATO after the United States, its search for a

guaranteed supply and upgrading of modernisecl and updated teduiological weaponry can
only be fulfilled through its rnilitary relationship with Israel. It is prirnarily its relationship
with the U.S.that has prompted Ankara to search elsewhere for military suppliers, but the

f
k
t that Turkey has been effeaively shut out of the E.U.is also important. A good
example of this perceived oversight is the fB* that Jordan, which had supported Iraq
during the 1991 Gulf War, was @en an exemption to vade with Iraq; Turkey, which

--

Ibid., 43. This rders to Israel's previous strategy of pre-emptive wars that were
won quickly, and that canied the fighting away fiom Israel's own tenitory.
ln Alvin Rubinstein, " T d o n n a t i o n : Extemal DeterminaPt," in The Arab-Israeli
Confiict: Permeçtives, ed. Aivin Rubinstein (New York: H e r p e r C o h hblishers hc.,
1991), 63.
13'

supponed the U.S.-led coalition and lost a great deal in trade and oil revenues because of

'"

it, has not been given any exemptions.

Aïthough Turkey was one of the first non-Western European States to join the
United States in its stand against Sovia Communism and expansionism, the U.S.-Turkish
relationship tended to be shunted aside as the U.S. came to rely more on Israel as the
Middle Eastem Date which was the eont Line against Soviet-backed Arab aspirations.
Throughout the Cold War, this relationship was been rnarked by accusations and
recriminations, but by far the most important consideration here, and the event which
caused Ankara to rethink its complete reliance on the U S , was the 1964 Cyprus crisis

The e s t significant point of contention was the decision by Washington, in the
wake of the Cuban Missile Cnsis, to remove Jupiter nuclmr-anned missiies fiom Turkey.
Although the loss of these missiles was not particulariy distressing, since that system was
obsolete and about to be replaceci by Polaris submarines, "the withdrawal of the missiles
gave Turkey the feeling that it was no more than a pawn in the Amencan grne."'"

In the decades that followed, the Cypnis dilemma, which only served to exacerbate
matten, was usudy diwssed in the United Nations, where Turkey had few fiiends, and
very rareIy on a bilaterai basis with Axnerican support."' In fa*, Cypnis weaned Turkey
away h

m total reliance on the West, and forced it to look elsewhere for allies.136

J e x q White, "Pragmatists or Ideologues? Turkey's Welnue Party in Power,"
ment History 96 (January 1997): 28.
I M Zürcher, Turkey: A Modem Histoq, 288.
Andrew Mango, Turkey: A Delicatel~ Poised Aily (Califomia: SAGE
Publications, Inc., 1979, 3S.
'" nid.

In the ear1y 1960s, Greek-Cypnots were agitating for ENOSIS. The 1960 treaty

had guaranteed the bi-communal aspects of the idand, and aiiowed for Turkey, Greece, or
Great Britain to militady intemene were the con&ution threatened. As mentioned above,
the govenunent of Archbishop Makanos attempted to change the constitution by shifting

the population centres on the island, and endeavouring to unite with the Greek maidand
by repudiahg the London-Zurich Agreements that had created independent Cypms.
Neither Ath-

London, or Washington seemed prepared to do anything about this and

Ankara, alarmed at the prospect of h a h g a Greek presence so near its heartland and
fearing for the safety of the island's Turkish inhabitants, saw no other option save the
rniiitary one.
At the height of Turkey's military preparations, President Johnson sent a drarnatic
letter to Ankara, waniing
a rnilitary intervention in Cyprus by Turkey could Iead to a direct
intervention by the Soviet Union. 1 hope you WUunderstand that your
NATO allies have not had a chance to consider whether they have an
obligation to protect Turkey against the Soviet Union if Turkey takes a
step which results in Soviet intervention without the nili consent and
understanding of its NATO allies.13'

This U.S. dismissal of the NATO pledge hit Ankara hard, and anti-Americanism swept the
country. The Johnson letter
severe1y uosatied the govemment, the M F 4 and the miIitary. It
heightened a Turkish seme of insecunty by cahg into question their
assurnption of support fiom an organhtion they had loydy supported. It
highlighted their dependency on the Americans and exposed to them how

13' "Document: President Johnson and Prime Minister Inonu," The Middle East
J o m d 20 (Summer 1966): 387.

intemationally isolated they were if their security mncems did not wincide
totally with those of the est."'
However, despite the accusations that flew across the Atlantic Ocean, it took two more

incidents before Turkey felt betrayed enough to begin its search for Third World and
M u s h supporters.

The fast went involved the rampant dnig problem in the United States. By the late
1960s, U.S.officiais were coacemed over domestic h g use, and d e r discussing this
problem with Turkey, Ankara reluctantly agreed to reduce poppy production from fortytwo to seven provinces, despite the fact that the U.S.Bureau of Narcotics found that only
three to eight percent of üticit opium in the world came fiom ~ u r k e ~ . ' Under
"
further

American pressure. Turkey relented and, humiliatingly, banned domestic poppy
production. Compensation fiom the U.S. becarne bogged down in negotiations, and 1.5
million f m e r s were incomeless. To make m e r s worse, for domestic reasons,
Washington announceci plans for Walla W d a and Phoenix to begin poppy production.

The bittemess fiom this wntroversy bas lingered ever since.
This embarrassing incident for Turkey was foilowed by the second Cyprus crisis in
1974. In July of that year, Greek military forces staged a coup that ousted Makarios'

governmmt and brought to power a regime absolutely committed to ENOSIS.Ankara did

not hesitate this time: within a week of the coup, Turkish forces landed in northem
Cyprus, and by Augua controiled several regions beyond where the Turkish population

" Simon Mayall, McNair Paper 56 - Turkey:Thwarted Ambition (Washington,
D.C.:Instinite for Nationai Strategic Studies, 1997), 47.
13' Mango, Twkev: A Deiicatelv Poised AUy, 24.

was centrd.'" The US. Congress responded angnly' suspending all military aid and
enacting an arms embargo against Turkey. Aithough this was eventually cancelled in 1979,

Turkish ma in American support had ail but vanished.
In addition to these milestone events in American-Turkish relations, Ankara has
been upset with what it considen Washington's neglect in attempts to solve the Cypnis

dilemma. This lack of confidence and trust has convinced Ankara that the Anerican
military aid it m e n t l y receivesl" is not enough to ensure Turkey's miliüvy remains
powerfùl and modernised enough to deter any threat or repel any attack on its temtory or
interests. The December 1996, deal between Ankara and Jenisalem which called for Israel
to upgrade fifty-four of Turkey's fighter planes for $650 rniliion is a good example of the
ability of Israel to fill Turkey's military needs. Sitki Omn, a retired general and advisor to

the aate Turkish Armed Foundation, told The Jenisalem Post that Turkey needed Israel to
help cary out Ankara's rnilitaxy build-up. "notably due to the reticence in the United
States and Europe to s e h g large quantities of weapons to Ankara."'" The most recent
examples of this reluctance of the West is the January, 1997, cancellation by Belgium of
weapons sale to Ankara, and the hesitation of the U.S.to gant an export license for Super
Cobra attack helicopters to Turkey. Both govemments cited concerns over Turkey's

Cleveland, History of the Modem Middle East, 270.
Unofficiai Amencm aid ratio to Greece and Turkey stands at about 7:l.
However, as a reward for Turkey's role in the Gulf War, Turkey's annuai U.S. assistance
package was rai& fiom 5553.4 million to $635.4 million, with a high proportion of
g m t s (as opposed to Congressional Ioans that Greece receives). This has the effect of
mitigating =me of the discrepancies in the Greek-Turkish ratio. Source: Bruce Kuniholm,
"Turkey and the West," Foreign Mairs 70 (Spring 1991): 35.
142 A~mce France PresseJ in The Jerusalem P o a 27 J m w , 1997.
IP

"'

deged human nghts violations as their reasoning. Isntei, it should be notecl, does not

attach any aich preconditions for its amis saIes.lu

This is not to say that the Turkish-American relationship lacks any substance;
rather, it is a sign that

the near future, Ankara believes that given its past histosy with

the US.,5 d e s strategic seme to link itself with a regional state that has both better
access to American annaments and a highly capable defence indu-

of its own. As

mentioned above, Turkey's geostrategic locations (at the crossroads of the Middle East,
the Balkans, and the Caucuses and close to the Persian Gulf) will erinire that it remains an
asset to the U.S.The 1991 accord of Enhan& Parînership between the two is proof of

this.

In addition to an aversion on the part of the United States to sell annaments to
Turkey, Europe also has not been too keen on cementing ties with Turkey, in the political

and rnilitary arena (the incident with Belgium is a good orample). Aiso, Brussels has been
reluctant to aüow Turkey entxy into the E.U.,b a s d primarily on Turkey's human rights
record and the fact that Turkey's industrialisation and econornic development are

significantiy lower than the West European average; many scholars believe that until this
gap narrows, there WUbe no integratiodu

in fàct, Washington is extrernely unbappy and concemeci with Israel's weapon
deals with States that the U.S. has refiised to sel1 to beuuise of theù dismal human rights
records or their hostility toward the U.S.Source: Clarke, "Israel's Unauthorized Amis
T d e r s , " 89.

"Turkey in the Post-Cold War Era: In Search of Identity," The
Middle East J o u d 49 (Wrnter 1995):54.
Ziya

&S.

Historically, Turkey and Western Europe have had both contentious and cordial
relations."' Feelings of adversary can be traced back to when the Turks were constmcting
their empire at the expense of certain European powers. During later Ottoman &es, the
major European powers had exacteci humiliating concessions fiom a dying Empire, and
although this rankled many Turks, Atatürk was able to shunt these feelings aside in his
drive for modernisation. For this goal he tumed to London, Paris, Berlin, and Rome.

Many Turks were sent abmad to study the art of modem goverment.
Mer the Second World War, when it became obvious that the United States was
by the far the strongest of the world's major powers, Ankara began to develop its
relationship with Washington in the context of European security, as a massive land
barrier to Russia and a staging front into Eastern Europe and the Caucuses. Li this manner

Turkey came to regard financial and military aid fiom the U.S.as a primary goal of its
foreign policy, thus breaking with Atatürk's cautious neutralism.
However, Ankara never forgot about Europe, and in recent years has stepped up
its lobbying for E.U. entry. In 1963 Europe and Turkey signed the Ankara Agreement,

which made Turkey an Associate Mernber and laid the foundations for eventual
integration into the European economic and political system through wolution and
negotiations-but eventwi entry was the goal. For Turkey, Europe is economicaiiy

important: in 1973, just under eighty percent of rurkey's trade was with the European

l U Relations with Eastern Europe had hiaorically k e d much worse, and so when
disaissing Europe this thesis refers to Western Europe. A good example is the fint
Bulgarian crisis, when, &er the Korean War, the Cornmunist government expeiied 250
000 Turkish-speahg Muslim. In 1989, in response to the government's repressive
policies, 340 000 of the Turkish-Muslim population fled to Turkey. Source: Zürcher,
Turkev: A Modem History, 280 & 3 12.

mernbers of the OECD";

Today, the E.U.accounts for more than fi.fky percent of

Turkey's trade and remains Ankara's goal, with its large, stable market of over 350 million
people (as compared with Turkey7sdeclining trade with the more unstable, volatile Middle

Eastern markets).'"

This was foiiowed by the Additional Protocol of 1973, and in 1987

Ankara applied for fidl membmhip in the E.C.Despite the fict that a Customs Union
went into effect on January 1 1996, there has been Little progress since regarding Turkey's

entrance to the E.U.
Turkish-E.U. relations took a tum for the worse in mid-December 1997, when the

Union convened in Luxembourg for a summit on expansion and enlargement. The ~ m m i t
ended with a dedaration that talks on entry would begin in 1998 with the Czech Republic,
Estonia, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, and Cyprus (by which they meant the intemationally-

recognised state led by the Greek-Cypriots, not the Turkish Republic of Northem Cyprus);
wuntries not on the imrnediate list but scheduled for discussions at a later date are

Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania,Rornania, and Slovakia. Turkey, which deemed itself a long
and loyal aily of the West, was conspicuously missing nom the agenda.
Furious, on December 14 1997, Turkish Prime Minister Mesut Y

i announced

that Turkey would ait its political ties with the E.U.,although it would keep the econornic

relationship intact and would not withdraw its membership application, and rejected a

hasty European afterthought calling for a pan-Europe conference, that induded Turkey, to

Mango, Turkev: A Delicatelv Poised Ally.
b i s , "Turkey in the Pon-Cold War Era," 56.

discuss ailargement issues.1U He also threatened that Turkey wodd M y integrate the
Turkish Republic of Northem Cyprus if the Republic of Cypnis were admitteci to the E.U.
Bmsseis's attitude is primarily due to concem over Turkey's human rights record

Çi 1982 it launched an offiaal investigation into these affairs), and to its apprehension
over Turkey's ecanomy. Turkey's popdation of over sixty miilion is already larger
compared to most E.U. countnes, and it is growhg at an hpressive rate. Several
European countries have begun curtailing their military relationship with Turkey. As noted
in Chapter One, Norway and Belgiurn have expresseci their displeanire in an axms

embargo. In March 1992, Gerrnany also imposed an arms embargo on Turkey because, it

clairned, the Turkish military was using Gerrnan amis to fight the PKK (this embargo was
later dropped in June).
Some in Europe are also concemed over what the inclusion of Turkey might do to
the European Union's security policies. Given the fact that Turkey is surrounded by
regions of instabiiity, "[mlany Germans do not want P.U.] borders to be extended to
adjoin Iraq, S*a,

Iran,Azerbaijan, and

However, most Turks feel there are ultenor reasons that not ody afEect the
but also the manner in which Europe deals with
Wrelihood of Turkey's entry into the E.U.,

Turkey-including the sale of arms and support in the United Nations on the Cypms

dilemma and other concems of Ankara In his speech before the Grand National Assembly,

Must Settle on Turkey-EU Relations: Van Der
Agence France-Presse,
Broek," via clari.net, comespondence with Martin Rudner, professor at the Norman
Paterson School of Intemationai AffairS, 16 December 1997'" Graham Fuller, Frorn Eastern Europe to Western C h : The Growina Role of
Turkev in the World and Its Imalications for Western Interest4 (Santa Monica: RAND,
1993), 26.
lu

former foreign minister Baykal mentioned some of the aspects of the human rights issue:
The European commis si or^, he nated in 1995, had only 154 files against Turkey in this

matter, and only three times had the Commission nileci against Turkey; whereas nilings on
violations of human rights had been passed against Italy 240 times, France W .Austria
twenq, and Portugal fiifteen."O
It is precisely this type of treatment that Ankara feels is unfair and discriminatory,
and in fact "generat[es] suspicions that Europeans [are] r e v e h g to nineteenth-cenhuy

Euro-Christian discriminatory practices against the Muslim ~urks."'~'In fact, many have

argued that there is a "growing perception in Western Europe that Turkey's Islamic
identity would be a major problem in regard to Turkey's cultural imegration into the
[European ni on]."'^^ Europe does, afler ail, have a long history of cultural and religious
"togethemess," of which Islarnic Turkey has never been a part.

"'A comment by a high-

Iwel E.U. statesman seemed to emphasise the point. He remarked that "Yugodavia was a
lesson for us. Europe can best stay together if it remains white and ~hristian."''~In
addition, there is a history of conflia between Europe and the Turks, and "[i]n inheriting

the conflias of their pst, the two ailtures have fomed muhially hostile perceptions of
one another. These perceptions have in tuni exerted a perfidious influence on relations

Turkish Foreign Mini-,
"Foreign Policy Statement by H.E.Deniz Baykal."
lS' Eren, Turkey. NATO. and Euro~e,19.
Is2 Sabri Sayari, "Turkey: The Changîng S d t y Environment and the Gulf
Crisis," The Middle East J o u d 46 ( W i1992): 12.
la
Meltem Müffüler-Bac, Turkev's Relations with a ChanPina Europe
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1997), 12.
lY James Nathan, "Turkey on Edge," Intemational Relations 13 (August 1997):
19.

betweai Turkey and Europe [today]."'" Combined, these two aspects form a powemil

b h e r to politicai unity.
Given the nse of Isiamic political power in recent years, Tukey's image has

graduaily transformed itseif into one of M u s h sentiment aî odds with many Christian
values, ideals, and practices. The conflict in the former Yugodavia beween heavily armed

Christian Serbs against much less weif-defended Musijms, some believe, "confirmeci a
growing Turkish conviction about European hatred for Islam and ~uslims."'" As
discussed in Chapter Five, the advent of social and economic change and even
displacement within Turkish society has driven many Turks, especially those with rural
ties, to seek solace in their religion's core rnoral~.'~'

Given this Turkish-E.U. interaction, and Turkish disappointment and resentment at
the E.U.'s refusal to aiiow Turkey entry, especiaiiy given the fact that a number of other
European wuntries are beghnhg to line up for acceptance, it is understandable that

Ankara has decided to Iook elsewhere for its fnends. Ln the 1970s and 1980s it had
focused on its Muslim and Middle Eastern neighboun. In the 1990s it has increasingly

been tying itseif' closer to israel, nom whom it can achieve a host of benefits that are
denied it on a bilaterai basis with Europe and the United States.

Muffiiler-Bac, Twkefs Relations with a Channing E u r o ~ 13.
,
'" Pipes and Clawson, "Ambitious hm,Troubîed Naghbors," 136.
ln Richard Bullie!t, "The Future of the Islamic Movment," Foreim M a i r ~
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Conclusion

This chapter has sought to draw out the reasoning behind the Militas, Training
Cooperation Agrament and ali absequent military, political, and economic agreements
and understandings between Turkey and I d . Primarily, the focus can be found in the

regionai Secunty interests of both countries, but motives can also be discerneci in each
state's relationships with other major world powers, notably the United States and the
European Union.
Syria,

Iran, and Iraq ail have long-standing disputes with both Israei and Turkey

(and, in the case of Turkey, Greece as weil). For Israel's part, these frictions centre around

ideological and religious enmity, which has been compounded over the course of this
century, and Israeli occupation of Arab lands. As the m e n t peace process proves, these
contentions are very dicuit to resolve. The autocratie Muslirn regimes have proven
themselves unwilling to make peace with Israei, and indeed have usually done whatever
they could feasibly get away with to undermine Israel's acceptance and integration into the
region.
Turkey's disputes, without denying that Israel's national security interests are

threatened by the Arab-Israeli wnflict, tend to converge over geological claims-such as
water rights, temtory, and air space. At &es, these Merences have been distend& by

politicai and religious coatrasts betwem Ankara on the one han& and Damascus or

Teheran on the other.
However, the growing closeness betwan Israel and Turkey is a result not only of

regionai threats, but international dynamics as weii. The growing gulfbetween Turkey and
the US, and Turkey and the EU.,both of which have been building for decades, has

contributed to a way of thinking in Ankara that forces it to look at other countries to
supply its needs. Of course, %ere is broad agreement throughout Turkish society that
such a strong d t a r y posture and close ties to the West are essential to the country's
national ~ecurity."~~'These needs can be suppliai by Isaei, which maintah a close

relationship with the U S and thus has access to technologically superior weaponry.
Furthermore, Israel's own defence indu-

is more than capable of meeting Turkey's

needs, as is show by Ankara's desire for more miiitary deals between the two countries
(see Chapter One).

For Israei, too, ahhough thae is much argument about this and it is open to
debate, there is a decreasing utility for the United States to rely so heavily on the Jewish
state. This is primarily due to the fact that Washington, since 1991 especiaîly, has
enhanced its own relationships with some of the more moderate states of the Middle East

and the Persian GuV. A Jerusalem-Ankara axis meets many of the regional security needs

of Israel that the U.S. might not necessarily flU in the fiture. Israel, it should be
remembered, has no official allies.'"
Unfortunately for Israel and Turkey, these new arrangements are not without their
obstacles and challenges. Domestic opposition within Turkey, although nascent

at

the

moment, can easily grow stronger. Also, any regional deteate between Israel and its
manies or Turkey and its adversaries might cal1 into question the need for Turkish-Israeli

collaboration; and in fact might be seen more as a liability. These potential hazards will be

Dankwart Rustow, Turkey: American's Fornotten Ally, 2"6 ed. (New York:
Council on Foreign Relations, Inc., 1989). 61.
IJe Joseph Alpher, "Israel: S-ty
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discussed in the following chapter. The reader wili thm be able to judge whether or not
the benefits of Ismeli-Turkish cooperation are strong and attractive enough to withnand
ail the buffkthg that domestic and extemal storms can heave et them.

As this chapter shows, however, there are severd advantages that both Jerusalem
and Ankara gain as a result of their growing military closeness. It is tnie that Middle

Eastern politics sui shifl very quickly and change directions over even insigdicant events.
Perhaps, as Tansu Çiller hopes, this relationship wiii indeed grow stronger and in doing so
promote greater stabiiity in a volatile and dangerous region.
As can be seen fiom both Chapter Four and Chapter Three, Turkey and Israel exist

in an international syaem whose dnving force remains the stmcniral determinants as
explained by Kenneth Waltz and Structural Realism. Both countries retain the
characteristics that allow for a sameness of a l l states throughout the system, and both
perform tasks sirnilar to al1 states, within the region and without.
To begin with, it m o t be disputed that Turkey and Israel are sovereign states, a

requirement under Waltz's "merentiation of units" principle of Structural Realism. In
additio~as the previous two chapters illustrate, Israel and Turkey face a host of security
problems that c d into question, if not the actual existence of the state itself, then at least
portions of it or the composition of it as it airrentiy exists. Domestic terrorism, natural
resource disputes, territorial conflicts, historicd emities, clashing interests: aii play a
central role in Jerusalem and Ankara's caldations in ternis of their regional policies.

Second, the capabilities Israel and Turkey wield indude the capacity for their
military forces to be able to deter hostile actions taken against them by adversary states.
The ability to defiect a Syrian assadt on the Golan Heights or a Greek offensive in the

Aegean Sea, by Israel and

Turkey respectively, reflects the relative power each country

has and can bring to bear on others.
However, at a t h e when Great Powers seem to be scahg back theû support for
both Turkey and Israei, and when the proliferation of ballistic missile technology and
weapons of mass destruction has spread throughout the Middle East and nearby regions,
the balance of power seems to be shiftllig against Jerusalem and Ankara, at least according
to their dculations. The distribution of capabilities of regional states is undergohg a
change, and this has afFected the security ïnterests of Israel and Turkey-and, indeed, of aU
states within the a r e . including Syria, Iraq, and Iran. The Military Training Cooperation

Agreement and all following agreements are designed to offset this changing balance of
power.
As Waltz noted, balances of power can be effected through extemal means, in the

fonn of alliances. Inter-state conflict, cornpetition, and rivahy in the Middle East require
that ail wuntries, Arab and nonoArab,m a t e regional arrangements by which they can rely
on certain other states to defend, protect, or support them in the face of hostility or
aggression fkom others. These can take the fonn of alliance or a number of separate and
different agreunents. Although it is too early to titie Turkish-Israeii military relations a

fiill-fledged alliance, one can see that there are many hcets to îhis developing relationship
that include detded aspects of defence and defence-industry m-operation, designed to

compensate for MY disadvantages accruing to both states as a result of changbg regional
circumstances. Their capabilities are thus increased by military collaboration, in several

ways as explained throughout Chapter Four.

Wahout the blanket protection of the United States under the mande of bipolarity,
Israel and Turkey have had to make choices previously unnezessary. Under the rubric of
structural change, Jerusalem and Ankara have sought doser relations in order to better
d v e in the international systan and increase their own Secunty and capabilities. This

resulted in the Military Training Cooperation Agreement, which served as the beginning of

a relationship that has continued to grow e v a since.

CHAPTER FIVE:
POTENTIAL STUMBLING BLOCKS
AND RELEVANCE FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Introduction

The four previous chapten have related in great detail the most important aspects
of the military relationship between Twkey and Israel. They have included a description
of the militas, cooperation agreements and accords signed and discussed between the
two, their historical relationship, their relations with their Middle Eastern and regional

neighbours, and their relations with certain States of the West. The purpose of this chapter

is to mention those barriers that have the potential to hinder fùrther co-operation, or
negate what has already been achieved, and to relate the importance of this recent
development in Middle Eastern politics to International Relations, both in theory and in
practice. Since each previous chapter has aiready delved in detail into what this
collaboration means for International Relations theory and for Middle Eastern studies, by
outlining and explaining the current circumstances surrounding the Jerusalem-Ankara

axis this chapter will s m e primarily as a summary and reiteration of what has already
been said.

The disaission begins with the possible irnpedirnents to Turkish-Israeli rniiitary
c~peration,and a discussion on why these potentiai hindrances are not as important as
they may at first seem. This refm to the Syrian-Israeli peace process, which does have

the potential to settie most disputes between Israel and Syria and thus negate at least

some of Israel's reasoas for military ties with Turkey. Next will be a consideration of the

domestic situation in ~ G k e y narnely
,
in tams of the success of the Refah Partisi in
elections in the 1990s. Thus, the disadvantages for Ankara's closeness with Jenisalem
will be highlighted. Finally, these concerns will al1 be responded to with an analysis of

their Iikelihood ever mming to pas, in which case the problems and stumbling blocks to
Turkish-Israeli relations are not so serious as some might believe.
This is followed by a eomprehensive summary of Structural Realism, and what
the case study of Turkish-Israeli relations means for this theory. The main purpose of this

section is to prove that Kenneth Waltz's theory remains a viable mode1 through which to
view International Relations. This will be followed by an examination of what role this

relationship plays in the study of Middle Eastern politics, and the wider discipline of
International Relations. The chapter will end with a brief conclusion, which includes a
prelirninary judgement on the funire of Turkish-Israeli relations.

Potential Stumbling Blocks and Arguments Against Them

The discussion has thus far focused on the theoretical, regionai, and international
reasons why Israel and Turkey would sign the Military Training Cooperation Agreement
and fùrther their cooperation in the military and security spheres. Although these reasons

are compelhg, there are still some concerns about the evenîual success of Turkish-Israeli
military collaboration. In fact, there are domestic and regional political factors that need

to be taken into mnsideration when one discusses the evolution and h r e of IsraeliTurkish relations. These considerations Vary with the actors involved: for Israel it is the
e x i d potentialities that are most consequential, while for Twkey it is the domestic.

The fornia refas to the prospects of an Israeli peace with Syria (as an israeli peace with

any other Muslirn neighbour is so far-fctched as to not warrant serious consideration).

The latter point deals with the domestic conditions inside Turkey, because of the rise of
political Islam as a powerful force withh Turkish society and its public declaration of
opposition to ties with Isael.
The conclusion of this section, however, will reveal that despite these future
prospects, the danger of them having any real effect on Turkish-Iaaeli relations is not
very high, primarily due to the faa that the Jerusalem-Ankara axis has many legs to stand
on; the military aspect, whiie important, is supported by other factors. Fwthermore, the

probability of any of these occurrences taking place is even more dubious, for rasons
that will be explaineci throughout the chapter.
Impediments to Israeli-Turkish Military Ceoperation
The regional factors that might preclude close collaboration between Israel and

Turkey stem solely fiom their relationships with those states with which they have hostile
or antagonistic relations: Syria, Iraq, and Iran. There have been several arguments put
forth to explain both the need and the probability that IsraeI and Turkey would corne to
terms with their neighbours. The most important by far is the proclaimed existence of a
newer "global order" wherein harmony between states is far more beneficial for them

than discord-and that staies redise this and will act accordingiy. This means, for
example, that Israel would seek a setdement with its Arab neighbours because regionai
economic integration would serve it fàr betta than regional enmity. A good example of
this argument is the need for m e r . As mentioned in previous chapters, water is a vital
interest in the region bezause of the ana's aridity and the lack of fkesh water resources. In
addition, much of the rivas and other sources for water are shared by two or more states,

making their division an issue of political and national security. The ne& to co-operate,
while it may not be obvious at this point in time to the riparian or littoral states, cannot be
overlooked when determinhg the potential for collaboration in this field.
A second argument is that in the Middle East, a -te

of war has exiaed long

mough that the countries involved are beginning to gmw weary of its psychologicall and
economic costs. Both of these arguments will be answered within the context of the
following sections. However, the reality is that the Arab-Israeli peace process, for al1 the
progress it has made, has not improved the economic conditions of any of the aates
involved, nor does it seem likely to in the short terme2In addition, Turkey's disputes with
its bordenng wuntries has simmered over many years, and also shows no sign of abating

in deference to regional co-opaation.

In terrns of Israel's potential for reconciliation of sorts with its former enemies,
the focus here is S p a . Jenisalem's relations with Baghdad and Teheran have shown no

indication of any improvement, and the 1997 crisis brought on by Saddam Hussein's
refùsal to allow Amencan arms inspectors into his country in the middle of November is
prwf that Iraq has no intention of relinquishing its quest for regional military

' This argument is directed primarily at Israel, because fifty yean of living in a
near state of war has taken its toll on the Israeli public, and Israel's democratic nature
parnits its citizens to voice their objections to unpopular d o n s by the government. The
growing support for withdrawal fiom Lebanon and a willingness to trade land for peace is
an example of this. An authontarian state such as Iraq does not allow its people a say in
goverment decisions.
'For a more thorough examination of this assertion, see Eliyahu Kanovsky, "The
Middle East Economies: The Impact of Domestic and International Politics," Security
gnd Poli- Studies No.31 (Israel: The BESA Center for Strategic Studies, Febniary
r 997).

~uperiority.~
In addition, despite the M a y 1997 election in Iran of a more moderate
president, Iran continues to fund and supply Hizballah, and the rhetonc against Israel has
not lessened in any appreciable way. in fact, in any new regional arrangement that results
fiom an improvement in Israeli-Arab relations, Israel will have more incentive "in
supporthg the [Penian] Gulf monarchies' sovereignty against more radical-and more
anti-Israel-ders

in Tehran and ~a~hdad."'Syria, on the other hand, has shown a

willingness, albeit cryptic at best, to bargain with Israel on certain points of contention,
namely the Golan Heights, and so will be the focus here.
An Israeli-S-yian Détente

Israeli relations with Syria have the inherent potential to proscnbe a more secure
border between the two, based primarily on a solution to the thomy issues of the Golan
Heights and southern Lebanon (see Chapter Four). Both countries have grounds for
pushing for a mutual peace.
For Syria, the decision to make peace with Israel would come solely fiom
President Hafiz &Assad. Assad is well known for his calculating nature. and for making
national interest decisions based on careh1 consideration of strategic circumstances. The
1991 Gulf War and its aftermath (that is, the peace process that started in Madrid in
1991) provideci the context for Assad's change of political calculation.' As Daniel Pipes
argues, "Damascus is simply making the best of a diniailt situation. [Tlhere has been no

This incident has also womed many in Washington, who fear that Iraq's alleged
capacity to produce anthrax and VX m e gas w i t b a matter of days or weeks rnight
impel Israel to take maners into its own hands to end this bid for military superiority, as it
did in 1981. Source: Middle Fast Secunty Rmort No. 45, 19 November 1997. Received
fiom MSANEWS, 20 November 1997.
' Barry Rubh, "The New Middle East: Opportunities and Risks," Security and
Policy Studies No. 19 (Israel: The BESA Center for Seategic Studies February 1995), 35.

change of heart toward Israei, but some timely, tacticai adjustments." This is evident in
the approach Damasais took to the US-sponsored talks: Syria no longer insistent on its

previously adamant position that Israel agree to a binding international conference and a
full withdrawal nom the Golan before any bilateral discussion take place.'
The ovemidhg incentive for Damasais to move toward some sort of
reconciliation with Israel is to help stabilise and increase the growth of its economy,
which would thus make it more capable of asserting its ability to maintain a leading role
in Muslim and regional affaûs. This can be achieved through strong ties with the West,

more particularly the United States:
Following the retrenchment and subsequent collapse of the Soviet Union,
Darnascus saw good relations with the United States as the factor that
would make the difference between Syria's inclusion in the new regional
order emerging d e r the Gulf War and its exclusion f?om that order,
between peace on favourable terms and no peace at dl, and between
economic revival and economic stagnation.*
Muhammad Muslih, writing in 1994, asserted that, based on these premises,

"highly placed Swan officiais explaineci to [him] on numerous occasions that their

country is ready for peace and the concessions that are required to make it happen."9
There is good reason for this hope. The Syrian economy, languishing under a police state

regime that neglects domestic improvements in favow of massive rnilitary expenditures,

' In facf

E f h h Inbar asserts that the decision to sit with Israel in Madrid
"reflected President Hafiz Asad's accommodation to changing international realities."
Source: Efraim Inbar, "Israeli Negotiations with Syria," S e c e and Poli- Studies
JUo.24 (Israel: The BESA Center for Suategic Smdies, Decernber 1995), 90.
Daniel Pipes, "Is Damascus Ready for Peace?" fireism Anain 70 (Winter 199192): 49-50.

'Inbar, "Israeli Negotiations with Syria," 90.

'Muhammad Muslih, "Dateline Damascus: Asad is M y , "
(Fall 1994): 150.
Xbid., 153.
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is, aside h m the oil the country produces, in somewhat dire straits. Around the time of
the recent GulfWar, Syria had
an annual inflation rate of some 50 percent, a grossly overvalued Syrian
lira and debts of some $6 billion to the West and $9 billion to the U.S.S.R.
Although 30 percent of the work force is engaged in agriailhire, grain has
to be imported. Cities routinely experience electricity shortfdls, and
ordinary items such as toilet papa are unavailable for long stretches of
tune. 'O
Israel's reasons for setking a peace with Syria run dong similar lines as those of
Damasas. As explaineci in Chapter Two, due to international political dynamics, the
United States need no longer support Israel whole-heartedly or without resewation as it
once did. This is, of course, not to say that the U.S.-Isaeii relationship hss deteriorated to
any significant degree: despite the fact that the U.S. Security Assistance Prograrn is

declining in the amount it doles out, Israel ail1 receives the lion's share of its foreign
aid. " There is, however, a need to recognise that the United States has other interests that
may clash with its seemingly exclusive support for Israel in the ongoing peace process,
and that there is no longer a need to present a united front to a Soviet-inspired Arab front.

In "the new American-dorninated international order, the different points of view
between Jerusalem and Washingion on their temtorial contours of a senlement to the
Arab-Israeli conflict are resurfacing to Israel's disadvantage."12 The U. S. tolerance for
Lmeli military action is consequently decreasing; the most effective means for Israel to

Pipes, "1s Damasais Ready for Peace?" 39.
a Niety-two percent of this security assistance is allocated to Israei and Egypt.
Of these fiuidq IsraeI receives at leaa $1 billion more than Egypt. Source: Duncan
Clarke, "US Secufity Assistance to Egypt and Israel: Politically Untouchable?" The
Middle East Journal 5 1 (Spnng 1997): 200-201.
l2 E a i m Inbar and Shmuel Sandler, "The Changing Israeli Seategic Equation:
Toward a Seauity Regime," Security and Policy Studies No23 (Israel: The BESA
Center for Strategic Studies, June 1995),48.
'O

counter this potentid constrain is to ensue that military action will no longer be
necessary. Hence, stability with Syria serves this very purpose.

Wae h e l to make peace with Syria, this would be a fundamental step toward its
slow acceptance into the region, whicb, based on theoretical and even realiaic
predictions, is important in light of the fàct that Washington's strategic calculus is

changing. Given that Syria holds the key to power in Lebanon and ties d o m a
considerable amount of Israel's military and intelligence forces because of the dispute
over the Golan Heights, "[pleace with Syria will pave the way for Israel's integration in a
region that has, in the past, rejected d."" As Barry Rubin assens, "only Syrian peace with
Moshe Ma'oz
Israel would make possible a full resolution of the Arab-Israeli co~sflict."~~
echoes Rubin's words: "Syrian-Israeli relations are pivotal to the Middle East peace
process; no comprehensive, stable, and durable peace can be achieved without a political
setîlement between the two countries."" Such a development would bring Israel relative
security on the borders of al1 its immediate neighbours.

Another factor that Jenisalem must take into consideration is the growing
saat egic

balance wit h its neighbours. The continual Iraqi quest for non-conventional

weapons is a threat to Israel's security. Iran, too, has been engaged in a search for
ballistic missiles with which to dominate at leaa the Persian ~ u l l6f As many analyas

Muslih, 'llateline DamaScus," 152.

l3

'' Rubin, "The New Middle East," 57.
'' Moshe Ma'oz, "Syria, Israel and the Peace Process,"

in From War to Peace:
jhb-Israel Relations 1973-1993, eds. Barry Rubin, Joseph Ginat, and Moshe Ma'oz
(Sussex: Sussex Academic Press, 1994). 157.
l6 Israeli and U.S. intelligence sources have confirmeci that Iran has already
acquired, or is in the process of acquiring, Shahab-3 and 4 missiles with ranges of up to
1995 kilometres, easily enough to hit targets in kael (and Turkey as well). Source:
William Safire, "Iran Girds for War," The New York Times, reprinted in The Jerusalem

have noted, "odds are that before the end of the decade the stratepic baiance in the region
will undergo radical change inimical to Isael's nuclear hegemony.n17Gerald Steinberg,
Senior Research Associate and the Director of the Arms Control and Proliferation

Resurrch Project at the Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies, believes that once U.N.
inspectors depart from Iraq, Saddarn potentially could aquire a nuclear bomb in about

eighteen months; similarly, although he notes that it is difficult to be totally certain, Iran

is mently about five yean or so away h m its own nuclear weapon acquisition,
although this can be reduced with accelerated aid Born Russia or china." Syria, although
not the moa powerfùl Arab state in the region, is a major player, for reasons aiready
noted. A peace treaty or agreement between Damascus and Jerusalem would afEord the
latter a much needed respite fiom the pressures of the Arab-Israeli wnfiict, reduce its
military commitments that are focused on Syria, and bring relative stability to the last of
its borders.
A last motive for peace that needs to be briefly considered is the war-weariness

that is inaeasingly self-evident in Israeli s~ciety.'~
While this cause rnay not be as m n g
a driving force as the heretofore-mentioned ones, nonetheless it does need consideration.
Having been involved in the Arab-Isaeli confkt for fifty years, begiming with
the 194849 war, Ismeli society has begun ta wonda whether its country needs to be so

militarisecl any longer, given the changing regional ciraimstances. Wars with Arab States
used to be backed with near unanimity in Israel. The last times anneci confiict broke out
-

-

Po* 28 September, 1997: 7. There are many who believe, however, that Iran lacks the
cepability to produce nuclear weapons in the near h e .
" GeofEey Aronson, "Hidden Agenda: US-Israeli Relations and the Nuclear
Question," The Middle East Journal 46 (Fdl 1992): 625.
Is Correspondence between Geraîd Steinberg and author, 19 December 1997.

b*ween IsraeIis and Arabs were the 1982 invasion of Lebanon and the goveniment's
response to the i n n f i . The aftermath of the outcornes of these events have proven how
dornesticaiiy unpopular and societaily divisive these policies have b e ~ r n e . ~A' good

example is the Israeli presence in souîhem Lebanon, which many deem necessary for the
m e ' s national senirity interests. However, this occupancy has been subjea to

increasingly vocal opposition. The Febniary 4 1997, crash of two Israeli helicopters
ferrying troops to southem Lebanon that killeà seventy-three ''triggered an
unprecedentedly heated debate over the pros and cons of Israel's presence across the

northem bordermn2
l

This dissatisfaaion seerns to have reached even the upper echelons of the
military. At the end of November 1997, a controversy swirled around the alleged

comrnents made by a senior IDF commander that alluded to an Israeli withdrawal from
~ebanon." Although the officer may have been misquoted, as is averred, the very fact
that an Israeli retreat was referred to has shown the willingness of Jewish Israeli citizens
to contemplate such an action, where once it would have been unthinkable. To prove this
point even more effeaively, and perhaps to give substance to the rumoun of the
commander's suggestions, one need only note the fact that Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu, a right-winger and a hawk by Israeli political standards, has agreed
to accept UN. Resolution 425, which calls for a withdrawal ffom the security zone

Inbar and Sandler, "The Changing Isaeli Strategic Equation," 53.
Lechire given by Professor Itzhak Galnoor, fiom the course 'Tsrael: Poltics and
Society," Jerusalem, Israei, 5 November, 1997.
" Peter Hirschberg, "Withdrawai Symptoms," The Jerusalem R e ~ o a
6 March,
1997: 13,
a r a : English Edition, "Mordechai Backs 'Misquoteci' IDF Commander,"
28 November, 1997: 1.
le

(although Netanyahu bas stipulated that this will only be achieved with concrete security
guamtees fiom the Lebanese government).
At the same tirne. it mus be remembered thet the Oslo accords were widely

favowed by Isaelis (at l e s t untii the spate of suicide bombings in the first half of 1996)'
and that the election of a hard-iine Likud government does not necessarily mean the
oppsite has ocairred: Netanyahu was elected by a very slim margin (of 30 000 votes),
and his campaign slogan was "Peace with Senirity," not "Security Without Peace."

Having endured half a century of war, Israelis are becoming increasingly unwilling to

bear the costs and burdens of theu co~ntry's previously inescapable regional problems.
As fùrther prwf of this, studies wnduaed on Israeli public opinion since the end of the

1980s have noted a dovish trend?
Turkev's Refah ODwsition to Israel
As previously noted, Turkey's regional relations are charactensed by tensions and

bickering almost as much as Israel's. And, again similar to Israel, none of these disputes
seem on the verge of ending in mutually beneficial resolution. While initially Ankara was
concemed that improved relations with Israel would damage its links with the
Arab/Muslim world, "at present heightened Turkey-Israel relations seem to have little

real cos in t a m s of Turkey-Arab relations."" Therefore, the extemai, regional e f k t s on
the Jenisalem-Ankara axis from Turkey's point of view, need not be considered.

However, intemal changes can have a very dekerious efféct on the MTCA and
aay M e r wperation bemeen Ankara and Jerusalem. This refers to the growing

" Gad BarPlai and Efraim Inbar, "The Use of Force: Israeli Public Opinion on
M i l m Options," Anned Forces and Societv 23 (Fall 1996): 57.
''Barry Rubin, "Notes on Turkey-Israel Relations*" The Middle East Review of
emtional Anairs J o u d 1 (July 1997): 3.

strength of 1slamistZ5parties within Turkey, prirnarily the Refah Partisi (Welfare Party),
that ran on a platform of increasing links with the Islamic world at the expense of ties
with Israel and the West. This phenornenon has been in efféct almost since the creation of

modern Turkey.
When Kemal Atatürk began Turkey's drive for modernisation, which meant
strengthening ties with Europe, in 1923 many Turks were unhappy with the vigour with
which he pursued this objective. As mentioned in Chapter Three, several symbols of

Islamic culîure were bannec! or discontinueci, and the govermnent worked hard to ensure
that secularism, rather than religion, became the guiding tenet for both domestic and
extemal policies. While there was little outright or violent opposition to this legacy in the
begiming, the 1960s and more particularly the 1970s saw a growing awareness of and
longing for Turkey's Islamic legacy, and this culminateci in the formation of avowedly
Islarnic parties. This is important because, as Nilufer Gole points 04"Islarnist," as well

as having religious connotations, implies a political consciousness and social action
format, which has formed the basis for Necmenin Erbakan's attempts to f o m a political
Islamic

The growth of Islamic ideals, as opposed to the secular Kemalist legacy, started

slowly, with the advent of a multiparty system in 1950, but gained momentum toward the

end of the 1960s. Necmetth Erbakan, a former professor of engineering and the leader of
the WeKare Party and the first Islamic Prime Minister of modern Turkey, has been active

on the political scene for many y=.

Ln 1969 he established the National Order Party,

Those who wish to see Islam play a graiter role in society and/or polity.
Ndûfa Gôle, "Seailarism and Islamism in Turkey: The Making of Elites and
Couter-Elites,"The Middle East Journal 51 (Winter 1997): 47.

which was closed d o m after the 1971 military coup for using religion for political

purposes. Next came the National Sdvation Party, and it, tw, was dissolved after the
third military take-over in 1980. Howwer7this party won almost twelve percent of the
vote in the 1973 elections, and betwem~1974 and 1977, the National Salvation P q was
the junior partner in three successive coalition, with Erbakan as deputy prime minister

each tirne-although this can also be annbuted simply to the inability of the secular
parties to agree on a division of power.

The Welfare Party, formed in 1983. was the third of Erbakan's attempts to gain
political legitimacy (althougb he did not take over the leadership until 1987, due to a ban

placed on him by the military govemment before it gave up power), and it seems he has
been successful: in the generai eleaions of 1995 Refeh gamered the most votes (twentyone percent of the total vote), which enabled him to form a coalition govemment and he
becarne prime minister in the next year, although this only lasted for eleven months.
However, in an apparent setback. the Welfare Party was closed down in January 1998, by

Turkey's highest court, the Constitutional Court, for anti-secular activities (a crime
accarding to Turkey's constitution). Erbakan and six other R e f d leaders were banned
nom political activity for five years. But Erbakan's aides wasted no time in forming
another p a q , the F d e t Partisi, or V i e Party: by March, 134 of Refah's 147 deputies

had joined the new party, making it the second largest in the Grand National Assembly.
Although V i e has claimd it no longer supporis harsh anti-Western and anti-Isael
policies, and bas becorne much more pragmatic, it mnahs to be seen how different

F d e t actually is. Therefore, and because virtually al1 of Welfare's deputies have

becorne members of this new Party, it will be asauned that the elements of continuity
between these two parties are greater than the contrasts.
The Welfare Party would not have becorne so popular if the ground had not
already b e n prepand for it. In much the same way that the low living standards and
conditions in the West Bank and Gaza Strip have prompted many Palestinians to support
HAMAS because of the tremendous amount of social work it does for those who require
assistance (which is the rnajority), Erbakan's party ran on a platform of social reforms, of

pensions, health care, employment, and h o ~ s i nTurkish
~ . ~ ~ society has undergone great
change in recent years, as economic growth has fallen and stria International Monetary
Fund-rnandated fiscal policies have forced many Turks into the lower classes, thus
necessitating the need for such programs.

This has made Welfare very popular among the provincial lower middle classes
and urban lower classes,28 a sector of society that is growing increasingly dissatisfied
with Turkey's economic and social policies. Welfare's popularity had grown with its
1994 wlnning of key mayoral races in Turkish cities, and its subsequent social reforms

that haw noticeably improved the social seNices the municipalities provide,''

hcluding

the providing of much-needed coai, clothing, soup, and food." Furthemore, peoples of
al1 religion tend to cornfort themselves with the blanka of their religion when events
around them are happening too quickly for understanding: "if people cannot explain what
is happening around them or to them on rational grounds, they are likely to turn to

" Jemy White, "Pragmatists or Ideologues? Turkey's Weifare Party in Power,"

Cument Histow 96 (January 1997): 26.
a Ibid.
Ibid.

traditional analyses and remedies."'

The changes being wrought on Turkish society have

provided jua such events for the people to attempt explmations to satisfy them. As Ilter

T m argues, "those who have been

attmcted to [Welfare] appear to have been

individuals who have been unable to cope with change and have been pushed into

marginal status in society.")'
It is tbis social and political characteristic of Islamism in Turkey that has proven
dangerous to ties with Isael. Islamism %diCates the reappropriation of a Muslim
identity and values as a basis for an alternative social and political agenda (to that of the

tat te),"^^ iacluding a sense of belonging and group identity, a notion that religion is much
more efféctive at conveying than is seailarism. Secularism, it mua be noted, is a
distinctly non-Muslim way of life.
Although it cannot be described precisely as "Islamic Nndamentalism," Welfare
and its political ideals are distinctly anti-western." In fact, it publicly declared that "the

Metin Heper, "Islam and Democracy in Turkey: Toward a Reconciliation?"
Middle East Journal 51 (Wmter 1997): 36.
Iiter Turan, "Religion and Political Culture in Turkey," in Islam in Modem
Turkev: Religion Politics and Literature in a Secular State, ed. Richard Tapper (hndon:
I.B. Tauris & Co Ltd, 1994), 44.
32 Ibid., 46.
33 Sencer Ayata, "PatTOnage, Party, and State: The Politicization of Islam in
Turkey," The Middle East Journal 50 (Wmta 1996): 48.
In addition, there are several other radical Islamic groups within Turkey that
have uot shied away nom using violence to achieve their ends. These include The Great
Eastern Islamic Fighters Front, Islamic Operation (or Action), Islamic Movement.,
Islamic Jihad, Hitbullah (not the same organisation that operates in Lebanon), and the
IsIamic Liberation Otgankation. Although these are srnail groups operating without any
kind of popda. backing, their existence is a symptom of the growing utility of Islam to
many Turks.

"

weakness and backwardness of the Islamic society is not due to Islam but to Western
domination of ~ u s l i m , " ~and
'
[tlhey have complained about the degeneration of mords in society, the
rise in the use of alcohol, gambling and prostitution. These 'unfortunate'
developments, they have argueci, may be t r a d to the imitation of
Western patterns. Therefore, life should be lived according to the
pnnciples of Islam, and it is incumbent on the political authority to
promote thkM

This view reflects a beiief held by many of its adherents, and there is no sign of it
lessening. Such views, coupled with the "[a] nti-Israel and anti-Zionist arguments [that]
have become standard in Refah political discourse and have fkequently aquired antiSemitic tones as we11,"~' allow little room for compromise and, given the fact that

Erbakan has already once been the head of govemment, provide for a potentially
powemil brake on, or even detemnt to, Turkish-Israeli ties in general. Erbakan has also

made public his feelings toward Israel: In the middle of 1996, Erbakan, at a pnvate
meeting, mentioned that he did not like Jews. Later, he told others that he had trouble
coming to terms with the sight of the Israeli flag.)'

Since the 1970s Erbakan has been calling for a severing of al1 ties with 1srae1,~'
the closure of military bases in Turkey in use by the United States, a renunciation of

attempts to join the EU.,and a strengthening of ties with al1 Muslim wuntries in al1

''Ayata, 'Tatmnage, P m ,and State," 54.
Turan, 'Religion and Political Culture in Turkey," 46.
" Kemal Kirisçi, "Post Cold-War Turkish Security and the Middle East,"

The

Middle East Review of International Anairs Journal 2 (June 1997): 7.
Y Oded Granot, 'Wetanyahu Sent a Greeting, Erbakan Has Y
et to Reply," Ma'ariv
14 August, 1996: B6.
''Refcrh d s t e n t l y promised to ~ m ithe
l MTCA once it came to power.

areas." Despite the fact that Erbakan has been forced out of office by the staunchly

seailaria military, his party remains active in the Grand National Assembly, and neither
he nor Welfare has shown any indication that they d l quietly slip out of the national

political limelight. The vay f a that an Islamic party that has calleci for a severing of fies
with Israel has been in power once, and that Turkish society's econornic and social ills
have not been eased and remain fertile ground for an Islamic party, does cause some

concem in Jerusalem.
Incentives for Isaeli-Turkish Military CO-operation4'
Having mentioned the possible scenarios that might preclude a fiirther

strengthening of Israeli-Turkish military ties, or even reverse hem, it is now necessary to
bring to light the evidence that suggests such potentialities are hardly enough to bring
down the Jenisalem-Ankara axis. In other words, while concerns rernain, given the
volatile nature of Middle Eastern politics, the motivations for a continuation of Turkish-

Israeli military links significantly mit igate against these concerns. The main responses
are: First, that the chances of a Syrian-Inaeli reconciliation are fkr fiom certain, and in
fact there are good reasons mitigating against such a circumstance. Second, the rhetonc
of the R e f i Partisi was significantly more vhriolic than its actual policies that it carried
out once in office. In fàct, I d - T u r k i s h ties did not M e r any relapses when Erbakan

was Prime Minister.

Mahmut Bali Aykan, T h e Palesti~anQuestion in Turkish Foreign Policy fiom
the 1950s to the 1990s) International Journal of Middle East Studiq 25 (February 1993):
98,
41 See Chapter Four for a more detailed examination of lsrael and Turkey's
relations with their Middle Eastern neighbours and the incentives inherent in these
relationships for Turkish-Inaeli ties. The purpose in this section is simply to highlight the

The Middle East remains a turbulent a r a where the use of force is stiil considered

an option by state leaders and ail1 welcomed by many Arab populations. There is a
prolieration of missiles and missile technology and several states are in the process of
attempting to acquire unconventional weapons of mass destruction." M i m a remains
the hallmark of Israel's relationship with most of its regional neighbours, and there are
inter-Arab and -Muslim tensions and quarrels as we!l. Chapters Three and Four go into
greater detail on these subjects, so it is enough here to rernind the reader that despite any
Arab-Israeli peace agreement, the use of force remains a viable option in the Middle East.
In addition, the growing attraction of Islamic ideals and values, and the ability of
their adherents to translate their popular support into political power, remains. Not only
does this phenornenon show no sign of abating, its appeal is also spreading throughout
the region. Although Necmettin Erbakan has been ousted h m power for now and his
party dissolved, any Islamic party remains a potent t w l for the dissatisfied among

Turkish society to express their discontent and their desire for change.
This pan will go into more detail regarding these t w o responses to the potential
dismptions mentioned above to Turkish-Israeli military relations. Aithough there is
evidence to argue both side, is seerns that the situation in the Middle East remains such
that Jerusalem and Ankara will remain compelled to tie themselves together in the new
regional order that has emerged since the end of the Cold War and the Gulf War.

current events which have added to Jerusalem and Ankara's calculations in contrast to
those that detract fkom them, and refite the argument put forth in the above pages.
42 Rubin, "The New Middle East," 10.

Israeli-Srrian Discord: No Chance for Peace
Most analyas agree that, despite Israel's peace agreements with Egypt and Jordan
and the seerningly more conducive political atmosphere to co-operation that has resulted
fiom these and the start of peace talks in 1991, '&theregion contains senous interstate
cornpetition and potential interna1 instability which could produce wars or crises.""
Given the historicai context of IsraeI's relations with the Arab and Muslim states of the
region, it will be a long time before any type of "'warm7'peace develops between the two
parties. As Barry Rubin argues, "[elven having peace agreements with al1 its neighbors,
Israel could still likely face a situation of 'cold peace' in which diplomatic, cultural, and
econornic links were limitecl,'*

in much the same way that Israel's relationship with

Egypt has unfolded. In the end, one need only realise that "[tlhe Middle East bas
hiaoncally been and undoubtedly will remain one of the last redoubts of scepticisrn, if
not to say cynicism, about the feasibility of any meaningfbl secunty c o - ~ ~ e r a t i o n ,both
"~~

between Israel and Muslim states, or between the Muslim states themselves.
It is Syria's motives for postponing reconciliation with Israel that need to be

examined because although Israel would not allow the excuse of peace with Syria to
affect the condition of its own security and foreign policies, it is nonetheless the aate that
desires peace more so than the other? It has been usually Syria that has refûsed to

--

-

Ibid., 5 .
Ibid., 32.
" John Steinbrunner, "The Strategic Implications of Emerging International
Security Conditions," in U. S-4sraeli Relations at the Crossroads, ed. Gabriel Sheffer
(London: Frank Cass and Company Lirnited, 1997), 25.
" It has, however, been suggested by some Israeli officiais that a suspension of
Israeli-Syrian talks would benefit Turkey, and as such has been supported by some in the
Israeli elite. Source: Arnikam Nachmani, 'Bridge Aaoss the Middle East: Turkey and
Israel in the 1990~~"
forthcoming, 7.
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upgrade bilateral talks between the two to higher political levels, suspended discussions,
and declined to return to the negotiating table."

Basically, Assad "seerns to be in no

hurry to regain the Golan Heights in exchange for normal relations with ~ s r a e l . " ~ ~
Therefore, Syria must have the more reasons for delaying acceptance of and integration
with Israel.
During the Rabin and Peres govemments in Israel, fiom the time of Oslo's

signing in September 1993 until the election of the Likud government at the end of M a y
1996, Israel's relations with its Arab neighbours did appear to be strengthening, mainly

on the basis of econornic co-operation and diplornatic recognition. However, the
Netanyahu govemment currently in power has been blamed by many for a slowing down,
if not stoppage altogether, of the peace process, and consequently Jerusalem's relations
with its former enemies have also been somewhat re~ersed.~'
At the 1997 Middle EastNorth Afiica Ewnomic Development Conference in Doha, Qatar, only Jordan, Oman,
Kuwait, and Yemen sent officia1 representatives,'O out of over twenty Arab countnes
invited. Egypt, once one of Israel's closest supporters, if not the oniy one, in the Arab
world boycotted the conference, citing Israel's lack of progress on the peace process as
the reason. If' those Arab countries that have made officia1 peace with Israel are

" For a brief overview of the recent history of Swan-Israeli

peace negotiations,

see Efraim Inbar, "Israeli Negotiations with Syria."

Ibid., 93.
49 Some have taken this argument to its extremes, believing that "[u]nless
powerfùl challenges fiom within and without Israel can deflect Likud fiom its stated
coune, the world it Likely to see the opening of another bloodstained era before the reach
for peace can resume." Source: James Noyes, "Does Washington Really Suppon Israel?"
Forekn Policy no. 1O6 (Spnng 1997): 150. Undoubtedly, the Likud government has
caused some damage to Israeli-Arab relations, but the grounds for Israel to make peace,
as stated above, are evident even to the current Israeli government.

themselves reluctant to allow any meaningful integration of Israel into the region to take
place, it is unreasonable to expect that Syria, a aate that has since the begiming been one
of the most vocal opponents of Israel (and proved it with mititary action on numerous
occasions), wouid.
Although there may be gwd political and strategic rasons for Assad to accept
peace offerings £?om Israel, there are as rnany, if not more, incentives for Damascus to
avoid any real peace with Israel. These are related to both the nature of aate relations

within the Middle East, and the domestic situation of Assad and the Alawite regime.
The one aspect that links these two reasonings together is the fact that Syria has
been for a long tirne a leader of the radical sector of the Arab world in the dispute with
Israel, as a front-line state. As such, it has needed a powerfùl military which, although
much of its equipment is currently out-of-date, it did manage to rnaintain under Soviet
patronage. This military machine was needed as much for the fight against Israel as for
protection fiom domination fiom Damascus's Arab enemies, such as Iraq. There is, as

Eliyahu Kanovsky maintains, "very linle prospect of a major reduction in military
spending, given Syria's longstanding disputes with Turkey and Iraq and the regime's
continued need to suppress interna1 dis~ent."~'
In fact, Syria has come to rely so heavily on having a strong military, and used it
so ofien, it would be extremely dificuit to disengage this facet fiom al1 other aspects of
its intemal and extemal policies and activities. All States in the Middle East have retained

Although businessmen fiom several of the countries that did not officially
attend did show up.
Eliyahu Kanovsky, "Middle East Economies and Arab-Israeli Peace
Agreements," Securitv and Polic~Studies No24 (Israel: The BESA Center for Strategic
Studies, December 1995), 30.
Y>

"

high defence budgets, since al1 states have quarrels between them - the 1991 Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait is only the most recent example of overt aggression between two
Muslim countries. As Barry Rubin points out,
Darnascus's militant self-image is not easily shed, arising from its political
culture, the regime's radical ideology, and the dominant Alawite
minonty's need to prove nationaiist and Islamic credentials to a skeptical
Sunni Muslim majority. ... Militancy was Syria's main card in inter-Arab
struggles, used in the 1970s and 1980s to gain hegemony in Lebanon; to
isolate its main rival, Egypt, after the Camp David accords; to intimidate
Jordan from negotiating with Israel; to split the PLO; to blackmail wealthy
oil-producing states; and to exclude its strongest neighbor, Israel, from a
normal role in regional affairs. Syria has been a leading sponsor of
terrorism against Turkey and opponents of Syrian hegemony in Lebanon,
has sought control of the PLO, has fought Israel, and has prevented a
diplornatic solution to the Arab-Israeli ~onfiict.'~

The arguments that Syria will do what it can to please Washington because it
desires foreign aid is also not as convincing as it might seem at frst glance. Syria has
managed well enough for Assad since the collapse of the Soviet Union, and is in no real
danger of being driven fkom the Arab League the way Egypt was after 1979 and thus
losing Gulf state oil money. "Syria's strategic and economic weakness forces it to bend to

a balance of power favoring ~merica,"" but x> long as Jerusalem continues to slow
progress on Palestinian autonomy, thus angering and alienating both its moderate partners
in peace (the Palestinian Authority, Jordan, Egypt) and the moderate states that either
have peaceful relations with Israel or are not vitrioiically opposed to it (the Gulf
monarchies, Tunisia, Morocco, even Saudi Arabia), Syria is itself in no danger of being
isolated. And thus the need for peace with Israel is not as powefii or convincing at
might seem.
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Rubin, "The New Middle East," 18-19.

" lbid., 18.

In fa& peace with Israel wouid run counter to most of Assad's political
calculations and goals. Such a development would block Syrian interests and ambitions
in the Fertile Crescent (in Jordan and the nascent Palestinian enclaves), and more
especially in Lebanon, where Israeli influence would compete with Syrian. Furthemore,
the removal of Israeli trwps &om the Golan would detraa from Damascus's rationale for

the stationhg of its own tmops in ~ebanon? This would have a profound effect on the
Syrian economy, since &'the occupation [of Lebanon] appears to benefit the Syrian
economy in various ways, and may, in fact, be a net gain rather than a ~ o s s . " ~ ~
Approximately one and a half million Syrians are ernployed in Lebanon, which reduces
unemployment in Syria, and the remittances sent home fiom these workers is estimated at
$1-3 billion annua~ly'~
In addition, Lebanon is the source of many of the consumer and

other gwds sold in Syria, mainly through illicit means, and the Syrian army is reported to
be involved in the flounshing and lucrative Lebanese drug trade (most of the trade is

centred in the Bekaa Valley, which is under undisputed Syrian ~ontrol).~'
Clearly,
Lebanon represents an issue of national, perhaps even vital, interest to Darnascus.
Given these arguments, it is easy to notice that Assad's signs of flexibility on the
peace process have been fm more rhetorical than practical. Syria has seemed more intent
on keeping the U.S. happy than it is on achieving real peace with Israel. In fact, given the
current Israeli governrnent's seeming intransigence on funher headway with the PA and
Yasser Arafat, some believe that "[ulnder certain circumstances, a Syrian war of attrition
~4

Ibid., 19.

" Eliyahu Kanovsky, "The Middle East Economies: The Impact of Domestic and

International Politics," Security and Policv Studies No.3 1 (Israel: The BESA Center for
Strategic Studies, Febmary 1997), 22.
"Ibid., 23.

or a limited incursion on the Golan Heigbts would not necesshly be regarded as an
afEont to the United

tat tes."* Whether this might actually be the case in practice is open

to debate, but the point remains that given the curent deadlock in progress on peace,
Syria is under no red pressure to show more pliancy toward its own peace with Israel.

Without Syrian acquiesceme, Israel can never become fully integrated into the
Middle East. One need only "remember that peace with Israel is only one option in
Asad's stratepic menu. As a matter of fact, in light of Asad's ideological predispositions,
it is the l e s t palatable,"5gand so he can be expected to slow implementation of progress
on peace t

h as long as he is able to. Ankara is well aware of this, and although there is

cause for concem should Darnascus and Jerusalem corne to see eye to eye on key issues,

for the present and near fiiture this is highly uniikely. Therefore, the argument that
Israel's extemal situation's improvement is a potential barrier to a strengthening of
Turkish-Israeli ties is inappropriate at this time. This may change in the future, but it is
dificuit to argue, given the continuing Arab-Israel and inter-Arab and inter-Muslirn
rivalries, competitions, and tension that such a development would take place.

Refuh in Turkev: Continuitv. not Change

Having noted that the emergence of popular Islamic political parties in Turkey,
with their opposition to links with Israel and the West, has reached such proportions that

Turkey was given its first avowedly Islamic prime minister since the aate's founding in
1923, it is important now to look at the evidence that proves that this phenomenon, while

" Ibid.
~9

Inbar and Sandler, "The Changing Israeli Strategic Equation," 48.
Inbar, "Israeli Negotiations with Syria," 96.

it may have significant repercussions for Turkish society, has no bearing at al1 on
Turkish-Israeli military ties.
The explanation for this has two prongs: First, and more importantly, the domestic
popularity of the Welfare Party and now the V h e Party rests far more on their appeals
for social and economic reforms (and the actual beneficial policies it has carried out in
this regard) than they do on theu calls for Islamic values to be instituted as part of the
state structure. Second, the regional situation in which Turkey finds itself is conducive to
links with Israel; that is, Turkey is simply betta off with close military collaboration with
Israel than it is without. As noted in detail in Chapter Four, Ankara's relations with Syria,

Iraq, and Iran remain filled with tensions and antagonisrns, and show no sign of
changing. In fact, relations between these three states seem to be improving, and while it
is f a . t w early, given the hostility that has historically marked these three states'
relationships, to Say whether this will last to any significant degree, it is enough to further
prompt Turkey to strengthen its own links with the other moderate, aatus quo power in
the region, Israel.
The arguments given to explain the rise of Refuh can also be used to support the
contention that Welfare's success is entirely due to maners unrelated to Islamism, and
thus have no bearing on Ankara's desire for close co-operation with Jerusalem. In fact,
fully forty-one percent of those who voted for Refah in 1995 declared themselves
s e ~ u l a rand
, ~ a poll conducted that same year revealed that two-thirds of Turkey supports

" Sami Zubaida, "Turkish Islam and National Identity," Middle Eaa Report 26
(Spring 1996): 10. This figure does not take into account those who would not descnbe
themselves as secular, but nor would they ascribe their beliefs to strictly Muslirn tenets.
Zubaida continues, "[plrobably a majority of Turks do not perceive a contradiction

strong ties with ~ u r o ~ eRecently
.~'
a reporter that travelled throughout Turkey speaking
to various leaders of al1 spectrums declared that Tutkey "is not ready to embrace Islamic
A 1994 p l 1 found that sixtyfundamentalism to toss aside its Western conventi~n."~~

nine percent of Turks identified themselves as Turks, twenty-one percent as Muslim
in~1996,
;
in Konya, one of Turkey's moa
Turks, and ody four percent as ~ u s l i r n s ~
religiously conservative cities, an Islamic school offering intensive religious instruction,

as well as English as a language, received fewer applicants than did the city's other
foreign language schools that do not offer religious i n s t m ~ t i o n . ~
The changes that Atatürk wrought in Turkish society in the first decades of this
century have remained with both the elites of and the majority in Turkey (excepting the
rural masses, who have generally remained traditional and wedded to Islamic values--but
even these bastions of Islamic identity have been altering their strict adherence to the
religion as they have emigrated in droves to the urban centres). Turks generally perceive
their f h r e as lying in the same direction as Europe, and wish to receive the same
benefits of modernisation and industrialisation that the European Union has bestowed on
its own secular peoples, and tend to view secularism as the best route to achieve this?
President Süleyman Demirel declared in 1997, during Erbakan's tenure, that "[olne of the

-

---

-

between Islam and their attachment to Kemalist symbols, viewing both as integral to
national identity." Ibid.
" White, Tragmatists or Ideologues?''
30.
Philip Taubman, "A Waming for Turkey's General," The New York Times,
repnnted in The International Herald Tribune 11 November, 1997: 8.
* Heper, "Islam and Democracy in Turkey," 34.
Ibid., 35.
" Gole, "Seailarism and Islamism in Turkey," 49.
@

main thnists of Turkish foreign policy is to realize Turkey's perennial drive to integrate
fully with ~ u r o ~ e . ' ~
The social and econornic problems that have underscoreci Turkish society in
recent years is the reason the R e f d Partisi achieved such a high standing, as explained in
the above pages of this chapter. Jenny White gives a host of percentages showing that

while Welfare did in fact receive twenty-one percent of the total vote, the tally of votes
that went to different politicai parties reveal that non-Islamic parties received fourth-

fifkhs of the total popular vote in Turkey; given the high voter tumout of eight-five
percent, it is easy to understand that Welfare was not given as popular a mandate as many
Islamophobes had at first feared6' She adds that Turkish dissatisfaction with the previous
governrnents had led many Turks to reconsider their options," and voting for a political
party whose mayors had already done much to enhance the living conditions of their
urban areas seemed the logical choice. Mehmet Geyikdag, a Turkish scholar, of5ered this
analysis:
As far as the majority of people are concemed, they are inclined for the
party that manipulates religion as long as they feel that the competing
parties are the sarne in other respects. However, if a relatively secularist
party looks more promising in the econornic sphere, the majority of the
voters are likely to vote for it rather than the less secularist party which
manipulated religion but whose economic policy does not look prornising
to the voter^.^^

" Süleyman Demirel, President of the Republic of Turkey, "Commentary," m e
Middle East Journal 51 (Winter 1997): 11.
" Thirty-nine percent of the vote went to centre-nght parties; twenty-five went to
centre-lefk parties; just over eight percent to an ultranationalist union; and about four
percent went to the Kurdish-mliated People's Democratic Party. Source: White,
"Pragmatists or Ideologues?" 26.

Ibid.
@

Heper, "Islam and Democracy," 35-36.

Having noted that the support Erbakan has received over the last two years is not

as unconditionally Islarnic as first seemed, one can now look into Erbakan's policies that
he chose as Prime Minister. The evidence shows that he foliowed a line not of change,
but of continuity, a . that the relations that he attempted to cultivate with Islamic

countries were an extension of the overail policy Ankara had been following for a
number of yea..70On Erbakan's first day in office, he declared that he would honour al1
international agreements that do not threaten national security; furthemore, &er being
briefed by the rnilitary on the necessity of the MTCA, he opted not to cancel it, as he and

his deputies had demanded mua be done, but agreed to allow it to remain in force."

In fact, since Erbakan came to office in June of 1996, several agreements and
deals were signed between fsrael and Turkey, indicating that while the Islamic prime
minister still had his more religious followers to answer to, he could not stand in the way

of the staunchly secular military, which pressured (some say bullied) him continually to
not change the course of Turkey's policies toward Israel. In July, 1996, Welfare's
contingent in the parliament agreed to extend the U.S.use of the Incirlik air base, which
it had been using to enforce the no-fly zone over northern Iraq and which Welfare had
been consistently demanding be shut d o m . In August 1996, Erbakan signed the second

major defence agreement with Israel, which paved for the way for a later deal on the
upgrading of Turkey's F-4 Phantoms by exchanging technical and scientific expertise. In
December he signed the actual agreement that provided for the implementation of these
military modernisation plans, worth $650 million (see Chapter One).

Philip Robins, "Turkish Foreign Policy Under Erbakan," SuMval: The IISS
Ouarterly 39 (Summer 1997): 83.
'I Aluf Ben, "Strategic Alliance at a Low Point," Ha'ar8 August, 1996: B 1.
'O

Most of these about-faces that Erbakan and Welfare conducted once in power can
be explaineci by the ever-vigilant posture that the Turkish military maintains on the
secular nature of the state. Since the founding of the republic the military bas been a loyal
supporter of Atatürk, who achieved fame as a brilliant commander dunng the Gallipoli

carnpaign in World War One, and a strict adherent to his legacy, which emphasises
secularism at the expense of religion. The military has aiways been the protector of this
hentage, and three times, in 1961, 1971, and 1980, perfomied coups to overthrow the
Turkish government when it deemed the aate in danger of collapse (although it always
retumed power to civilian control, seeing its role more to influence democracy rather than
undermine it) .
These self-proclaimed guardians of the state lead the fight against any relaxation

of strict consfitutional guidelines that prohibit the use of Islam in politics or in the
formation of Turkey's social and economic policies. The latest Turkish constitution,
enacted in 1982, has "entrenched the military's veto power in the political system to such

an extent that it made crude military intervention into politics redundant."" Guardianship

of the national interest was at stake, and the armed forces felt they were the only ones
suited to the task. The National Security Council institutionalised the military's role in
political life: nominally under the chairmanship of the president, the council includes the

prime minister, ministers of Defence, Interior, and Foreign -airs,

the chief of the

general staff, and the heads of the air force, navy, and army and Gendarrnie. And the

" omit

C i n e Sakailioglu, "The Anatomy of the Turkish Military's Political
Autonomy," Comparative Politics 29 (January 1997): 153- 154.

defence budget has never been debated in parliament, or in the press, nor has it ever been
criticised?
Erbakan's decisions to endorse agreements he had previously called for being
annulled, was without doubt a result of the pressure the military leaders put on

They value the relationship with Israel for al1 the benefits it accrues to them (see Chapter
One) and have no intention, given the regional and international circumstances facing
Turkey, to neglect a valuable asset to what they perceive to be to their national security
benefit. The military grew increasingly apprehensive about the rhetonc and actions
Welfare had taken during its tenue in power: the chief of military intelligence declared in
June 1997, that "[tlhe republic is facing an extremely senous threat. Political Islam is
working closely with Iran and some other Islamic countries to pull Turkey into an endless
darkne~s."~'

While the involvement of outside actors in Rejah's activities is open to debate, the
military took no chances: five days later the Turkish generals forced Erbakan to submit
his resignation arnid growing fears that Islamic groups were undermining the secular
traditions of Turkey, and threatened to use force to combat what it perceived to be the
dangers emanating from the Islamic o n s ~ a u ~ hErbakan
t . ~ ~ had no choice in the face of the
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Ibid., 160.
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military's powerful influence and grip on many aspects of the govemment's decisionmaking processes.

The advent of the Welfare Party and its anti-Israel rhetoric led many to fear that
Turkish-Israeli ties would soon be d i s ~ o l v e d .However,
~
the social and economic
ailments currently besetting Turkish society fuelleci the Turkish population to vote for a
party that had already undertaken several masures to raise the living standards of many

people and provide for their economic needs. Although Welfare does have many
religiously inclined followers and adherents, the vast bulk of its voting support came

from those who wished to see an end to what they perceived as the do-nothing attitude of
the previous govemrnents. This did not include a mandate for severing ties with either
Israel or the West.
Thus, Erbakan was forced to tone down his rhetoric once in office. This was in no
small way helped dong by the Turkish generals continuously standing over his shoulder,
pressuring him into furthering rnilitary co-operation with Israel and eventualiy
demanding his resignation. Coupled with the extemal threats Turkey faces within the
region, it seems plausible to conclude that although the chances for an Islarnic political

revival remain, this would not affect in any long-term significant way Turkish-Israeli
relations.
The buffeting winds of Middle Eastern politics have not ceased with the peace
process between Israel and the Arab regimes, or with Turkey's policy of maintaining at

least cordiai relations with its antagonists. Furthemore, domestic instability has always
been a concern for States in this region, and ahhough the Turkish date is in no danger of

Granot, Wetanyahu Sem a Greetingn B6.

immediate wllapse, the growth of Islamic political parties and their ability to translate
their relative popularity into political power does presage a confiia between secular elites
and Islamic groups.
The ability of Syria and Israel to make peace is much greater now than it has ever
been in the past. Israel has peace agreements with two other aates, Jordan and Egypt
(which was once, dong with Syria, the fiont-line state in the Arab-Israeli conflict), and
has reached understandings with the Palestinians on the funire of the West Bank and

Gaza Strip. Syria has lost its superpower patron, and its economy is in need of support.
Since the forced expulsion of Iraq fiom Kuwait in 1991, America has emerged as the
strongest and in faa the only outside power capable of influencing al1 parties involved.

Syria is not exempt from this new development, and making peace with Israel is perhaps
the surest way of earning U.S.gratitude and aid. Israel for its part, is eager to normalise
relations with al1 Arab states and end the state of war that has existed since 1948 and has
taken a heavy economic, social, and psychological toll on its country and its citizens. But
there are signifiant reasons that have thus far mitigated against any potential SyrianIsrael settlement, and Ankara cannot help but be relieved. This is not to Say that
Darnascus will not eventually corne to believe that agreement with Israel is better for it,
but that m e n t l y and for the near funue, Turkish-Israeli ties are in no danger of being
disrupted by any cold or warm peace between Syria and Israel.
Turkey's extemal situation remains much the same as Israel's. Yet its intemal
situation differs significantly. There is within Turkey a sizeable portion of the population
that is tuming more and more toward Islam as a panacea for al1 its social, economic,
politicai, moral, and psychological ailments. The Refah P m ' s i was the political

manifestation of these longings. Necmetth Erbakan, its leader, has led the campaign
which many devout Muslims believe will rectiQ the situation and increase their living
conditions, by charging that relations with Israel are not to be encouraged, and in fact
should be discourageci. This implies, of course, a reduction of the ties with the United
States and Europe as weU. Were Erbakan to achieve a more complete political victory,
perhaps the MTCA would become nuIl and void, and Israel would be Ieft without its only

strate& friend in the region. However, this development is extremely unlikely, mainly
because although the Turkish population had been turning more toward Welfare to solve
its problems, it was due fu more to Welfare's ability to alleviate the social and economic
problems currently besetting many Turks, and not because it had espoused Muslim values
and ideals as the proper way of life. Polk and percentages show that support for Refah
was achieved mainly through its good-works policies, and not because it wanted to tum

Turkey into an Islamic state.
Furthemore, so long as the Turkish generals maintain the watchfùl and tight grip
on power they currently possess, they will not allow any deviation fkom the course that
Kemal Atatürk set them on over seventy years ago, toward modernisation and the West.
Israel is the key to this development. and the military is not likely to give up such a
strategically important asset.

The previous chapters have shown that Turkey and Israel have sound rasons,
based on theoreticai, internationai, and regional changes that have occurred within the
last decade. to align themselves more closely than they have in the past. Both have much

to gain from co-operation, in al1 areas but more especially in the military field. And
although certain challenges do crop up to threaten this relationship, this section has

shown that these impediments are fewer in number than might be otherwise expected,
and that they are, in the end, no more than minor irritants that can be overlooked so long

as Middle Eastern politics remain what they have been for over fifty years: volatile and
prone to the use of violence and aggression to achieve politicai goals. This does not seem
likely to change in the near future, and therefore the increasingly strong links between
Israel and Turkey do not seem likely to change either; they will keep on their current
prornising course, and thus provide security and stability for both states, which they
would otherwise not have attained.

Relevance for International Relations Theory
Stmctural Realism is devoted to explaining how change in the international
system is brought about through change at the stxuctural level. This means that only a
shift in the distribution of capabilities of the system's units (in this case, states) can alter
the structure. At the end of World War Two, the U.S. and U.S.S.R were the predorninant
powers, heavily outweighing their nearest fkiends, allies, or wmpetitors. Since the end of
the Cold War, Arnerica has emerged as the greatest power in the international system.

The rise and fall of states is a direct product of a change in their capabilities. The
Soviet Union lost its ability to compete effectively with the United States, and so it was
dissolved. Although Russia remains the largest country in the world, with a significant

naîural resource base and population, its economy is in great need of repair. As such, it

can no longer

affect

other states' behaviour as it once could. The rnid-1990s war in

Chechnya showed that Russia had trouble influencing events even within its own borders.

As Chapter

Two argues, the changes wrought by the end of bipolarity have

significantly afEected Washington's regional policies, as well as those of Israel and

Turkey. Stniaural imperatives shape and shove the behaviour of states. As Waltz
indicated, one cannot examine the domestic politics of states too closely when
detemiining change, because then one is trapped by a multitude of factors that do not give
a clear indication of why another state, with a different set of domestic ingredients, has
acted in the same marner. In other words, according to Stntcniral Realism, one should

not examine the domestic economic pressures that prompted the dissolution of the Soviet
Union; rather, one should realise that the shift in the distribution of capabilities forced a
former superpower into a position of lesser power relative to that of the other
superpower.
The theory of balance of power attests that a state will either seek alliances to
bolster its security situation, or will embark on an intemal prograrn intended to increase
its ability to defend itself in the anarchic system. According to the theory, a state in any
type of international system will seek to accomplish these ends; Turkey and lsrael have
followed these tenets with increasing vigour since the end of the Cold War. As Chapter
Three relates, the two countries have much in cornmon, and in following a balance of

power, have deemed it most effective to align themselves on the same axis. The end of
bipolarity has meant a change in the nature of both countries' relationship with the United
States. Therefore, both need to redise different foreign policies to protect their interests.

In the case of Israel, it does not need to tum to domestic programs to increase its
ability to defend itself-this has already been proven in five Arab-Israeli wars and the faa
that even Syria, previously Israel's moa implacable foe, has acknowledged it does not

have the ability to defeat Israel militarily. A military relationship with Turkey is thus
Israel's method of using external means to obtain a more favourable security
environment. As Chapter One has indicated, for example, the ability to utilise Turkish
airspace in any potentki confrontation with Syria, Iraq, or Iran increases Israel's fighting
abilities irnrneasurably.
For Turkey, the Military Training Cooperation Agreement serves both external
and intemal ends. First, through extemal means, it allows Turkey to acquire a fiend in
the region, something Turkey is severely lacking in international politics. And second,

through an internai program, it affords Turkey a remarkable oppoxtunity to modernise its
armed forces to a degree not possible were Ankara to rely solely on the United States and
the European Union. Without the protective umbrella of the United States to shield both

countries from unfavourable actions on the part of their adversaries, Jerusalem and
Ankara have changed their policies to suit their new secunty environments which has led
them to begin aligning themselves doser together.
The change from a bipoiar international syaem to a unipolar system has not led to
any significant change in the behaviour of Middle Eastern States, in that conflict remains

as part of the currents of Middle Eastern politics. Syria, Iraq, and Iran are intent on
acquiring either non-conventional weapons, ballistic missiles, or both, since they believe
such arsenals will better serve their regional interests. Turkey and Israel, despite the
advent of the peace process, remain at odds with many of their neighboun regarding
issues deemed of national and vital interest to them.
However, the change that has ocairred as a result of the change in the
international structure is that Jenisalem and Ankara are drawing closer in an attempt to

"circle the wagons" as it were, to protect both themselves and their interests. While the
two certainly had r e m n to CO-operateduring the Cold War, it was not until its end that
their relationship expanded to its m e n t state of affairs. Such is the significance of
Structural Realism, because while the system-wide element of confiia has remained, the

states embedded in this confkt have had to turn to other means of surviving within the
anarchic system.

Relevance for International Politics
The Turkish-Israeli relationship is important for the study of the discipline of
International Relations. This is so because it has had a profound effect on the course of
Middle Eastern politics, forcing many states to change their strategic outlooks. The
relationship has affected the power of both states, relative to other regional states.
Although this thesis has argued that it is the regional situation both Israel and
Turkey are involved in that prompted them to seek a closer relationship, many have

argued that since the Military Training Cooperation Agreement was signed in February
1996, it has paradoxically worsened their security situation. This refers to the reaction to
the military accords by Syria, Iraq, and Iran.

As stateâ in Chapter Four, Syria in particular has been uneasy about this
relationship, since it appean to be the country moa affecteci by a Jenisalem-Ankara axis.
Consequently, it has embarked on its own program to enhance its senirity. In 1980 Syria

and Iraq broke off diplornatic relations as a result of Damascus' support for Iran in the
Iran-Iraq War. However, in 1997 there were indications that the two were beginning to
re-establish a positive, working relationship: In November of that year, Iraqi Deputy

Prime Minister Tariq Azk met with Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk al-Sharaa, and
"[a]nalysts say that the need by both countries to improve ties stems fiom regional factors

such as a recent military pact between Israel and Turkey and Ankara's incursion into
northem iraq."'* As if to prove the existence of such a need, intelligence sources have
noticed an uicrease in traffk at ~pposedlyclosed border areas." And Turkish President
Süleyman Demirel declareci in May 1998 that Syria was agitating other Arab and Muslim
capitals against Turkish-Israeli ties, although he added that such actions would not affect
the relation~hi~.'~

The Turkish-Israeli military relationship allows both countries a way out of their
relative regional isolation. Both are viewed, as previously mentioned, as outsiders and
both are surrounded by states at best described as unfiendly. The injection of this new
development into the broader Stream of Middle Eastern politics has meant that Syria,

Iraq, and Iran must reconsider theu political and military strategies. A stronger Turkey
able to contain more effectively the PKK insurgency would pose a tougher challenge for

Syria and Iraq to overwme in their water disputes. Similarly, Twkey's borders with these
three states provides Israel with another facet to its rnilitary deterrence posture. This
certainly has caught the attention of Damascus, Baghdad, and Teheran.
Also, a strong link between Turkey and Israel provides Jordan, a moderate Arab
state with a history of living under stronger Arab states' dictates, a chance to escape from

the baleful glues emanating from Arab capitals displeased with its inclination to help

" Guy Bechor, "Iraq and Syria to Boost Ties?" Ha'aretz Ennlish Edition, 23
November 1997: 2.
'' Douglas Stranglin, "Friends Again?" U.S.News and World Reoort 121
(October 1996): 19. Received fiom Middle East Review of International Affairs Journal
Seminar on Turkish Foreign Policy in the Middle East,30 October 1997.

integrate Israel into the region. The decision by King Hussein to send a high-ranking
observer to the January 1998 Reliant Mermaid exercises is a case in point: although
Egypt deciined to do the same, Amman was hanhly cnticised by its Arab neighbours.
However, the King's decision eanied him the gwdwill of Ankara, Jerusalem, and
Washington. Eager for financial and military aid from the West, Amman can gain much
from its approving posture regarding the Israeli-Turkish relationship; indeed, both
Ankara and Jenisalem have expressed their appreciation for his moderate stance on this
development .
The growth of the Turkish-Israel relationship can have broader, extra-regional
effects as well. Although Washington was not the instigator of the Military Training
Cooperation Agreement, it is nonetheless pleased that this relationship has showed signs
of expanding. At a U.S.State Department briefing in June, 1997, spokesman Nicholas
Bums stated that the "United States fully supports the efforts of Turkey and Israel to
become niends."81 In addition to the American policy of "dual containment," in which
Iran and Iraq are put under heavy pressure until they redeem their "rogue state" status,
Washington is ail1 concernai about unhindered access to Persian Gulf oil. The fact that

Iraq continues to de@ U.N. inspectors and han is embarked on a program of rearmament
(although it is considered small next to the programs of countries such as Israel or Saudi
Arabia) and has not given up hopes for regional leadership, means that the Persian Gulf
remains an area worthy of scrutiny. The Amencan Fifth Fleet is headquartered in Bahrain

Turkish Press Review, 7 May 1998.
Burns, State Department Briefing, "King Hussein, Lebanon, Arab
summit, Palestine, Bangladesh, Northem Ireland, Bosnia, North Korea, China, OAS";
available from
h~p://www.usis-israeI.org.
illpublish/presstatdcvjune/sd 1 6 11.htm; acceued 6 April 1997.
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for this reason. The prolieration of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles is

also of concem for Amencan policy-rnakers. A strong Turkish-Israeli relationship could
serve as a vehicle through which American concerns might be safeguarded. At the very

lem, a Jenisalem-Ankara a i s , fnendly to Washington, would not endanger American
interests anymore than they might already be.
As stated in Chapter Four, the Turkish-Israeli military collaboration is aiso

designed to offset the perceived lack of support f?om the European Union. The
resentment and even bittemess experienced by Western-oriented Turkish elites at the
results of the 1997 Luxembourg summit has prompted Turkey to begin considering ties in
other regions. It is open to debate what type of role Turkey could play were it to become
a rnember of the E.U.,
but as many scholars have argued, there can be no doubt that in the
newly emerging global conditions, Turkey's position offers it the oppominity to play an
active role in several different areas.
Turkish-Israeli military relations are based on serious secunty considerations and
are supported by other legs such as political and economic factors. These relations
represent a shift in the current of Middle Eastern politics, and have the potential to affect
extra-regional states' policies as well. At the time of writing, the relationship has shown
no signs of diminishing; on the contrary, ties seem to be expanding, as Turkey considers
Israeli aid in modemising its armed forces in nurnerous different aspects a viable option.
However, what possible direction this relationship might take remains to be discussed.
As Waltz argued, one of the structurai determinants of the international system is
the distribution of capabilities among states, and this distribution of capabilities contains
the assertion that the power of a state is relative to the power of other states. The Turkish-

Israeli military link is significam for international relations because such a working
arrangement fùndamentally affects both regional powers. The MTCA began a process
that improves the relative capabilities of Israel and Turkey, and thus their ability to deal
with both enemies and non-enemies alike. As such, Turkish-Israeli military relations play

a significant role on the intemational political stage.

The Future
As a preliminary conclusion, it can be said that the future of Turkish-Israeli

relations looks bright, but it remains to be seen how long it will iast, both in terms of
intensity and le@.

The fiee trade agreement signed between the two is a good

indication of long-term thinking on the part of policy-makers in Jerusalem and Ankara.
But like every relationship, there are dificulties. Although this chapter relates the most
prominent of these, and attempts to refbte the seriousness of their ability to curtail
military collaboration, it must be remembered that Middle Eastern politics is in reality a
complex set of intemvining issues. Sometimes religious and ethnic elements play the
deterrnining role in its course, and other times political and secunty considerations are
predominant.
It is difficult to predict with any certainty what the future holds for this
relationship. It seems as though the prospects for long-terni CO-operationare positive. The
advent of some success in the Arab-Israeli peace process afforded Ankara the oppominity
to become more open about its desire to link itself with Israel, especially as the
Palestinians were themselves signing agreements wiîh Israel. It can be argued that were
the peace process to begin to unravel (and the current Israeli right-wing, hard-line

factions that keep Benjamin Netanyahu in power would not be unhappy with such an
outcorne) Turkey might becurne more wary of its ties with Israel.
The fate of the Palestinians has always been important to Turkey, and although
Ankara has a great deal to gain from military collaboration with Israel, this issue also has
the potential to restrict ties. As President Demirel said in December 1997, Turkey's
position on the Palestinians' fiiture has not changed, and Ankara is holding Netanyahu
responsible for an absence in peace process resu~ts.*~

The security environment Turkey and Israel face has not changed for the better
with the end of the Cold War, and both have much to gain fiom an established
relationship. As of yet, this has not been translateci into wncrete defence pacts between
the two countries; al1 relations have been based on CO-operationagreements, and neither
Jenisalem nor Ankara have referred to any strategic alliance.
The Arab and Muslim regimes in the Middle East show no sign of fading, or
changing. Although Presidents Assad and Saddam Hussein are ageing, and in May 1997

Iranians overwhelming elected a moderate cleric as president who has since alluded to
the need for dialogue between Iranians and Americans, al1 three States have acquired
political and military and religious elites that are loyal to the current ders' policies. The
possibility that d e r Assad or Saddam's death a more passive leader might take power,
one cornmitted to peace and integration with Israel, remains low and difficult to imagine.
For Turkey and Israel, this means that their extemai situations will in al1
likelihood not change in the near fbture, and so military collaboration between the two

TASS, "Demirel Says Turkey is Not Going to Change Mideast Policy," The
Middle East Review of International -airs
Journal Seminar on Turkish Foreign Policy
in the Middle East, 4 December 1997.

will continue to benefit them both. As related throughout this thesis, there are very gwd
reasons and motives for the relationship. Conflict has remained endemic in the Middle

East since the age of recordai history began, when empires marched and clashed over its
length, width, and breadth, and there have not been senous indications that this is about
to end. Indeed, Structural Realism says that conflict will remain within the international
system, so long as it remains anarchic.
However, the Military Training Cooperation Agreement was signed only in 1996,

and it is still too early to relate with any real cwtainty what fonn this relationship might
take in the foreseeable future. There remain several disputes between al1 States within the
Middle Ean. For example, those analysts who study water politics are convinced that this
rare naturai resource will become a point of contention, perhaps even violence, in the
near future. Given that Turkey controls the headwaten of the Tigris and Euphrates
Rivers, and given that Israel will soon be in desperate need of water for itself, one can

assume that water politics will become ever more important in the coming years. This
assertion carries with it the prospect of more conflict and even war. The Turkish-Israeli
military relationship may become even more consequential as a result of these future
possibilities.

Turkey and Israel are compelled by strong theoretical and practical reasons to
draw close together. However, as Kenneth Waltz himself adrnitted, things change, and
even theories prevalent at any one time can be discardeci in favour of newer ones better
able to explain the course of international politics. What cannot be denied about this
recent development, though, is the effect it has had on regional politics. Whether or not

the Turkish-Israeli relationship will remain strong, or fàde away, it

car^

be argued with

certain9 that it will affect the course of Middle Eastern politics for some time to corne.
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